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ABSTRACT 

Stimulus f unctions of (i) reinforc ing stimul i , 

and (ii) r esponses,were investiga ted i n terms of 

their i mmedi ate afte r-ef fe cts . In ,several exp eriments 

r a ts responde d on two - component .di f fe r 0nti al 

reinforcement of l ow rate (DRL) schedules . I n t hese 

sche dules , designed for the pre s ent study, a 

response was rein forced only if preceded oy a stated 

minimum interva l of no responding; two ~uch interv~ls , 

(t 1 and t 2 ,) 1·:ere specified dep ending on whether 

timing b egan from ( i) r e inforcement, e r ( ii ) a non

re infor ced response , respectively. The f indings were 

as fo llows : 

1 . The IRTs which occurred fol lowing re infor ced 

and non-reinforced responses ;vere differen t and were 

appropriate to the minimum 1RT r equirement s relate d t:o 

these t wo events. 

2 . The longer the IRT requirement following a 

non- r ~i nforced res ponse the greater was t he efiicie~cy 

of performa~cc following reinforced responses . 



3. The temporal accur acy of r esponding was not 

affected by the addition of ex teroceptive stimul i 

to either the t 1 or the t 2 component. 

4 . When reinforcement was omi t ted fr om the t 2 

component the temporal accuracy of performance 

deteriorated . 

S. The omission of reinforcement following the 

first response to occur af ter each reinforced response 

resulted in r e l atively long pauses fo llowing 

reinforcemen t . 

6 . Respon.se burs ts (i) occurred only following 

non- reinforced r esponses, (ii) had a grea t e r 

prob ab i lity of occurrence af t er responses on the t 1 

component than after responses on the t 2 component , 

(i i i) occurred with greater probabi li ty fol.lowing t 1 

responses as the duration of the t 2 cr iterion in~rea~ed, 

(iy) occurred with a re l atively high probability when 

reinforcerne_nt was omitted fo110i\"ing s0me "correct" 

rcspons~s bu t declined f o l lowing extended exposure 

to such omissions. 



When the concentration of the milk reinforcer 

was manip 1_llated on four different schedules, namely 

DRL, fixed-interval, :response- initiated fixed-interval 

and fixed-ratio, the duration of the post - reinforcement 

pause was found in each case to be ,;n increasing 

function of the concentration of the preceding reinforcer. 

Related changes in response ratd were also observed. 

These results were discussed with regard to the 

d:i.s c:riwi native and inhi.b i to ry propeT ti es of re inf crcing 

stimul i and responses in the temporal contro l of 

behavj.our . The data were also found to be consistent 

with .Crustrative non"' reward theory (Amsel, 19 ::i.8 ; . 1962). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

rt has been demonstrated that the behaviour 

of organisms adjus ts to the tempora l characteristics 

of changes in the environment. Such t empora l 

adjustment , over relatively long periods of time, 

is ·evident in time- correlated cyclical processes. t.n 

many organ.isms C~_f, Co ld Sp ring Harb our Sympos ia on 

Quan t ita tive Biology Biological Cl ocks , 1960; 

Marler and Hamil tou , J 966; Brown, 1969) . In addi ti.on, 

:rt :rs knov.111 tha t 1vhen temporal constraints are 
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i mposecJ on :he occurrence of environmental events 

such a s i·e:tnforceTs , their eff ects are observed i n 

the t emporal patterning of the behaviou r reinforced. 

This character i s tic of operan t r esponding has been welJ. 

documented since the developmen t of temporally-based 

schedules of Tetn forcement by Skinner a nd his assoc i ates 

L- Sk" l,.,38 F d Sk " ~q c 7) e. g_ ., inner , :1 · ; ·erst.er an , ' inner , L.., • Th.P-

present thesis i s an investiga tion of some of the factors 

wili:ch de t ermine the t emporal regulati on o:: operant 

behaviour . 

The fixed-interval (FIJ scJ--Ledule is one examp le 

of a tempora l ly- based schedul~ of reinforcement . On 

t h i s schedule a response i s re info r cetl o~ly if a 

stated interval of time has elapsed since the preceding 

r einforcement. Tfie pattern of r esponding which 

deve lops consists of a relat ive ly lonr pause 

after the occurrence of the reinfor cer fol l owe d by 

Yesponding which gradual ly accelerates in rate so that 

a high and s l: E;acly rate i:s achieved by the time the nex t 

Yeinforcement occurs . The durat i o~ of the paus e 

fol '.l.01,-;:i:n,g 1.·ci n forccmer t, the p0s t -, r c: i.nf orcemen t uaus e , _..__ _____________ ~ 
hes been fo und to be proportional to the dura t ion of 

the fixed- interval (Sherm2.. r. , 1958 ; Har7,em , 196 8; 

Schn0iJer, 1960). This cor.s tan t propor t ionali ty , as 
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of t emporal discrimination or , more generally , of 

behaviocrcal adj l!S trnen t to the temporal constrain t.s of 

the schedule . 

Further evidence of such temporal adjustment of 

behaviour comes from the p~ttern o f r e sponding which 

typicaJ.ly occurs on another frequen tly used schedule 

of reinforcement, namely, the differential reinforcement 

of low rate (DRL), On this schedule a response is 

re inforced only if a minimum interval has elapsed sjnce 

th e preceding response; if a response occurs af ter a 

shorter interval lt is not reinforced and timing starts 

ag,,;_:rn from that re.s ~".l cns e . Under these conditions the. 

rate of respon1:tng is inversely r elated tc the ninimum 

i-nterval speci'-f:r-ed by t he s chedv.:Le , , 'i.e . , the longer 

the m:intmurn pause r equired for re inf orcer.1en t, the 

longer the duration of the mean interval separating the 

r-espc11se s, 

A1. though t empo ral patterning of t h is sor t is 

consistently obseYved on such schedules , the factors 

which determine its occurrence aTe not yet understood . 

This- may in part be due to the atheore ti cal tendency 

of much research concerned with ope rant behaviour . 

:Jenkins (19 70) h&s descr:1. b ed the situa tion a. s follows : 
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One mi gh t have t hought t h3 t the publication of 
Th e Behaviou r of Orqan isMs (S k inner, 1938) would 
set a pattern for systema tic and analyti ca l 
research on the fundamentals 0£ operan t conditioning. 
Although this has to some extent been the casa, 
much research on operant cond i tioning in the thirty 
years since the publication of The Behaviou~ of 
Or gani s ms. has t:.i k en. a dif-ferent--cli rec t ion. Iii~·te&d 
of checking , revising a nd adding to the p rinciples 
put forth by Skinner in 1938, many h ave been 
satisfi ed to generate b ehavioural regularities 
by the use of e~perimenta l arrangemen ts f a r too 
complex to analyse . In the study of reinfo :t c emcmt 
schedul es the trend has been toward more and more 
comp lex con ting enc i es of r e in f orceil:en t Ci). 106) . 

An analytical approach to schedul e phe nomena is adopted 

in the present thesis; speci fically, an at t emp t is 

made to identify some of the stimuli . which control 

responding on temporally-based schedu les of reinforcement . 

Since the formulat ion of the L aw of Effect (Thorndike , 

1911) , emphasis has been placed on the fact that the 

rein f orcing stimulus, when presented as a consequence 

of a res pons e ,"strengthens' 1 or 5.n crease .s t he p:i·ab abi l i t y 

of t hat response (Skinner} 193g ; 1953 b~ 1966). In 

adc).i t ion to this> however, the rein f ::ncer mi ght , as a 

cue , be expected t o directly affect the ev !.'=;n ts whlch 

i mmediate ly fo l low its occur r e Pce , Likewise 1 a response, 

·whether :reinf orce d or un:-ci nfo!· •:ed, :n.1 gi1t c1ffect t he 

e vr· nts ,.;hie!-.. it ir:imediat(~ly pr .:; ce6.cs . Un FI a11 d DRL 

sche du l es , far c :x::impl e , s i.1.1ce c x teroce pt: i.ve stimuJ i 

signalling the a va ila~i l ity oi rei~ f orcement a r e no t 
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present. 1 the pcssi:-1-Hli' t)" . ex:ts t s that r t ls ei t he r 

r e J.nforcers 0 11· responses , or ooth , ,,,hich fur:.ct ion. as 

s ti'm:.1 li on these schecluJ.es. 

Th.e te rm "stir.1Ul us control" has generally been 

u sed to refe r to the phenomenon whereby the rate 

of responding varies with Teference t o t he presence 

o r absence of a p a·.c ticular stimutus (~., Terrace , 

1966 ; Ferst e r an<l Perrott 1 1968) . However , in both 

Fr and DRL schedul.e ~. reinforcers and responses occur 

hriefly ,and r e spondine cannot be said t o occur in the 

presence o f either event . This h as led some writers 

to pas tul.a te the e:x is t ence of in t ern.al s tiinul i (Anger , 

19 63}. Th1.~s 3j:thcr a response 01· a reinforcer may 

produce some change withirr the organis~ , and the 

cluration of this :tn ternal stimulus may serve as a 

d rscriffiinative stiffiulus for responding. Although i t 

appears likely that physiological. evants may have 

stimulus properties on. schedules of rcinfo 1: r.::ement , it 

doe5 no t se era help f ul to account fo r beh~viour ratterns 

by reference to such i nferred event~, without 

exhaustive ly inves tigating the cont:Tol which may be 

exerted by observab l e environmefit~l stimuli (cf. Morse, 

.i. 9661 , 

Th~.s t ht:"3 is i.s c 0ncen~ed ~-1ith J. kind of stiri1u lus 

c ·J n t Tc l w hi ch j_ n v o 1 v es tr: e r 0 lat ion sh i p be tween a 

stin·,nlu:i :1.nli. th e resr;onsc 1·:hich :EoUows i.t in. 
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time, St::i.ddon (19.:ZJ fi;:is termed this Ptemporal 

control" and has described i t as f ,Jllows : " • .c • • • l ..L. 

Event A (a stirnuJ.tis) occurs a t a cer t aiE point i n 

time ind can be shown to determine the t i me of 

occurrence of Event B (a response) ) i,rhi ch occurs at 

a later point in time, the label tempora l control 

is p r oposed for the relationship .. . (p . 213) ". 

An example of temporal control is the relationsh i p 

b etween the reinforcing stimulus and the response which 

tenr.hrn t es the pos t - re:tn.f orcemen t pause on the FI 

schedul.e ··cc£ . Chapter 2) . Howeve1:, r esponding on FI 

schedules is difficult to an alyse in these ter ns since 

a relatively large numoer oi res'Oonses occur in each 

fixed interval. It may be the case that each response 

:rune t±ons as a discriminative stimulus f t' T the next 

response, in the manner of a response chain (Fers t er 

and Skh1ner , 1957), but such relationships are difficuLt 

to demonstrate (Kelleher, 1966) . Mo r eover , several 

experiments have ~.hewn thr,t interruption of r.=;sponding 

on FI schedules does not disrupt the typica l FI response 

patterE (Ferster and Skinner, 1957; De;1s, J.962) . This 

indicates that response-chaining is not necessary fe r 

positively acce lera t ed Tesponding on F I 2nd suggests 

t hat other interpre tations of t his 1'':)Sponse p attc-rn a re 

requir~d [Kelle her, 19 66 ) . 
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The s ttmulus contro l ling each response may be 

more re adily identifiable in DRL schedul es . St addon 

( 1 972), for .example , has proposed th a t the spacing of 

r esponses in time in accordance wi th the minimum 

inter- response time requi rement of a DRL schedule may 

r epresent temporal control of each res ponse by the 

preceding response . Exper i ments tote r eported here 

inves ti gat ed the exten t to which, on DRL schedules, 

r e inforced and non-reinforced responses maintain 

t empora l control of the r esponses which fo l low t hem. 

In conventional DRL schedules there ar e two 

programmed consequences for a response : ( i ) reinforcement/ 

n on- reinforcement, and (ii) delay in the availability of 

reinforcement f or a given period . In previous studies 

t he delay or resetting contingency has been the same 

af t e r responses meeting the DRL requi remen t CJ.:.:.e ·, 

reinforced responses) as after responses fall ing s hort of 

t he r equirement (i . e . , non-reinforced responses) . 

In the presen t study a t wo-component DRL schedul e was 

devised , in which the inter- r esponse tim,~ (:i.:RT) 

r equirements after r einforced and non- reinforced 

r esponses were different, thus making po ss ible an 

assessmen t of the stimulus functions of the reinfo: ce r 

and respons •Js in co n trolli~1g sp,:;cif i_ c !RTs . ·The t wo •-· 

c om p one n t DR L s ch e du 1 c a 1 s o r, e rm i t t 2· J cm <' 1 y s is o £ t !1 c 
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behavioural effect s of di fferer-it "cieJ.ays " contingent 

on Tesponses fa lling short of the i nitial DRL 

requlrement, and t hu~ i t was expected to clarify the 

r ole of. s uch contingencies in co11venti ona l DRL 

schedules . 

In Chapter 2 the lite r a ture Te l ating to s timulus 

effects of th e yetnforce r on some Basic schedules of 

r ei-nforcement is conside r ed and Chapter 3 p r esents 

evidence Tegarding tfi e stimulus effe cts of r e inforce rs 

and responses t n DRL schedu l es . T~e li te rature 

r e la.t rng to general aspects o f perfo1·man ce on DRL 

sch.edules rs a lso Teviewed in Ch :=ipteT 3, 

I n Chapter 5 experiments a re descr ib ed 1n whi ch 

th.e behavioural e ffects of t wo -comp onent DRL schedui.e s 

were i nves tigated; the min imum IRT requirement afte r 

re i nforcement was held cons tant , while the IRT 

r equirement afte r non- re inf orce d r esponses was vari ed 

over a wi de range of va lues . Chap ter 6 i s concerned 

with a further ~nalysis of stimulus c ontro l in two

component ORL s chedu l es ; the s timulus properties of 

r e inforcers and 1·esponses wen, ev a l ua.ted by obs erving 

the effects of (i) the addition of a di fferentia l 



stimulus to e ach component, and (ii) sys t ematic omission 

of the re inforcer. 

The ante cedent stimulus effects of changes in 

the magnitude of r e inforcement were next considered . 

The literature relating to the effects of magnitude 

of reinforcement on operant r e sponding is r eviewed 

in Chapte r 7 . In Chapter 8, experiment s are described 

where the concentration of the milk reinfo r cer was 

varj ·e a on DRL, FI , respons e - i n j_ti a ted fixed-interva l 

(tandem FR 1 FI) and fixed-rat io (fR) schedules . As 

with the t wo- component DRL sch edu l es , respondin g on 

t hese schedules is ana lysed i n rela tion t o two t i me 

per i ods : (i) t118 time fro m r eJ.nforceme11t to th.c first 

r e spons e , and (ii) the time from t h e f-1.-rst non - r e i nforce:\d 

response to the next reinforcement. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE ROLE OF THE REINFORCER AS A STI)illLUS ON 

SCHEDULES OF RE I NFORCEMENT 

I n a discussion of the effec~s of reinforceraent, 

Reid ( 19 S 7) has argued tlta t ,:Re: i nfo rcing even ts are 

sources of s timul ation~ wha t ever cL;e t:1cy :nay be , and 

the r efore , in l ear ning si t uati ons , Ll~ey m&y 0 0 expected _ 

to gain some degr ee 0 £ stimulus control ove r t he 

perforrnan~e of t he learned ~es ponse (p.20 2) ' 1
• The pres ent 

chapt.e:- i nv3s ti6a t. es the evi ,.lence £0 ?.· s tin:1.1ius cor, t1·0 l 

by the r einforc~r on some of the b as ic sche dule s of 

rein-f orce,ne.nt . 
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CONTI NUOUS REINFORCEMENT 

On a continuous reinforcement schedule (CRF) 

every respons e i s reinforced. That the ~einforcing 

stimtilus on CRF acts not only t o reinforce behaviour 

but also gai ns a degree of s t imulus control over the 

response that i t reinforces has been demonstrated in 

experiments reported by Rei d (1957). In one experiment 

six rats were reinforced for two sessions by the 

delivery of a food pellet following every bar~pressing 

response (CRF) . There followed three ext i nc t ion sessions 

when lever-pressing produced the usual noise but no 

pelle ts of food. At the end of the l as t extinction 

session , when responding was minimal, a p~lle t of food 

was dropped into- the food dish . Every an ima l a te the 

food and 5 out of the 6 pressed t h e leve r within · the 

following one minute (min) observa tion period , no l ever 

press es having o~curred during the equi valent observation 

pe riod before the delivery of food . Other stimuli, such 

as t apping the b6x , flicking the lighting and sounding a 

buzzer , were also presented in a similar manner but were 

not successful in restoring the extinguished r esponse . 

A similar experiment was caTried out with pigeons 

as subjects (Reid, 1957) . When a maple pea - the 

re i nforcer - was dropped in to the fciod pan during extinction 
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all birds ate iramediately and f ive out of six pe cked 

at t he response key within 10 secon ds (sec) of eating. 

Re id reports th a t the bird whi ch fai l ed to peck the 

key was given a second trial and the presentation o f t he 

f ree rei.nforcer o n t his occasj_o:n pro duced a. re.3ponse 

within the 10-sec interval . No resporiding had occurred 

by a ny of the birds i~ the equival ent peri ods before 

the · occurrence of the f ree food. Similar experiments 

using human s ubjects, with both operant and r espondent 

b eh aviours, (j._~ • , operat ion o f a slot machine and 

eye 1 :i.d response ~ r espec t.i vely) showed s Lni l ar re covery of 

the conditioned response when f ree reinforce r s were 

delivered during extinction (Reid, 1 95 7). Ski nne r (1938, 

Pp . 80-81) a l so n1enticns a cas e of "re i nforce r -p roducedn 

r e s ponding in a r at during exti~ction of CRF perfornance. 

These experimen ts suggest that in the course of 

training on the CRF schedule the reinfo rcing st imulus 

not onl y i nc.r eas. es the probab i l i t y vr r a te of the 

s e lected response but coCTes to cont ro l respond ing di rectly 

. so t hat non-contingent p r esen t ation of th~ ~e inf orcer 

produces a response or res pons es . The length of the 

in tc rva l b e t~veen the ocr..ur :::·en .:.e 0£ rE: inf orcem.e11 t and trw 

next ~·es pons e) bo tn. during C:LF and Hh.c'n th.s rci.nfo-rce .r 

·ivHS preseu t ocl ·• free ", w,:s r-,ot 1·eported i n the ex.p _E.:~· i mcr;.t s 
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discussed ab ove . Some of th e studies des cribed in the 

following sections provide evidence of the tempor a l 

relationshi p betveen rei n.foTcers and res pons es on other 

schedules of r einforcement . 

FIXED-INTERVAL 

On an FI s c.heclule of reinforc ement th~ first 

response is reinfo r~ed after a stated inte rval of time 

h as e lapsed. The event which initiates this interval 

of t ime is usually t he preceding reinfo rcement. The 

pe r formanc e typically generated by FI s chedules consis ts 

of a pause after each r e inforcemen t , fo llowed by a 

gradua l ly acce larating rate of res ponding which i s 

t~rmina t ed at t he nex t reinforcement . This p a tter n 

o f res ponciing is often r eferred t o as the FI scallop . 

After ex tended exposure to s hort fixed intervals, a 

_treak··and--r;.m pattern is often cbse r.red , i . ~ . ~ a p ause 

af t er reinforce~cnt fo llowed , i11 the peri od 

afte r t he paus e untiJ tl1e n ext reinforce1ne11 t running 

time), by a r a~jd transi t ion to a constant ra t e of 

r esponding (~_._g_ .;; Schneide1· , 1969) . 
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A numb er of s tudies of t he pattern of responding 

on FI sche dules have suggested t ha t the post-reinforcement 

pause and t he ra te of responding in the runriing time 

( the running rate) are separately dete rmined . According 

to Schneider (1969 ) and Shull (1970 b) , the rate and 

topography of r esponding which occurs in t he running +- • ... 1me 

is a fun cti on of the responding p revai ling at the moment 

of rei nforcement. It has been argued, however, that the 

pause afteT r e inforcement is dete r mi ned by othe r factors. 

For examp le, t he pos t- reinf~rcement pause on F! ·has 

frequently been accounted for in. te r ms of the an.tec.edent 

stin:u.lus effects of t he r einforcer (Fe rster and Skinner, 

19 57; Dews , 1970; Kl ing and Schrier, 1971; Nevin, 19 73). 

According to Fe ~ster and Skinner (1 957) the r einforcing 

stimulus serves a l so as a discr im inative s timulus on the 

FI sch edulc,s e tt!ng the occasion fo r non-reinfo rcement . 

They wrote as f ollows: 

The s timulus a s soc i ated wi th the pres enta tion cf 
a reinforcer a nd with the) appropri2.t e cons umma tory 
behavi our ( eating, cleaning~ etc.) e!lter into the 
f i xed-interva l contingencies in Dn imriortar..t way. 
Because they constitute an occasion u~on which a 
r esponse is . nev~r reinforced, i low r; t e quick ly 
develops after reinforcement . The duration of 
thj s control is in par t a function o f the tempora l . 
p,:operti es of the sti;:m1i. · P.e sid.ual :; tinn.:l i ·- from 
food in the mo ut h , s wallowin~, etc . - may extend 
pas~-. the rnom~:nt c.f r·cinf orce!:ieri:i:-:--:- 0th.er behaviour 
may be set i n mot i cn ( e . g ., wa std.n~ fo r the r:=i t) 
which .may· z.lso c cntro l a low Tat::: of responding 
bccau3e of its relation t o n on- reinf0rcement . Very 
roughly spc1king J the effect ~f reinforccEent as ~ 
stihlulus of t h is sort sppears to last for 30 saccnds 
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for the pigeon. The effect is to start the 
new interval wi th a peri od of zero or a very 
low rate of r esponding (Pp .1 34 -1 35). 

Agai n , Skinner (1953 a) wro te: "Afte r reinforcement 

t he pigeo~ pauses briefly . .. . Th i s is due t o the fact 

that under a fixed-interva l schedule no response is 

eve r reinforced just after r e inforcement. The organism 

i.s ab le to f o r.rn a dis c r imination based upon the s tim.uli 

generated in the act of eating food . So l ong as the 

st imul at i on is effective the rate is low (p.72) 11
• 

Ferster and Skinner ( 1.9 S 7) define a dis \:,rirnina ti ve 

.stimu lus as 11 ct s timulus in . the p r esence of which a 

response is reinfo rced and in the ab sence of which it 

goes unr,3i:nfc1·•:ed". Though this defi nition cove r s 

only situations i n whi.ch the s timulus has a positive 

d . · · · ..... f · rs·D "+_ · d. · · · 1scr1m1naL1vc . unction ~· or 0 J , nega t ive 1s cr1m1nat1ve 

control also occurs where , in t he pres ence of a stlmulus 
.6 

(S or S- ), respons es are not r einforced (Ferster and 

, ... , -.; n .,., "r 1 ° c: 7 ) 1o.)l\ . .1.. -l• ' -' , .J ..J .. The r einforce r on FI , ac cording to 

Ferste r and Ski nner , func t icns as a negative dis criminat ive 

stimu.lus ; 'settin g th e occ::ision '1 for non-rcinfon:·ement . 

A featnre of Fr-rster and Skirmer!s def ~. niti::m is 

thcl t i t s tipu.'..a ~es t.hu t a dis crir.1i.na ti ve s timu:ius is 

"(one:) In th(; p Tcsence of which; ' r es;Jon d ing :i . .=- rei.nfo Tce<l . 
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That t:11.3 s timulns ha'3 ·.:-.: be p res er.t i:-i orde r for i t 

to e xerc ise discriminative contra! probab ly led 

Ferster and Skinn~r to hypo t hes ise that on the FI 

schedule r esidual stimuli,f rom food in the mouth ~!c . , 

are present for apprux imate ly 30 sec after tl1e 

presen tation of th e reinforcer an <l control a l ow rate 

of responding during this period . However, post

r einforcement pauses of longer duration than 30 sec 

have been r eport ed,~-, post- r e inforcement po.uses 

of more than an hour's dur·ation on long Fis of 1.1.p to 

24 hours (Dews , 1965). In addition , the durat ion of 

the post-re info7cement pause on FI is a positive 

linear £unction of the dura t ion of the inte rval :;pe•cified 

by the schedule (She rman, 1959 ; Ha r zern, 1968; Schneider, 

1969) . A na-:.1.se a l so occurs af ter a stimulus 

presented in lieu of reinforcement on FI (Ferster and 

Skinner , 1957 ; Kel l o, 1972; Stadden, 19 72). According 

to this evidence the ongoing e ffects of residual stimuli 

associated with the r einforcer cannot wholly account f or 

the post-reinforcement pause on the FI schedule. 

Thei.-e are t-,rn aJ.. t.eniativE: e:x:planaticns , It h a s been 

thought pos sible t ha t the positive relationship reported 

be tween the f ixed l.n terval duration and the du·ra t ion of 

the pause after re in forceme n t may be due to the increase 

in the nwuber or. r8s pcns e s i:1 th-c }.(',ng,?- r f ixed inte-r \ra :L s 
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(Neuringer and Schneider , 1968). On the other hand, 

pos t-reinfo1·cemen t pause dut·ation may be directly 

detetmined by temporal factors. Both these explanations 

have been submitted to experimental test. 

The procedures used in studies concerned with this 

problem have involved the manipulation of response 

rates in the interva l or just before reinforcement, 

without changing the amount of time between reinforcements. 

Farmer and Schoenfeld (1964 b), fo r example, added n 

DRL contingency to an FI schedule in which a response 

was reinforced (i) if a given fixed interva l. had elapsed 

since the preceding reinforcemen~ and (ii ) if the interval 

separating tha t response from the preceding response 

exceeded a specifi ed •tine. This conting~ncy produce d 

a reduction in th a rate 0£ responding during the running 

t ime but t he duration of the post-reinforcement pause 

remained unaffected. Othe:r procedures have incl uded : 

imposing a brief blackout after each unreinf orci;d 

r esuonse (Neuringer and Sch?c ide r, 1968); adding a 

small fixed - ratio requirement af ter the inte r val has 

19 69 ) ; r equiring on l y one respon s e 

anywhere i~ th~ fixe~ i nterval to produce r e inforcement 

et the end 0f t he i nterval (Shell, .197Ch); ching ing ~he 

:r,esp0],:;e t?n i t i" -rom a single re sponse to a fixed m.1mD eT 

of Tesponses .(Shull, Guilkey and Witty, 19 72). In al l 
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the studies the duration of t he post- re inforcement pause 

W8.!::> feitrnd to be related to the time between reinforcements , 

regardl es s ct tne additional response/ r e inforcement 

depenchmc.ies . 

Stadden (1969) has suggested that in FI schedules 

the reinforcer acts as 8Jt inhibitory s t i mulL!s~' j ccnt :collL1g 

a low rat e of responding for a period of time after its 

presen tation, af t er the fash ion of Pavlov's inhib ition 

of delc1y . Pavlov (1927) reported that when the 

uncondition~d stimulus (UCS) was delayed £or 3 min 

follm·! ing the occurrence of the con di t.ioned s t:i.mulus 

(CS), the con.cli tioned response (C R) did not occur for 

some time after the CS was presented . Pavlov attributed 

t he a.ts e:1ce of r e.spending early in th<~ de l ay iuterval to 

t he t emporal inhibitor;' e f fect s of the CS . Evid2;1ce jn 

support of Staddon !s hypothesis c omes f rom re i nforcement 

omis.3 io!l experiman ·i:. s (Staddon and Innis , 1966; Innis 

and Sta<ldon , 1969) 'ti'here it h as been found tha t res pons e. 

rate is hig~~r i f occas iofial r0inforccmerrts are omitted 

on Fr t h~n i f a ll reinforcements are p ~esentc~; the 

prj.nc ipal eff6ct on response rate is produced by the 

-reuuct i on in r.he ci .. na tion of the pat:.s es i n the in te rv s ls 

An in11 i b i 1:0,.-y s tinelus Ji .:1. :; b een d.efi !Wd by Hea r5; t 
(]972) as : : cl. ;nv.l tj_ (.l.imer;s .i. cm~l.'I er.v·i.ro,1.:r.2ntc1l c ve Et 
thetas~ 1·osul t o{ conditlcninf (i n this c~~e 
bas:.cd on sJn1~; neiat:i:vc c- -~Jl'Y~:l,.1.:ior1 i.1i21.:i.vee~ 1>rcscn.ta t~-~1.r1 
c, f the stimul.us :rnd t:·'.e ~;•-1j:;0 r.1u')7t1" <:1,:r:i. t1·1·e :1cc ct ~-.nct~11,;T 
c·,1ent OT 0~1~:O)rno ~ s1:ch ·as ' 1·c~ niorcen:';.;nt ' ) dP.vo.~o;_):-; the 
c:1p,J.C i"'C}7 z.o L~r~ •.:.:rea-50 ~r::1--r·(1tn_ar,c2 b,::101·:- ~_ .ht:! ]_,~· \"' f ,J ccc:1..1 :!.~ r 1.!"'1s_; 
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following reinforcement omission . 

Studies ·wh ich have demonstrated " d isinhib i tion" 

effects on fi xed- interval respondin& an a logous to 

Pavlov's '' dis inhibition of delay" , a ls o provide 

evidence for an i~hibitory effect of t h e reinforcer on FI 

(F l anagan and Webb , 196 4; Singh and Wickens , 1968; 

Hinri chs, 196 8 ; Ma lone , 1971) . These experi ment s 

show that when a novel stimulus is presen t ed early 

in t he fixed interval the effect is a reducti on in 

t he duration of the post- reinfo rcement paus e antl an 

increase in r es ponse rate in this part of t he inte1·val, 

suggesting that the inhib itory effect of the reinfo-rcing 

stimulus , which no r mal l y con t r o ls a .yaus~ ; : ls {n turn . 

inhibited by t.hG novel s timulus (exte1:na l disinnib it ion) . 

When a novel s timulus is presented l a t er in the f i xed 

interval , the effect is tc decrease t he res p onse r ate 

(external inhi bition ; fl i n r .i ch s , 19 6 8) • 

Recently, Wilkie (1974) h as provide d strong evidence 

for the exister..ce of inhibitory con tro l early in the 

L .xed i.nterv:;i.:i.. . I!1 t his stL1dy p igeons respm:c:ec. on an 

l~I schedule in t h e presence o f a st imulus : wh ich consisted 

when that ~=t 'lT!ll.:1.us is ab.ser 1 t (Pp .6 - 7) ". ln the 
p:r· 1~s eri -c th c ~; ·j s t .he te r1n 11 i .. 7.:dL.l ·~ i to::.v· s t ~~-nr;.1 J u s t! 

aj_ so n :!feTs to ~ny s :: i,HuJus 1,,1:1ich ~.uppr css0s 
Tes pc};1 clin. g ,, 



of a line projected onto the response-key . Train ing 

sessions were followed by dimensional stimulus control 

tes t sessions during which the orientation of the lin e 

present thro~ghou t the fixed i nterva l was varied . · 

U-shaped (inhibitory) gradients of responding , with 

minimum responding occur ring in the presence of t he 

training stimulus, were obtained in the early part of 

the interval . Inverted U- shaped (excitatory) gradients 

of responding, with minimum responding occurring in the 

presence of the training stimulus, we re observed in the 

terminal po.rt of the fixed interval. In one experimental 

condi tion reinforcement ~as occasional l y r eplaced -by a 

b-c:i.ef blackout stimulus; it was found that when the 

prAceding interva l had ended in b lackout, inhibitory 

gradients did not occur in the fol lowing interval. 

This evidence sugges ts that inhibitory effec-cs are 

present early in an interval on FI and that these effects 

are dependent upon the occurrence of the preceding 

reinforcer . 

Another way of investigating the inhibitory after-

effec t s of re inf orcemcn t :i.s to present a non·· con ting•2n t 

reinforcer in the course of an interval. Such a procedure 

was adopted in a study by L6gan and Ferr~ro (1970) in which , 

on a small ~~mber of probe~intervals, they pYesented a 
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" free" reinfo rce r midway through th.c 30-;:sec· Hxetl 

interval. The eff~ct of this fr ee r e iniorc er was 

appa rently to rese t t he anirr..a ls "clock" , as it 

produc~<l a pause and a subsequent pattern o~ r ~sponding 

simil-3.r to that which no rmally occurred when t he animal 

was r einforce d a t the end of an interval . The experimenters 

concluded : " The evi.ciencc is unequivoca l : behaviour 

follow ing f r ee r21.·rnrds i s most anaJ.c:g ous to tha t 

following earned rewards, precisely as one would expec t 

i f a n ew i nterval were initiated by that reward even · 

t hough it occurred at an una ccus tomed time and ind~pendent 

of respon se (p . 121) ,: . 

A paradoxical fe ature of t he studi es considered so 

far i s that the :reinforce r, though possessing inhibitory 

~fter- effects, als o maintains responding , i . e . , if 

reinforc ement is totally re~oved the behaviour wi ll 

e xtingui sh. Thus , the r ~J inf o Tcer produces a dE:crea s e in 

r esponding earl y in the interval r e lative t o t he rate 

of responding occurrin g la t er in the interval . Skinner 

and Mo rse (19 58) comrared the durat i ons of t he pauses 

which occurred in the cours e of wh ee l - runn i ng , with r a t 

subjec ts , when r unning ~as unreinfor ce d and when it was 

rei!1f o-rc~' d or. 0.11 F I s d1 0du.l ':' . The p ost - r e i r .. f 01 c ement 

p :::t us e:; whi. ch deve l oped ·,mdet the FI sch e dule we re l onge r 
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than the pauses which occurred during unreinforced 

running. I t appears that, in t his case, reinforcemeli.t 

depressed responding rel a tive even to the 11baselL1e" 

rate of responding which occurred in the absence of 

reinforcement . 

There is some evidence which indica t es that t he 

period following. reinforcement has aversive and 

"emo tional" characte ristics. For ex&mple , Brown and 

Flory (1972) found that the s timulus present during the 

post-reinforcement paus e on an FI schedule acted as a 

negative rei nf 01·cer; ::i i geons pecked a key to remove a 

stimulus associ ated with an FI schedule 0£ food 

r einforcement and mo::t of these rrescape 11 responses v:erc 

made early in the fixe d inte rva l . Elicit~d aggressi on 

has frequen t ly Leen rep !J rt.ed - to occur in response to 

aversive stimulation (Ulrjch and Azrin, 1962; Azrin and 

Holz, 1966), and Richards and Ri l lin g (1972) rrport that 

when pigeons were given the opportunity to attack a 

restra ined t arget, att ack r a tes were highet while 

perf orming on an FI schedule of positive reinforcc~ent, 

than during operant l eve l s es sions; mo s t aggression 

occu1: :red c.u-r ::.ng -d,e pos t - r e infoi-.::e ment pause in key 

t eck i n.g. As it ha s f r eq tL=Lt l y be en s u g g c s ·c~d :-.h at inhibitory 

control is av~r sive :i:nu. pr cd.uce s " E',l'lO ti onal" b ehaviour 
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(Terntce, 1966 ; Hearst , 197 2 ; Terrace , 1972 ; Richelle, 

197 2) , these experiments p ro vide additional , though 

indirect, evidence that the reinforcer has inhibitory 

after-effe cts on FI schedules . 

Catan ia and Reynolds (19 68 ) and Stadden (1972) 

have pointed out that t he r einforcer on FI is normally 

the best p r edictor of non·-reinforcem&nt an<l t hus , th::r-ough 

conditioning , comes t0 inhib i t r esponding fo r a period of 

time following its occurrence . It i s a lso possib ie, 

howevar, t hat t he rei~forcer, as wel l as be ing a 

conch ticned inh:ibi to~-r s tir:mJ. us o n Fl , may also have 

uncondi ti one cl inhibi. tory effects ., E.x:periwen ta.1 evidence 

that t hi s may be the case comes from percentage r e inforcement 

studi es , i n which on an FT schedule t he reinforcer is 

replaced by a neutral st inu1lus on some occasions . In 

such an experime;nt, Staddon (i972) use d an F I ba~e line 

schedule: intervals ended with r e inforcement (SR) or 

a brief blackout (SN) with equa l probabil.ity , but the 

c onditional prob ab ility of an interval both beginning and 

ei ther 0 . 9 under one condition , or 0.1 

unde r anothi~r . As t h e brief ~lnckout stim:..:1us in this 

situRtion pYe2icts a pcTiod of non-rei nforc ement it 

ci.1so j along ,.Ji th the :rcinforc?r , comes to control a 

pause . As th e precii =tion by of non-reinforcement 
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was stronger in the 0 . 9 condition, there was not 
N 

surprisingly a l onger pause after S under this 

condition than under 0.1. However, the duration of the 

pause fol lowing SN in either t he O. 9 or the O . 1 coi1di t ion 

was never as long as that following SR. The longer 

pausing after SR in the 0 . 9 conditi on is particularly 

r emarkable as here SN was a much better predictor of 

non- reinforcement than was SR , which was almost 

invariab l y followed by SR 

According to Staddon (19 72), the l onger paus ing 

h . l .c ,..R h ~ CN . d w .1c 1 occurs aLter ~ tan arter 0 1s ue t o me~ory 

factors ; t he animals remember tho reinforcing ~t i mulus 

better than a neutral st i mulus and the former ther efore 

continues t o inhibit responding for a longer period of 

Alternat ively , it may be sugges~ed tha t t he 

reinforcer is si;nply a more effective dis criminative 

or inhibitory stimulus than a neutral stimulus, due 

p e r haps to the · greater inte}1si ty of stimulat ion provided 

by t he reinforcer . 
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FIXED--RATIO 

In a fixed-ratio schedule of reinforcement a set 

number of res ponses is f ollowed by the reinforcing 

stimulus. Performance on this schedule typically 

consists of a pa use after reinforcement followed by a 

constant and relatively hi gh rate of responding until 

the occurrence of the next reinforcer. 

As with the FI schedule , performance on the FR 

schedu le may he conside red in re lation. to (i) the 

post-reinforcement paus e,and (ii) responding in t he 

running ti~e (Powell , 1970 ; Staddon, 1972) . It has 

also been sugges t ed t lHi t tne :cunning rate is a function 

of responding occurring at the time of reinforc0men t 

while t he post-reinforcement pause is a function of 

different vari~b les (~!o rse, 19 t6 ; Stadden, 1972) . 

The r e i nforcer on the ?R schedule m~y act as a 

-l .: c- r. r 1· ,,.;i•· ·1 ·_, -·- .: ,,. "' s t 1· 111 u ·1 1 '.,. a "" a L:..L ~ •• .• i. i cc. L J. , C - • . .•. ~·.;, , .;, resp onse is nt-3ver 

rcinfo~cd d j~s t af~er a previous reinforcement (Ferster 

anci ~-,kJ.rl j·1er :i ·, q s -,· T"" the operatior1 of t he magazine . .•. - I ) .. ~ ,lUS 

a.ncl t 11 ~) i n _,; es t icm of food a:ce stimulj_ wh :i.ch se t the 

occas i on ior the absence of re i nforcement and as such 



control a low rate of responding . As Ferster and 

Skinner (1957) point out, this explanation may not be 

comp let e; like any other stimulus, the S~ effect of 

the r e inforcing stimulus on FR may extend beyond its 

termination. 

The duration of the pause after re!nforcement is a 

function of the ratio requirement (Boren , 1961; Felton 

and Lyon, 1966; Powell, 1968). It is possib le therefor e , 

(i) that th~ n umbe T of responses in a fi:xed ratio may 

also seTve as a discrimi~ative stimu lus controlling the 

duration o f the pos t-refnforceme~t pause (Ferste r and 

Skinner, 1957), and/or (ii) that time since reinforcement 

, may be a control ling factor as, after reinforcement, 

a response cannot be re inforced with in a shorter period 

of time th 2-.n tha t required to count out the ratio; this 

period of time covari es with the number of r esponses 

required by the schedule (Ferster and Skinner, 1957; Nevin, 

19 7 3) . 

Even t hough t her~ aTe no explicitly programmed 

temporal contingencies on FR sche0ules , t emporai f a ctors 

neverthel ess app0ar to be of importance in ce terrnining t he 

durati on of the post-re i nforcemen t pause . For example, 
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Berryman and . Nevin ( 1962) t rained Ta t .s o n 2.n FR schedule, 

an f I s chedulB, and f ouT i n t err.1edi a t e interlocking 

schedules*. They found t hat the pos t-re info r ceme nt pause 

was a constant fracti on of the time between r einforcement s~ 

regardles s of whether reinforcement was programmed on a 

r at io schedule, on an interval schedule oT on an 

in terlocking schedule . 

Neuringer and Schneider (1968) a t tempted t o evaluate 

the r elat ive i mportance of i nte r -re inforcement time , and 

the n umb er of res pons z:s between r e i nf orceme.1 ts, i n 

de termini~g t h e durat ion of the post- r einfor cement pause, 

by v a r / ing e acll of thes e factors independentl:, . They 

presented a blackout, i.e . ; houseligh t s in the experimental 

chamber were swit ched off and r e infor cement was not 

available , after each non- r e i nforced r espons e under both 

FR and FI s che dules . The manipulati on cf blackout dur at ion 

on FR caused the int ::n- respon se t i me t o vaTy wi tho'Jt 

affecting t h~ numbeT of int er-reinforcemen t responses , 

wh i l e on FI t h e effect was to vary the numb 0T of responses 

i n an i n te rval bu~ not t he duration of the inter-rei nfor cement 

i 11 t e n 'a.l . On F [~ l he d·urn.tion o f t he pcs t - :~ei nfo rcement 

An i nteT l c r.: k.-_ng .schedule i:: c-n.c: i E ,,.;)1:..ct th '.:' i: ·3in..C0Tc erne n t 
·i .,, c1 ,.:, ·t- ~- -.• n1 .: n c, o' ,.) v t · ' C' ,. C ·,: " -~ ' ' ~ ,_, '~ , ':7 °' ·r .- +- ·11 e ~ ,::. t t·· 1' n g ,., I.,.. 0 r1 -, 
,.\, ... , ~ _ _, ,.. ..., J.. • ; C· l ,/ • I ~ , .. .::, .I.-:..; \ .1 ..,, . .J. , • ..,. ; ~, ,. ~ \,,. ~ .. .::, ..._ . . l L ·- ~ ... t.:: 

s c nf.dule 1 s aJ l:e r cu D? tn e p r ng·,: c:::s H;.~t:.te 1n. r.hc o tnc:r . 
Fc,r ex ar1rr:.' lc , iY1 tb3 schccltt"lc Jr~J ... e -:· .. ~ock. .I"=I 2.(1 F!\ J.C• , if _ 
th·;~ ani nc~l :-cs p on C:.:; L,s c , .:'.' ':? i n ,·or c C'Pen t niav be <l0l. i vered 
o:n t h P- Pl,: s,:h,::dulc', buc i .r 20 ~..::c !12.ve e J.:;.pse('. c.efc, ·.;:e the 
J:• ·0 t ~ "' 1· S ,-,· 11l't11(' 1 t"·,· .,.·11 1 ~1·, t l.'" -1oxr ·1•r., ..- , ·,-, T1 C '> i S , P·1·n•::n -rc ,-, ,-'1 

• .,;;&. ..,,.., -J - '- •\. \.., \.:: . .J.\., J. ~ - ..... ...... .. ., .l . .. ,,i .. _ ,._ .... .. ..... - -·· '-'·. 
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paus e incre ased linear l y ~1th in t er- r e inforcement t i me , 

whe r eas the post-re .infoTcemeEt pause rema ined cons t ant 

on t he FI schedule . These resul t s s ugges t t hat t he 

duration of the post-re inf orcement paus e on FR and FI 

s chedules is contr ol led hy temporal f a c t ors and is 

not influente d by the number o f responses emitte d b etween 

r e inforcenents (Neuringer and Schn e i der , 196 8) . Th ese 

findings receive d further support in a study by Killeen 

(1969) . Pi geons we r e pla ced on various FR schedule s while 

yoked birds rece ived r einforcement on an FI - l ike ~asis, 

al though t h e i nterva l s were no t prec i s e ly cons t an t. No 

cif f erence was found between the post- r e info r cemen t 

pause duri t ion cf pigeons r espondi ng on FR and t he 

yoked ~nt erva l ) cont ro l b irds . 

Thes e s tudi es indica t e tha t t hf'. reinforce r may 

ha ve s i milar temporal i nhibitory effects on FR s chedul es 

as it does on f i xed- int3rval . I n thi s regard , i~ has 

be en shown that th~ effect of omi tt ing t he re i nforcer 

occasionally on FR schedul es i s to increase response 

r ate i'.~ thE, in tc:cva l followiEg reinf orc ement omission , 

this i nc re ase in rate be ing principally a function of a 

r educti c ;i in pa;_ise duration (McMi l l an, 19 71 ; Henke ~ i 97:5) . 
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There i s also evidence that t here are aversive 

charact~ris ti cs r e lated to t he FR s ch edule, particul arly 

duri ng t he post-reinforcement pause , wh ich may be regarded 

&s indirect evi den ce of inhibitory control (Te rrace , 

1966 ; Hearst, 19 72 ; Ri chelle ~ 197 2). Experiments by 

Azrin (1961) z.n d Thompson (196 4 ; 1965) have shown that 

subjects will te rminate t he FR stimulus b y making an 

a lternat ive respons e , the consequence of which .i.s time out 

(TO) fr om the schedule contingenci es for a stated period) 

and t ha t increasingl y more time i s spen t in TO as the FR 

i s increased in value; " es capes" are typica l ly restricted 

to the post··-reir..forcement paus e of the FR sch e dule. 

Elici ted aggr ession h as a l so been recorde~ on FR and has 

been found to occur primar i l y during the post-reinforcement 

pause (Hutchinson , Azrin and Hunt , 1968; Gentry, 1968 ; 

Cherek and Pickens, 1970) . 

Cruse , Vitulli and Der tke (19 66) have demonstrated 

st imulus .control by the reinforcer of both FR and FI 

perfo rmance within a single schedule . In their experiment, 

the delive ry of a s t andar d l aborat ory food pelle t as a 

rcinfo~cer initiated a requirement of 30 respofis es, and 

the del i very of a sucrose pelle t initiated a f ixed-

in tcrva l · r equi re!ii~n t of 3 min . Bo t h re inforccr~; a 1 tern a t ed 

i n variable runs oE one, t1·rn or three re info rce rs o f the 



same type. They found very precise stimulus control 

by the different reinforcers; after sucrose reinforcement 

a long post-re inforcement pause occurred , app ropri ate to 

t h e FI 3-mi n schedu l e , while after the standard pellet 

there ,vas 2. shorter post-reinforcement pause, typical 

of FR 30 performance . the controlling re lations were 

also reversed, i . e . ~ the sucrose pellet was fo llcvrncl by 

t he FR requirement and the standard pelle t by Fl, and 

performance changed accordingly . 

Although the studies discus sed above point to a 

similarity in the temporal inhibitory effects of th e 

r einforcer on FR and FI schedules , many of the 

experimentDl tests for s uch effects on FI h a ve not been 

conducted on the FR ~.chedule , e . g ., OP.. 11disinhibition" 

ff + 1 +. 1 . (I.1 . . ' e~-ects o_ ~ove s ~1mu~1 11nr1cns, 1968 ; rvia lo.ne , 19 71) , 

on di~ensional inhibitory control of a sti mulus 

associated with time af ter reinforcement (Wilkie, 1974) ,· 

and on pause - p roducing effects cf non-contingent "probe" 

reinf0 rce~s (Logan and Ferraro , 1970). The absence of 

such evidence is probably due to performance on t~e FR 

.s chedt ile n o t u.s Lta l ly b eing c,Jns i de Ted a s tentpoJ:al l y-b as ed . 

Tl,e accoun t prese:1te,d he-re on t he o -cheJ~ hand, suggests that 

the r e inf c1·cer on the FR s ch E:· dul e may !-:ave temporal 



inhibitory after - ef£ec~s similar to inhibitory effects 

on FI schedules. This is one of the issues to be 

considered in the present thesis. 

VARIABLE~ INTERV.AL 

In a variable-interval (VI) schedule the intervals 

between r~inforcements vary from one -reinforcement to 

the next in a r.::mdom or nearly random manner (Ferster 

and Skinner, 19 57). The schedule is usua l ly specified 

in t erms of the mean inter- reinforcement interval . The 

same mean inter-re inforcement interval, however , may be 

produce d by diffe r ent distributions of intervals . In 

an arithmetic VI the intervals a r c derived from a 

progr ession in which successive terms differ by an 

additive constant, wh ile on a geometric VI the terms 

di ffer by a multiplica tive constant and on a random

in.terval schedule the first response which occurs after 

a sp~cified recycling time inte rval (T) has elapsed is 

reinfo rc ed ~ i th a sp ~c i ficd probab ility (P). 

Traditi oa al]y VI schedules have been thought to 

produce a constant rate of responding throughout each 

int~rva1 and t.;0 involve li i:tle or no pausing after 
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r i::in-forcernent (7\,;vin, 19'i'3). For exampl l'.;, .Gerster and 

Skinner (1957) s tate t hat the VI s::hedule 11 is designed 

to produce a constant rate (p .326)" . There is , however, evi dence 

which indicates th a t whether a pause occurs after 

r e inforcement i s dependent on the distribution of 

i nterv&ls contain~~ in any pa rticular VI sche dule . 

Ferster o.nd Skinn.e r (1957) observed. that on an arit:hn etir: 

VI schedu l e,pausing after reinforcement was greatly 

reduced when several very short inter-reinforcement 

interva ls were included in the schedule. Similar r esults 

have been reported by Catania and Reynolds (1968) . 

The duration of the post - reinforcement pause is 

also a function of the mean inter- reinforcement 

interval on VI . La chter (1970), using a random~intervai 

schedule in which P was held constant an4 T varied 

from Oto 24 sec ., found tha t post - reinforcement pause 

tlu~at ion was a Ronotonjc increasing function of the 

mean inter-reinforcement interval Ci) - Martin (1971) 

has shown a s i milar relationship between the pause after 

r0i:r:.£c,rcer,:;::nt and mean inteT-re inforce;ne nt inteTval. ,.;hen 

T 1s h eld constant at 30 sec and P varied . It thus 

appears from these s ttt<li es , that on the VI schedule ::i.lso, 

to the extent tha t the reinforcing stimulus initiates a 
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period of n on- reinforcement, a pause occurs afte r 

re inforcement. For example:, on a random-interval VI 

wh ere T i s 10 sec, when reinforcement occurs it sets 

t he occasion for a period of non- reinforcement of at 

least 10 sec; j_f T i s increas ed,then the period of 

predicted non- re inforcement is als~ increased, which in 

turn i s r ef lec ted i n longer pcst-reinf or =ement pauses . 

If Tis h e ld coristant at 10 sec and P decreas e d , than , 

following reinf orcement , the probabil.ity of a period of 

non-re i nforcement occurring l onger than 10 se c is 

inc r eased. Aga in th is woul d appear to be r ef l e cted in 

a re l a ted increase in t he durati on of t he pos t-reinforcemen t 

pause . 

The evidence from thes e VI studies i ndicat es that 

t he r e i nforce r may act as a t empoial inhib itory stimulus 

on t his schedule. Fe1·r studies on VI performance , however , 

h a ve recorded af t er- effects of re info rcement . McMil l an 

(1971) using a VI 60~cc schedule with p i geons , found 

that w~en 50 % of r e inforcements were omi t ted an d replaced 

by a brief blackou t stimulus , pausing after the blackout 

wa:-.:; l onger th an a_fte! Teini:o rr:ement, whh:h was 8. l so 

accoml)an icd by a b l acl:cut . Though th i.3 appears con·trary 

t o wh c1. t would i) e •'.)Xpe ct.ecJ i :f re inf orr.:emen t h &. <l inh:~b i t :Jry 
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should on this ac~ount have produced a decreas e in pause 

duration, subsequent studies have not confirmed these 

f indings. Fo r example , in a recent study (Thomas and 

Blackman , 19 74) it was repor t ed t hat pigeons 1 pauses 

after reinforcement were longer than pauses after signalled 

re inf orcemen t omis sion . Higson (p e rsona l commu:ni c2. tion) , 

using rats as subject s, has foun d eff ects similar to 

thos e of Thomas and Blackman (1974) when r e inforcement 

was occasionally omitted on di f ferent VI schedules . 

Differences in t he experimenta l parameters may have 

contribut e d to the discrepancy between McMi llan's ( 1971) 

r esults and t h os e of the more re cent s tudies (Blackman 

and T1~omas , 1974) . The recent findings are, of course, 

cons i s t ent with the suggestion that t he reinforcer has 

inhibi t ory after- effec t s on the VI sch edule . 

A study by Dove , Rashotte and Katz (1974) provides 

further support for the irihibitory hypothes is. In common 

with aggre ssion studies tha t h a ve been conducted with 

FI and Fk sch ec1u1es , t hey found t h.at attack r a t es of 

pi geons on a VI schedule of fo o d r e info ~cement were a 

function of mean inter-reinforcement i nterv2 l and 

0ccurred mai nly fol lowing rti inf orcement . 
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VARIABLE-RATIO 

In a variable -ratio (VR) sch edule re info rcement 

occurs after a s pecified number of responses, the 

number varying from reinforcement to reinforcer.1ent. 

Th~ s chedule _produces diffe rent performances , depending 

upon the distribution of numbers of r espons es requ:red 

for re i nforcement (Fers t e r an d Skinner, 195 7). Such 

distributions may be obtained f rom arithmetic or 

geome tric pragres sions ,or the schedule may specify 

the probability with wh ich any pa r ticular response will 

be r e:i.nf orced , .i.:~ . ·' a ra.ndom -ra tio schedule . 

The VR s chedul e, like the VI schedule, is frequently 

regarded as genera ting a cons t an t, though high, r0sponse 

rate be t ween reinforcements , with n o consistent pause 

occurring efter reinforcement ( Stadden, 1972; . Nevin, 

19 7 3) . In many cases the time f T01r. reinforcement to the 

fi rs t r e s ponse after reinfo rcement hns not b een r ecorded 

('n t his s ch edule ( e . g . Brandauer . 19 53 ; Si dley and 
---- 3 

Sch oe nfel d , 1 96 4) . Howeve-r , a s tuc'.y by Fan ne-r ;rnd 

Schoenfe J.d (1967) s hows t hat wh en the prob ab j l i ty c f 

r e in f orc ~men t is sys t e ma t i ca lly vari ed o~ a randon - r ~t io 

s che dul e , t he pause af t e r re i nfo rcemen t gets lon ger as the 

pr0b 8b i l ity ~£ r e i nfor ce men t i s de c r eas e~!~~· , as mea~ 

ra tio i s i ncreas ed . 



Th is· r e la tion:hip bet-ween ratio vnlue and 

post-reinforcement pause raises similar questions as 

have been encountered on other schedules, regardi ~g 

the dete rminants of post - reinforcement pause duration. 

An analysis in terms of control by temporal variables 

has been tentatively presented f or post-reinforcement 

paus e functions on FI, FR and VI. A similar analys is 

may apply to performance on the VR sch edule. 

Reinforcement on VR sets the occasion for a 

p eriod of non- re info rcement whi ch will be at least as 

long as the time t aken by the an ima l to emit the 

shortes t r atio. As the incidence of short ratios i s 

decreased,the predi ction by the reinforcjng stimulus 

of a longer period of non-reinforcement is enhanced . 

This wo~l d appear to be reflecte d in l onger _pauses 

occurr ing after reinforcement (Parme r and Schoenfeld, 

1967). The re i nforcer on a VR schedule thus may act 

as an inhibitory s timulus fo r a period of time a fter its 

occurrence, the duration of such contro l being determined 

by the dis tribut ion of ratio requirements . The finding 

that schedule~nduced aggression occurs on VR schedules, 

but 011~.)' following re i nforcement . (hiebb e , De Weese a.rd 

Ma l agodi 1 1974) , is ccns is~ent with this account . 
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In the case of the VR schedule there remain s , 

however, a fur th,~r prob l0m. If the after-effect of 

the reinforce r i s related to the initiation of a 

period of non-reinforcement by t he rei~forcer , this 

same effe ct s hould also be observed following a ll 

responses whe the r reinforc ed or no t. This is because 

the same peri od of non- reinforcement is preditted by 

every r esponse on the r andom rat io schedule; the 

probability of reinforcement is 2etermined independently 

for each response . Though post-r~inforcement pause 

duration inc re ases as a function of t he mean ratio value, 

the mean t ime interval between all other responses 

remains cons tant (Farffie r and Schoenfe l d , 1967) . This 

sugges t s that incre as i ng the ratio va lue aff e cts the 

stimulus function of the r e inforcer but such an effect 

does not extend to non- r e inforced responses . 

This rai s es t he following question: can single 

non-reinfo rced r asponses serve as s timu l i with te~pora l 

·contro l of other responses , on schedules of re inf orcement? 

The notion that responses have s timulus propert i es which 

ar e effective in cont ro lli ng other responses is an old 

ide a in ~sychology , though t he re has been a pauci~y of 

resenrch di re ctly conce r ne d wi th demons t ra tjng t hat such 

Co1·11· ·:·01 f- Y ~ r t-~ (- ,• f· . ... - ., _ _ .1. _, .... ~ \. ::_, __ • Gri c e , 1965) . There is evidence 

that on some mixed schedules non - reinforced respcnses 
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develop sti mulus proper t ies (cf_. , Fe-r-ster and Sk i nner 

195 7; Kelleher , 1966) . An·in .:md Holz ( 1966), £or 

exar.1p l e , us e d a mixe d CRF ex t i nction s chedule in which 

every respons e was r einfo rce d for 20 res ponses , a f ter 

whi ch a ll r espon~i es 1vent i . .:nre .i nfo rced for 10 min. 

This change i n t he contingenci es was no t si gnalled by 

any ext e r na l sti1aulus. On t he f i rs t day when extinction 

was intro duced a l ar ge numb er of unreinforced responses 

occurred in t he 10-rninu te period . By the f ourth day 

onl y t wo or t hree r esponses we re emitted dur ing 

extin ction . Th e authors comment : 

The s ub j ec t ha d l earned tha t i f a s ing l e r esponse 
was no t .f ~, llm-:ed by foo d o.e li vc:.:r, the adc-1.i. tion a l 
res ponses would no t be f ollowed by foo d delivery 
eithe7 . The fo o~ del i veTy or i ts absence had 
t aken on discrimina t ive control (p . 423) . 

Similar f indings have a l so been r eported by Bullock 

and Snii th (19 53) . 

Anoth er way in which a r espons e ~ay functi on as a 

stimulus i s in a Tf;s p onse cn. 2_1n , c.ief ineu cl.~ " a s equence. 

in whi ch each respo~se f unctions as a d i scri mi na tive 

(o r 8l i c iting) stiwulus or produces a dis c r i min a tive 

COT e 1_1· r· 1·~.1·n . . g· '1• c::_, t-,_· . .... 1-,..1 ~_1 u ::,-- r K"· llPl•c" r 1 966 p 1 ~3) '' Thu'· ~ , - _ v >' \.. \. v '" L , ) ..L ' • J. \ ; I J. • ,:, ' 

r espondi ng on f~ schedul es h::i.s s 01i!etimes been 1:egarded 

as a ch a .i.1~ec. -p ,3rformacce i :n ~-✓ hi ch ncn- r einf oT.-;ed r e sponses 
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act as di s cri~inative stimuli for fu rther responses 

(Ferster and Skinner, 1957) . It i s , however, difficult 

to demonstrate tha t responses have this effect. A~ 

Kelleher (196 6) Te marks : 

Hypothetical response-produced stimuli have enabled 
theoris ts to provide p laus i ble a ccouEts £0 ~ many 
chara cteris tics of response s equences , but there 
is no a priori r eason fo r assuraing that response 
sequences a re response chair. s (p . 16 .3) • 

The difficulty involved in assigning stimulus 

properti es to 2 particular non- reinforced response~ and 

in comparing t he effectiveness of reinforcements and 

responses as stimuli,is compounde d by the particular 

t emporal relationships obtaining b e twe en these events 

on mos t schedules . This is~ pe rhaps . best exemplif ied 

by performance on random -r a tio sche dul es. On this 

schedule the probability of the r einforce r being presented 

is the s ame following any particu] ar respo!1s e , whether

reinforced or not, While it is true that each reinfo7ced 

and non- rei;iforced r esponse "predicts " the occur:-ence of 

the next reinforcement equally well, i t also seems like ly 

that t his equal ity of prediction may be more real fer the 

apparc.tus and t1rn cxp~rim1:nte:!' than for the e.x~Jeriment~l 

subj ec t. ? i g :.:.re 1 shows an i deali ::cd per.formance ori H 

random-rati o 10 sched~le ; s eq uenc ~s of reinforced and 



Figure 1 . Segment of an idealised 

performance on a VR 10 schedule of 

reinf orcement , showing sequences of 

re i nforced ~nd non-reinforced resuons es. 
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non-re infor ced ra~ ponses are presented . rhis shows 

that in the grea t ma jorit y of cases, a number of 

responses occur) necessarily , between reinforcements ; 

reinforcement s are therefore truly separated i n time -

the higher the ratio value the longer the time between 

reinforcements. There i s thus a basis for ths developmenc 

of temporal control by the reinforcing stimulus . 

Though reinforcement cannot , except in a very few 

instances , he immediately preceded by another reinforced 

re sports e, almost every :reinforcement c an be i m.medi ate ly 

preceded by a non-reinforced r espons e. A non- reinforced 

response can thus set the occasion for immedi ate 

reinforcen,ent in almost every int er- reinforcement i n t erval . 

This marked i raba l ance in the temporal relatic1nships of 

reinforced and non-reinforced r es ponses to the next 

reinforcement - which occurs on most schedules of 

reinforcemen~ - may perhaps acc oun~ for the longer pauses 

fol l owing reinforcement on randompratio schedules than 

following non-reinforc ed re s ponses . Howeve T, it makes a 

compa r i s on of t he s ti~Jlus ef f ective~ess of both the se 

events very di ff i.cult and indeed it i s not at a ll clear 

that non-r einforced respons es function -as s timu li on 

r ~ndom-ratio scheduJes . 
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These difficulties are grea tly reduced on the 

DRL r einfor cement schedule. On DRL a minimum 

interval (t), which is timed from each reinforced or 

non- reinforced response, must el&pse before the next 

response can be reinforced. This schedule docs not 

allow non - reinforced responses to occur immediate l y 

preceding reinforc0ment but ensures tha t a given 

interial of time will intervene. Thus each response , 

whether reinforced or non- reinforced , should have 

the same predictive value for the subject, indicating 

that at least t sec must . elapse ~efore the next 

resp0nse can be reinforced. 

For these reasons, it was hoped that some of the 

problems regarding the stimulus properties of reinforced 

and non-reinf orced responses mi ght be effective l y 

appro3ched within the context of the DRL schedule. Much 

of the present thesis is concerned with the question of 

whether reinforced and non- reinforced responses function 

as stimuli or:. DRL and if so, how effective each is in 

maintaining temporal contro l of res ponses. 

The following chapter is a selective revi~w of 

r eSeQrch ¼hich is concerned with peTforman~e on DRL 

schedules. 



CHAPTER 3 

DIFFERENTIAL .REINFORCEMENT OF LOW RATE: 

A SELECTIVE REVIEW 

In a differ e~tial r einforcement of l ow rate 

schedule a response is reinforced only i f a specified 

minimum inte-rva l (t) has elapsed since the p r eceding 

r esponse. If a response occurs within t he t requi r emen t 

reinfo r cemen t docs not oc cur and t i ming starts again 

from tha t r espons e. All r e sponses pr e ce de d by i n t e r

respons~ times (!RTs) longe r t han tare r e inforce d . 

One mod i f icat ion of th is schedule is the impos ition of 

a l i ra i t ed . h o ld ( LH) con.t inge:n cy . This con ting ency 
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sets an upper l i mit to the IRTs which will be reinforced. 

Thus if LH = 5 sec an IRT wil l be reinforced only if it 

exceeds t but does n ot exceed t + 5 sec. 

In t his chapte r much of the literature related to 

character i sti cs of performance on DRL and analyses of 

the behavioural control it exerts will be considered. 

Two comprehens i ve revi ews of research on the DRL schedule 

have been pub li shed by Harzem (1 969) and Kr amer and 

Rilling (1 9 70). In the following account attention will 

be d_ir rc t eJ primarily at more recent experiments in the 

are-a , 1;,;itil emphasi.s on the particular issues relevant 

to the research problems central to the p res ent thesis. 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE MEASURES 

The most frequently used measure of perf ormance in 

DRL schedules is the rela tive frequency distribution of 

IRTs. These d i stributions are t ypically bi-moda l (Sidman, 

1956; Conrad , Sidman and Hcrrnstein, i 958 ; St adden, 1965 ). 

For exampl0, if the IRTs on a DRL 20- sec schedule are 

recorded 1n cl ass inte r vals of 2 sec, one mode will 

normally occur i n the 0-2-se c category , while t he sec ond 



mode will occur in the region of the s hortest reinforced 

IRT,i.e., at 20 sec. This can be seen in Figure 2 which 

shows the data from a single r a t subject after extended 

training on a DRL 20-sec schedu le . The re is a high 

frequency of IRTs in the shortes t categ ory (0 - 2 sec) , a 

l ow frequency of intermediate length I RTs , an increase to 

a peak freque}1cy in the 20-2 2- se c category and a gradual 

decline in the frequency of longer IRTs. 

Rate of responding is a ls o used as a dependent 

variab le measure and it is. systematical ly related to 

the schedule parameters. In an ear l y study with rat 

iubjects, Wi lson and Keller (195 3) repor ~ecl t hat rate of 

bar -pr essing decreased as a linear · func tion of the 

dura t ion of the IRT requirement . Th i s f i ndi ng has been 

confirmed in many ::ubs equen t experiment s (.f ._g., Zimmerman 

and Schuster, 1962; Farmer and Schoenf eld , 1964 a ; 

Stadden, J.965). Response rate provides i nformation 

regarding the mean IRT dura t ion (mean IRT = 1/response 

rate) . Parametric studies of t he DRL s chedule in both 

rats and pigeons have shown that t h e r e lation be tween 

mean IRT and the dura t i on of the DRL requirement is 

described by a pm•;cr function. (J\i::: l ott an d Cumming, 1g64; 

Stadden , 1965; Catan i a, 19 70 ; Richardson and Loug~ea d , 

1974 b) . The mean IRT measure, al though useful, ~oes no t 



Figure 2. A typical re l at ive fr equency 

distribution of IRTs for the rat. Shaded 

areas of the distribution indic i te 

reinfo rc~d IRTs. Data were obtained from 

a single animal unG.er a DRL 20-sec s chedule:. 
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provide an indication of the extent to which it is 

repres entative of individual IRTs . Since the frequency 

distrib ution of IRTs on the DRL schedule is usually 

bi-modal, the response rate/mean IRT measure clearly 

may no t describe the t ypicRl IRT occurring in either 

of the two modes. 

Anger (1956) has recommended the use of the· IRTs 

per-opportuijity function as a dependent variable on the 

DRL scheclule . A function describing IRTs - per- opportunity 

may be obtained by adjusting the f reque ncy distribution 

to make allowance for the fact that in any interval after 

a response there are more "opportunities" for short 

IR Ts than for long IR Ts. However, Shimp ( 19 7 3) ,has 

suggested that frequently there are empirical and 

theoret ical assumptions underlying the use of this analysis, 

which are open to question . For example, Anger (1956) 

f cund a flat IRTs-per-opportunity function early in 

tralnjng on VI schedules - which is consistent with his 

hypothes is that the subject cho6ses at every brief interval 

of time (opportuni ty) whether or not to respond - and 

this experjmenta t ion l argely provides the empirical 

justifica tion for the use of the IRTs- per-opportunity 

analysis (Shimp , 19 73). A s tudy by Weiss (1970) casts 

doub t on the gene r a lity of Anger' s findings . Weiss found 

tha t t he I RTs of monkeys showed a prominent early peak in 
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the IRTs-per- opportunity function on the first day of 

exposure to a DRL 20-sec schedule. This indicates 

that . the constant function observed by Anger in rats 

at t he s~art of VI performance, may not hold for DRL . 

schedules (Weiss, 1970) . 

Another measure of r esppnding us ed frequently on 

DRL is the efficiency ratio. This ratio is ca lculated 

by dividing the number of reinforced responses in i 

.session by the total number of responses, reinforced 

and unreinforced, in that sess ion. This provides ·an 

indica tion of the "correctness" of the animal's · 

performa!1ce; the greater the efficiency ratio, the 

fewer the "errors'', i.e. , unre inf arced res pons es, in a 

session. Efficiency in this sense is based on the 

numb er of responses emitted; efficiency might also be 

based on time, in which case it would be calculated by 

dividing the number of reinforcements obtained by the 

overall time spent on the schedule. This measure is 

normal ly labelled ''reinforcement r ate". Bo th reinforcement 

r a te and efficiency, 1.e., as related to responses , have 

genera lly been found to be inversely r e lated to the 

duration of the schedule r equiremer.t (~. Wilson and 

Kel l er , 19 53; Zi mme r man and Schuster , 1962; Smith and 

Clark, 1974) . 
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Serial interactions between IRTs have also been 

analysed on DRL schedules. Ferraro, Schoenfeld and 

Snapper (1965), conducted first order sequential 

analyses of lRTs on DRL schedules and reported a 

dependency between the duration of a given IRT and the 

duration of the preceding IRT . Weiss, Laties, Sie§el 

and Goldstein (1966) measured serial dependencies 

on different DRL schedules and described the pattern 

of responding as 11 
••• a long wavelength drift 

characteris e d by sequences of reinforced IRTs followed 

by seq~ences of unreinforced - but not particularly 

short - IR Ts (p . 6 2 5) 11 
, 

Together, these measures have provided an extensive 

basis for the analysis of performance on DRL schedules . 

RESPONSE BURSTS 

In accounting for perfor mance on DRL schedules, 

authors, fo r purposes of analys is, have frequently 

divide d t he di s tribut io~ of IRTs into two sections: 

(i) IRTs in the 0- 2-s e c class interval, and (ii) the 

distTihutions of IRTs a round the minimum IRT required 
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by the schedule . The existence of many short IRTs is 

a particularly puzzling feature of responding on DRL 

schedules as there are no progr ammed reinforcement 

contingenci P-s for such responses. These IRTs have 

been labelled "bursts"; a burst is defined as any 

sequence of two or more responses in which no consecutive 

responses are separated by more than 2 sec (Kramer and 

Rilling , 1970) . 

Sidman (1956) has observed that bursts occur not 

randomly but appear with a high probability after an 

IRT which falls jus t snort of the I RT requirement. 

Sidrnan ' s findings have been confirmed and extended by 

Bradl0y (1971) . Using rats as subjects, Bradley conducted. 

an extensive sequential ana l ysis of responding on DRL 

15-sec . He found that burst probability was a .tlirect 

f unction of the duration of the preceding non-reinforced 

IRT; no bursts occurred following reinforced responses . 

A burst was more likely following a non-reinforced 

response and the probability of a burst increased af ter 

a n on-reinforced res pons e when t he prior run of reinforced 

respons es was greater than one . The finding that response 

burs ts occurTed on.ly followi!,g non··reinforced responses 

is consistent \-..-i th a numbe r of Teports (Sidman, 1956; 

Carte r an<l Bruno 1 1968 a; MQcDougall, Van Hoesen and 

Mi tchelJ.. , 1969). 
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A relationship of another kind ·between bursts and 

the duration of the I RT following a burst, has been 

r eported . Ferraro et al. (1965) found that the 

prob abi lity of an IRT which met t he DRL criterion was 

higher af t er a burs t than aft er longer , but non-reinforced, 

IRTs . Hence , it hris been s ugges t ed that r esponse b ursts 

may aid the ariimalts "timing process " in some way 

(Conrad, Sidman and Her rnstein, 1958; Ferraro e t al. 1965). ___ , 

There are other possible explanations f or the relationship 

observed by Ferraro e t a l. (1965) . I f , as Bradley's 

(1971) findings indi cate , there i s a high probab ili ty of 

a burst following longer non- r einforced I RTs, then there 

i s bound to be a low probability ·of r einforced IRTs 

following these l onger IRTs. Furthermo~e , afte r a burst 

h as occurred only a longer non-reinf orced or a reinforced 

I RT may then fo llow. To assess the role of bursts in the 

"timing process ", a comparison mi gh t better be made 

b e t ween the probability of a reinforced r esponse occurring 

( a ) af t er bursts and (b) after single non- re info rced 

responses (i.e., responses not in turn followed by a 

burst). 

Kramer and Rilling (1970) have s uggested t hat bur sts 

·on DRL may be due to a l ack of st i mulus feedback fo l lowing 

r esponses. They argue that the pigeon may exert a degree 
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of force on the respons e key - or that the rat may 

depress the lever some distance - but neither with 

suffici ent pressure for the response to be registered, 

although it may appear "to the subject" to be a 

response like any other. These sub-criterion 

responses may occasional ly precede a r e sponse that 

produces reinforcement, in which c ase, the sub -criterion 

responses would also be adventit iously reinforced. 

Kramer and Rilling have made the point that if stimulus 

feedback were presented to indicate when a response 

has been made , then the animal 's confusion between 

responses and sub-criterion responses would be eliminated 

and consequently the likelihood of short IRTs would be 

diminished . According to this point of view, the 

absence of bursts following ·reinforced r esponses on DRL 

may be due to feedback provided by the delivery of f ood, 

which i ndicates to the inimal that he successfully made 

a response . 

Recently, the hypothesis that burs ts are due to lack 

of response feedback has been submitted to direct 

experimental test by Flynn, Muirhead and Tedford (1973) . 

They inves tiga t ed the effects of stimulus feedback 

(i) following r e inforce d responses and (ii) following all 

responses . They us_e d r a ts as subj ec ts on two DRL schedules, 

DRL 10-sec and DRL 15-s ec, and presented white .noise 
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that the addition of t h e stimulus to either reinforced 

respons es or to al l r e spons es h ad no effect on the 

occurrence of burs ts. Topping and Pickering (1972) 

have a lso found tha t auditory feedb ack failed to 

p~oduce a de c r e ase in the proport i on of bursts emitted 

by rats on a DRL 20-s e c schedule . Thus, the explanation 

of response bur sts in terms of deficien t stimulus 

feedback l a cks experimental support. 

Stadden (197 2) has offere d an explanation of bursts 

utilis ing the notion of a "natura l" response rate, which, 
. . 

he ma intains , is partly determined for ~ny given 

organism by the rela tive r a te of reinforc ement: the 

higher the ra te of r einforcement the hii he r should be 

the natural r esponse rate . Stadden writes as f ollows: 

One s olution to t he problem f acing the pige on 
on spaced-Tesponding schedul es - tha t t he more 
slowl y he respon ds , and the be tte r he meets 
ti1 e spaced-responding r equirement, the more 
reinforcement he wi ll r ece i ve and thus the more 
diffi cult it will be t o ma inta i n a l ow r espons e 
rate - i s t o r e spon d in bursts , wi t h an app ropri ate 
spacing b e t ween bur sts . I f r es ponses within a 
burs t occur a t a h i gh r a te , the pi geon c an begi n 
to approa ch th i s n a t ural ove r a ll r a t e wi t hout a 
sub s t an t i a l drop i n r e i nf orcement ra t e . Thus the 
prese11t accoun t p r ovides an exp l anat i on fo r the 
c '.:>mmon, i f no t univers a l, f i nding t h a t ani mals 
t end to respon d. in bursts on s pace d- responding 
schedules (p . 22 7) . 
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This explanation rests on some untested assumptions, 

~_g., the notion that there exists a "natural" 

response rate related to reinforcement rate and that 

increasing the rate of reinforcement on a DRL 

schedule makes the animal respond 2t a faste r rate. 

Holz, Azrin and Ulrich (1963) investigated the 

relationship between reinforcement rate and response 

rate on DRL schedules. They punished all responses of 

pigeons exposed to a DRL 30-sec schedule with various 

shock intensities and found a considerable reduction 

in response r a te as a function of shock intensity, 

with a particularly marked reduction in the frequency 

of bursts. They supposed that the increase in 

reinforcement rate produced by t he punishment procedure 

would in turn increase the rate of responding and thus 

to some extent counteract the suppr essive effects of 

punishment. In the event, they found no evidence for 

such reinforcement rate effects; the abs olute values 

of punishment intensities used were within the range 

of intensities necessary to suppress responding on 

other schedules. They conclude: 1'It appears that 

a given punishment intensity rem.a.ins equally effective 

regardless of whether the punishment increases or 

de ere as es the frequency of Teinforccmen t (p .117)". 
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According to this evidence,when an animal's behaviour 

changes on a DRL schedule in such a way that rate of 

reinfo rcement increases, there is not necessarily a 

resultant increase in response rate. This does not 

lend support to Staddon ' s hypothesis regarding bursts. 

It has sometimes been considered that response bursts 

are not subject to reinforcement manipulations and 

are a source of much unsystematic vari abi lity (Blough, 

1963; 1966; Meltzer and Brahlek, 1967; Schneider and 

Neuringer, 1972). However, the study by Holz et al. 

(1963) shows that the frequency of bursts can be 

reduced if punishment is made contingent upon each 

response. In a related study by Bruner (1967), shock 

was made contingent only on responses which failed to 

meet the DRL requirement. The behavioural effec~ of 

this procedure were similar to those reported by Holz 

et al . (1963) for continuous punishment; the proportion 

of non-criterion IRTs, particularly bursts, decreased 

while there was a corresponding increase in longer IRTs 

and in the rate of reinforcement. These nunishment 

experiments ha d in common also the £eatu:te that when 

punis hment was removed r e sponse rate and consequently 

reinf orcement rate r e turned to their former levels. 
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A more selective app licat i on of punishment t o 

response bursts was a ttempted by Topp ing and Pickering 

(1972) who made shock contingent upon ei ther of two 

"bands" of non- criterion I RTs on a DRL 20 - sec schedule: 

(i) 0-2-s ec IRTs and (ii) 2- 20 -sec I RTs . Results 

indicated that shock effectively reduced t he proportion 

of bursts which occurred in each session but the degr ee 

of reduction in bursts was the same when ei t her IRT 

band was punished . 

Time out has. been used as a punisher by Kramer and 

Rilling (1969) on DRL 20- sec and DRL 30-sec schedules . 

Pigeons' r esponses which failed to mee t the DRL 

requirement were followed by TOs of different durations 

i.e., S, 10 or 20 sec ; TO consisted of a period of 

complete darkness i n the experimental chamber , where 

both the house and key lights were turne d out. TOs 

of al l durations produced s i mi l a r decreases in the 

frequency of burs ts and other short IRTs, while IRTs 

which met the DRL requiremen t i ncreased in frequency . 

It has been though t tha t the l onge r I RTs produced by 

this procedure was an effect of puni shment by time out 

(Kramer and Rilling, 1969; 1970), but it has also 

been suggested that b l ackout may have direct s uppressive 

effects on the r esponding of pigeons for some time 
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following its occurrence (Sta ddon, 197 2). It is not 

clear in Kramer and Rillings' (1969) study which 

effect of blackout, antecedent or pun ishing, was 

operative. 

The evidence so fa r cons i dered, s uggests that 

the incidence of response burs ts on DRL may be 

reduced by punishment . But the factors which maintai~ 

bursts on DRL schedules, or i ncrease their frequency 

of occurrence, are not yet fu lly unde rstood . 

INTER- RESPONSE TIMES GREATER THAN TWO SECONDS 

The gradual ris e in the IRT distr ibutions to a mode 

in the region of the minimum reinforced IRT indicates 

that animals adapt the tempora l patte rn of their 

behaviou r to the temporal pat tern of reinforcement 

(Figure 2) . Sidman (1956) has noted that the decline in 

relative frequency of IRTs on either side of this mode 

resembl es a generaljsation gradient. The gradi ent of 

IRTs below the min i mum re inforced ! RT class is consistent 

,-.ri th this idea, though as Sidman has i ndicated , the 
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decline in frequency of IRTs of longer duration, carinot 

be attributed ·to generalisation as all such IRTs are 

reinforced. There is a lso the problem of what it is 

that is discriminated or generalised in this situation 

(cf. Anger, 1963; Harzem, 1969). 

As was found to be the case with bursts, reinforced 

IRTs do not occur at random in the cours e of an 

experimental session. Investigators have consistently 

reported that there is a higher probability of a 

response which follows reinforcement being reinforced 

than there is for a response which follows a non-reinforced 

response (Skinaer and Morse, 1958; Kelleher, Fry and 

Cook, 1959; Farmer and Schoenfeld, 1964 a; 1964 b; 

Ferraro et al . 1965; Weiss et al. 1966~ Carter artd 

Bruno, 1968 a ; Weiss , 1970). The typical finding in . 

these studies is tha t performance is characterised by 

sequences of reinforced IRTs followed by sequences of 

non-reinforced !RTs. According to Weiss et al. (1966), 

thes e sequential relationships may be based on overt 

chains of behaviour which occur between reinforcements 

and thus help to " mediate" the interval. For example , 

if the duration of a chain of behaviour which follows 

a reinforced response is as long as the criterion IRT, 

then the operant response which terminates the chain will 
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be reinforced. The collateral behaviour is then 

reinforced "superstitiously" so that it comes to 

regulate the operant responses in time. However, 

like all superstitious behaviour this mediating 

response chain may drift out of phase, thus resulting 

in IRTs which fal l short of the IRT criterion. 

The role of such collateral behaviour in the 

regulation of temporally spaced responding has been the 

subject of considerable experimental inves tigation. The 

occurrence of fairly stereotyped collateral behaviour in 

DRL performance has been observed (Wils~rn and Keller, 

1953; Segal and Holloway, 1963; Mechner and Latranyi, 

1963; Holz et al., 1963; Nevin and Berryman, 1963; 

La ties, Weiss, Clark and Reynolds, 196 5;.· Blackman, 

1968; Laties, Weiss and Weiss, 1969; Schwartz and 

Williams, 1971) . Whether the t ampor a l spacing of r esponses 

is facilitat ed in some way by the regul ar seqt!ences of 

collateral behaviour which precede responses, is however, 

difficult to es tablish. Accurate ti~ing behaviour on 

DRL has been r eported to occur in the absence of any 

noticeab l e s t ereotyped behaviour between responses (Anger, 

1956; Ke lleher et nj_., 19 59 ; Reynolds and Catan i a , 1962; 

Belleville, Rohles, Gr mzke , and Clark, 19 6 3) . Weiss 

(19 70) has tried to account for the absence of reported 
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collateral behaviour in these studies by sugges ting 

t hat a chain of collateral responding may occur not 

just between two operant responses , but may extend , 

perhaps , over five IRTs incorporating lever presses 

into the chain and thus producing sequences of 

re inforced I RTs. He rightly points ·out that such 

ch ains wo uld be very difficult for an experimenter to 

detect . 

A numb er of experiments have shown that, in 

thos e cases where a stereotyped behaviour pattern has 

been observed between r esponses, disruption of the 

collateral behaviour has led to a disruption of 

established timini behavi our . For example, Laties 

et al . (1965) reported a.n experiment in which a rat 

was found to be nibbling its tail in the intervals 

between bar-presses on DRL. When the rat's tail was 

painted with cyc l oheximide ( an unpleas ant tasting 

fungicide) the ·frequency of t ai l-nibb ling decreased and 

the shape of the I RT distribution also changed, the 

pe ak shifting s ligh tly toward shorter IRTs . Glaze~ 

and Singh (1971) found that the extent to which IRTs 

matched the requirements of a DRL 10-sec schedule was 

rel a t ed to the degree of restraint in three groups_ of 

rats, th at were either (i) unrestrained , (ii) partial ly 

r es tra i~ed, or (iii) s evere ly r estrained. They reported 
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that when unrestrained rats were switched to the 

severely restrained condition there was a decrement 

in DRL performance , i.e., a r eduction in the duration 

of IRTs and a lower frequency of reinforcement. 

Similar effects of restraint on DRL performance 

in pigeons have been observed by Richardson and 

Laughead (1974 a) but only when the minimum IRT 

requirement was relativel y long i.e., 10 to 15 sec. , __ 
Frank and Staddon (1974) found that when pigeons had 

been trained · in an unrestrained condition on ei ther 

DRL 10-sec or DRL 15-sec and then p laced in a 

restra ining tube, performance was disrupted. However, 

they also reporte d t ha t (i) when t wo groups of pigeons 

were trained in restrained and unrestrained conditions 

resp~ctively, there was little difference bet ween the 

groups in perfo rmance on the DRL schedules , and (ii) when 

restrained subjects were shift ed to an unres tra ined 

conditi on the re was a substantial disruption of 

performance. 

In vieH of this evidence , how is t he relationship 

between collateral behaviour and the spacing of responses 

in time to be rega rded? If collateral behav iour serves 

as a chain in which the operant response i s the final 

l in1c , i_~ ., if the preceding col late r a l behaviour serves 
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as a stimulus controlling the DRL response (cf. . ---
Ferster and Skinner , 1957), then disrupting the chain 

should remove the stimulus and the responses ~hould not 

occur . In fact, when collateral behaviour is disrupted, 

the result, in all the studies considered so far, has 

been tha t IRTs became shorter, This indica tes that the 

stereotyped activities which precede DRL responses do 

not serve as stimuli controlling those res pons es 

(Stadden, 1974 b) . 

An alternative explanation for ' the disruptive 

effects on performance when collateral behaviour is 

prevented may be that when a rat's tail is painted 

·with cycloheximide (Laties e t al i, 1965) _ or the 

subj ect is placed in a restraining device (Glazer and 

Singh, 19 71; Richardson and ~oughe,d , 1974 a; .Frank 

and Stadden, 1974) , a novel e l ement is introduted into 

the stimulus environment (Wi lloughby, 197 2) - a 

manipul at ion wh ich is known to have a r a te enhanc i ng 

effect on DRL responding (Con trucci , Hothe r sall and 

Wickens , 1971 ; Davis and I r iye , 19 73; see below). This 

would a lso account for the fa ct that wh en pigeons are 

transferred from a rest ra ined condition t o one of little 

restraint (a novel condition to the ani mal), r esponding 

is disrupted (Frank and Stadden, 1974) . This exp l anation re ceives 
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further - support from the finding that when collateral 

behaviour is disrupted the deterioration in DRL 

performance is often only temporary (Laties et al~ 1965; 

Frank and Stadden , 1974) . The transient nature of 

thes e deteriorative effects also -suggests that no 

particular pattern of collateral behaviour is necess ary 

for DRL performance . 

Neverthe l ess , long- term effects of restraint , 

e ·. g ., in between-groups experiments (G lazer and Singh , 

1971; Richardson and Laughead , 19 74 a) , remain t o be 

acc:cunted for. Anger (1956) put fonvard the v iew that 

collateral behaviour may serve the purpose of keeping 

t he animal away from the response l ever for a period 

of time, by competing with the DRL r esponse. Extending 

this notion, Schwartz and Williams (19 71) ·have argued 

that the relatively poor performance of pigeons on 

DRL schedules in comparison with rat s and monkeys , 

arises because the DRL situation fo r p i geons norma lly 

presents li tt l e opportunity for the development of 

behaviours which can compete wit h the DRL response. They 

found that when they presented an extra lighted key in 

the experimental chamb er, a substantial number of 

responses were directed at this second key in the 

intervals be twe en responses on the DRL key ; the 

percentage of correct DRL res pons es rose substantially . 
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Responding on a second response-key which had no 

scheduled consequences was also reported by Zuriff 

(1969) for pigeons on DRL schedules. He found that as 

the DRL requirement was increased t he mean time per 

run and number of responses in a run of collateral 

behaviour on the second key a lso increased . However, 

as the mean IRT on the DRL response":"'key showed a 

much stronge r linear relationship with the schedule 

requirement than did the measures of co l lateral behaviour, 

Zuriff concluded that the collateral behaviour did not 

have a controlling or mediating function in the temporal 

spacing of responses on the DRL key . 

This conclusion receives support from a study 

(Zeiler, 1972) in which two iesponse-keys, . in addition 

to the reinforced response-key, were available . Responses 

to the two additional keys could have either no scheduled 

consequences or could reset the DRL schedule timer. If 

responses had no scheduled effects on either of the two 

keys, the pigeons responded on . thes e keys . in the inter

reinfo rcement intervals. If -responding to both reset the 

schedule timer, responding wa s confined to ~he DRL key . 

Pe rformance on the DRL schedule, h_owB-ve-r,remained unaffected 

by incre ases or decreas~s in responding to the other two 

response- keys, suggesting tha t r ather than interactin g and 
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affecting each other, responses to the three keys 

wer e independently controlled . A similar independence 

of control of collateral responding has been 

demonstr a ted in a two-key experimental situation (McMil l an , 

1969). 

It would appear then, that where the opportunity 

for collateral behaviour is present , DRL r esponding may 

be enhanced (e . g . , Sch1vartz and Willi ams, 1971 ; Glazer 

and Singh , 1971; Richardson and Loughead , 19 74 a) . 

However , collateral behaviour has not been -observed in 

some studies and when it has been cbsirved, has often 

been found not to have a controlling relationship with 

performance o~ the DRL schedule . It may thus be 

concluded that the case for ~ollateral behavi our as a 

primary c.eterminant of temporally spaced responding has 

not been establ ished. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONSE 

As noted above, it has frequently, 13.een·. oos:er!V'ed 

that the perfor~ance of pigeons on DRL schedules is 

much less efficient than that of other species. For 

example, Kramer and Rilling (1969) reported that 

pigeons were approximately 2% efficient on a DRL 20- sec 

schedule, while Holz \ e't al. (1963) and Stadden (1965) 

have observed less than 2% efficiency on DRL 30-sec 

schedules . Comparable efficiency ratios for rats, 

cats, monkeys and humans a re considerably greater 

(Dews e.nd Morse , 1958; Weiss, 1970; Macar , 1971; 

Richardson and Laughead, 1974 b). 

Nevertheless, in some expe rimental conditions, 

pigeons are capable of making accurate discriminations 

between temporal intervals of different duTations 

(Reynolds and Catania, 1962; Stubbs, 1968) . For example , 

in an experiment by Reynolds {1966) , a peck on one 

key initiated an interval and a peck on a second key 

termina t ed it . If the interval between the t wo responses 

was greater than 18 sec , further responding on the 

second key was r e inforced on a VI l"':' min schedule 

While the interval between pecks r a rely exceeded 18 sec , 
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the rate of pecking on the second key was an increasing 

function of the length of the preceding interval. This 

study sugg ests that pigeons' behaviour is sensitive to 

different interval durations but that, at least when 

the key-peck is the operant, they are unable to withold 

responding until a time when reinforcement is available . 

Most studies of DRL performance in the pigeon 

have us ed the key-peck as the reinforced response . 

Hemmes (1970), on the other hand, employed a treadle 

response with pi geons as subjects and witnessed 20% 

to 25% efficiency on DRL 20-sec schedules. This is 

much better DRL performance than is normally observed 

when a key-peck response is the operant. Moreover, 

Hemme·s reports tha t this relatively accurate spaced 

responding was disrupted in some birds that learned 

to peck, rather than stand on, the treadle. 

These studies, particularly that of Hemmes (1970), 

support t he contention tha t the key - peck is'' ... an 

cperant that is not enti re ly arbitrary . .. (Schwartz 

and Will iams, 1971, p.160)': It seems likely that the 

t endency to respond on a schedule of reinforcement may 
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be strc,nger or more probable if the operant resembles 

the consummatory response (i.e., pecking a key, pecking 

at food) than if the operant is of a different class 

(i.e . , pressing a treadle, pecking at food) . The 

response usually studied in the rat, the lever-pres~ is 

differen t from the consummatory behaviour involved in 

eating food pe llets or l i cking liquid reinforcers. 

However, in a study by Krame r and Rodriguez (1971), rats 

were reinforced on a DRL 10-sec schedule for either of 

two responses, touching a lever or licking an empty 

water t ube . Water, presented in a dipper, was the 

reinforcer . Efficiency of responding was found to be 

cons iderab ly lo wer for the licking response. 

The studies described in this section indicate that, 

at least for rats and pigeons, accuracy of· performance 

is partly determined by the nature of the DRL response. 
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AMOUNT OF DEPRIVATION 

Conrad, Sidman and Herrnstein (1958) fo und that 

the response rates of a monkey and a rat on DRL 20-sec 

increased when the foo d deprivat ion period was varied 

from Oto 20 hours. Further increases in deprivation 

time , from 20 hours to 70 hours, had little effect on 

responding. 

A two-lever procedure was used in a study by 

Mechner and Guevreki an (1962), in which a response on 

one lever init ia t e d the DRL interval and a response on 

the second l ever t er mi nated it. A response on the 

s e cond l ever was reinforced if the IRT criterion was 

met; it not, a response on the f irst le-.rer re-started 

the cycle. Using rats as subjects, they found that the 

duration of those IRTs initiated by the first lever 

and termina t ed by the second, remained unaffected by 

deprivation l evels of from 8 to 56 hours. However, there 

were substantial decreas es in t he duration of the post

r e inforce~ent pause with increased deprivation , up to 

32 hour3 . Holz and Azrin (19 63) and Reynalds (1964 b) 

found that progressive sat i a tion of pigeons had little 

effect on DRL r esponding until the subjects reached 95% 
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of t he:t r free - fee ding weight . 

On the basis of these studies it would appear t hat 

DRL responding is not very sensitive to amount of 

depriva tion, excep t at low levels of deprivation. 

However, this did not app l y to the post-reinforcement 

pause recorded in Mechner and Guevreki-an !s s tudy, wh ich 

showed an orderly chan ge over dep rivation periods ranging 

from 8 to 32 hours. 

REI NFORCEMENT OF TWO INTER- RESPONSE TIMES 

-Studies in which t wo diffe rent IRTs have been 

reinforced in t he context -of mul t ip l e , mixed or 

concurrent schedules of reinforcement, provide fur ther 

information regarding the determinants of DRL performance. 

A mult ip l e (mult) schedule was employed by Zimme rman 

and Schuster (1962) , in wh i ch two different DRL schedules 

were alternated , each in the presence of a differential 

stimulus . The min imum IRT requirement in. the pres ence 

+= ... . ~ o .... one s L.lffiU.LUS remained const ant at 18 sec , whi l e the 

ci.uration of the IRT requirement. cluring the other sti mulus 
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was either, 36, 54 or 72 sec, for two rats, and 18, 

22.S, 27 or 36 sec for the third animal . The results 

showed frequency distributions for each schedule 

appropri a te to the minimum IRT requirement . In one 

experimental condition the longer DRL schedule was 

replaced by a blackout stimulus, during which 

reinforcement was not presented; the effect of this 

procedure was to increase response rate on the 18- sec 

DRL and to shift the mo de of the distribution toward 

shorter IRTs . Zimmerman and Schuster have suggested 

that this represents an induction effect between both 

components of the multiple schedule . However, the effects 

of blackout may well represent behavioural contrast 

rather than induction; when reinforcement rate and 

response rate arereduced to zero in one component of a 

multiple schedule - as happens during the blackout 

in Zimmerman and Schusters' study - response rate generally 

increases on the other comp onent (cf. Reynolds, 1961; 

Reynolds and Catania, 1961; Terrace, 1966; 1968). 

Evidence for an induction effect might come from 

another source . Had the duration of IRTs on the 18-s~c 

component increased as the IRT requ irement, and consequently 

IRT duration, on the other comp onent increased, this would 

clearly suggest an induction effect. There was little 
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evidence tha t this did occur and for one of the three 

animals the mode of the DRL 18 distribution shifted 

toward shorter IRT intervals as the IRT requirement 

of the variable component was increased from 36 to 54 and 

72 sec. Again this indicates a contrast effe ct rather 

than induction. 

Logan (1967) us ed a mixed schedule in which two 

DRL values alte rn a t ed randomly, while stimulus 

condit ions remained constant. Four diff erent pairs 

of DRL values were employed: 5 and 30, 10 and 30, 

15 and 30 , 20 and 30 sec. Three rats were as s igned to 

each of the four mixed schedules. Once a given IRT 

requirement was programmed it had to b e satisfied and · 

reinforcement produced before the next requirement 

could come into force. After each reinforcement eithei 

value had the same probability of occurrence . The results 

were as follows: Ci) on t he 5-30 schedule the first 

IRT following reinforcement approxi ma t ed the shorter, 

5- sec requirement , while all other IRTs were either 

burs ts or were in the region of 30 sec, Ci i) IR Ts after 

r e inforcemen t on the 10-30 schedule were either approximate 

to 10 sec or 30 sec; other IRTs were again ei~her burs ts 

or approximated 30 sec, (ii i) on the 15- 30 and 20- 30 scheduJ.es 
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the first IRT after reinforcement approxi mated the 

shorter r equirement; other responses showed considerable 

variability and included many IRTs below the shorter 

criterion, while most we re below the longer criterion. 

Referring to the shorter IRTs following reinforcement 

on all conditions, Logan (1967) has observed that the 

prominent mode of adj ustment to this t ype of schedule is 

to delay responding for the shortest interval of tirna for 

which r~inforcement is ever obtainable. The reinforcer 

in this study appeared to function as a discriminati~e 

stimulus wh ich set the occasion fo r the operation of the 

shorter IRT criterion. If reinforcement did not occur 

following the first response, then, at least on the 5-30 

and 10-30 schedules, the unreinforced response appeRred 

to serve as a cue indicating ·tha t the 30-s ~c criterion 

was in effect. The failure to obtain clear discrimination 

of both IRT criteria, particularly on the 15-30, and 

20-30 schedule s has been aitributed to the relativa 

closeness of the two IRT requirements in t hese latter 

conditions (Logan, 1967; Kramer and Rilling, 1970). 

Another possibility could be that the behaviour 

shown might be a function of the dura t ion of the shortest 

I RT criterion - non-reinforcement can on l y serve as a cue for 
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the longe r requirement to the extent that the anima l 

can meet the shorter criterion following reinforcement. 

As such effi c iency is normally an inverse function of 

the durat ion of t he IRT r equi rement on DRL schedules 

(Smith and Clark, 19 74) , i t might be e xpected that, in 

a t wo - va l ued DRL as used by Logan, the extent to which 

res ponding wi ll meet bo th IRT requirements will be a 

function of the ab solute duration of the shorter 

requirement . 

The strategy of wai ting for the s hor test time · for 

which r e inforcement i s ever obtainable, based on cues 

of reinforced and non-reinforced re sponses , appears also 

to have been adopted_by the subjects in a study by 

Schoenfeld, Farmer and Vi ckery (19 70). Schedules were 

used in which, fol l owing re inf orcement, there was 

either (i) an ! RT r equirement of 5 sec, or (ii) no IRT 

requi rem en t, in which case an i1mnedia te r esponse would 

be re inf orced, i . e ., CRF. The probability that the 5-sec 

requirement would t ake ef f ect fo llowing any given 

r e i nforcement was var ied be t ween zero ( conventional 

CRF) and uni ty (conventiona l DRL). Whe.i:1 the probability 

of t r..e 5- sec requirement being in eff e c t ,vas low, IRT.s 

fol lowi ng r einforcement were in the region of 1-2 sec ; 

foll owing non- r e infor ced re sponses either a burst or an 
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IRT which approximated the 5-sec requirement occurred. 

As prob ab ility approached unity, and the parameters of 

the schedule approached that of the conventional DRL, 

longer IRTs we r e emitted following Teinforcerne,nt which 

matched the IRT requirement ; the mode at 1-2 sec 

disappeared. 

Schoenfeld et al. (1970) also report a powerful 

effect of the sequence in which animals were exposed to 

the various probabilities . Once the ·ani mals . had been 

placed en conventional DRL (probability= 1. 00 ), 5- sec 

IRTs which occurred af t er reinforcemeilt were much mo re 

in evidence on subs~quent exposure t o the other schedule 

values than had been the case during first exposure t o 

those values . 

Angle (1970) used a mixed schedule ~ ith rat 

subjects , in which two DRL requirements (5 ,and 15 sec) 

occurred i n fixed - al ten1a tion. It was f cund. t h at if a 

n r ior ! RT of 5- 10 sec was reinforced , then t he following 

IRT was ~ost like l y to he 15 sec or greater . 

Jf an IRT of 15 sec or more was reinf0rce·d the most 

probable IRT to follow was in the 5-10-sec category. 

This alternation between IRTs matched that of the 

pro grammed contingencies. Following non-reinf orced 
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responses however, there was no corre l ation between 

prior and subsequent IRTs. When, in one of the 

experimental conditions, reinforcement was omitted 

following the 5-sec IRTs, one of the two subjects 

responded in a manner similar to that of both subjec t s 

on the original mixed schedule. Angle concluded that 

prior IRT duration may influence the duration of a 

subsequent IRT but that this re l ationship is dependent 

upon the presentation of the reinforcer . 

Mallott and Cumming (1964; 1966) reinforced two 

classes of IRTs within the context of a concurrent 

schedule; rats' responses were reinforced on a single 

lever and the probab ility of rein forcement for different 

IRT classes was systematical ly manipulated. The IRT 

class i n te r vals were specified by their lower bound, 

the width of each interval being equm to the l ower 

bound. Thus, for example , in the 4-sec - 16 - sec 

schedule only IRTs occurring between either 4- 8 sec or 

16-32 sec were reinforced. They fo und (a) that the 

relative frequency of an IRT occurring in a given class 

was a function of the relative frequency of reinforcement 

for that IRT class , (b) when the maximum (programmed) 

reinforcement rate for the t wo lower bounds was equal 

the mode of the IRT distributions generally occurred 
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in the region of the shortest IRT requirement; this often 

occurred even when the reinforcement rate was less for 

the shorter IRT, (c) bi-modal IRT distributions, with 

each mode occurring around the lower bound of each 

interval, occurred infrequently; most often at a given 

reinfo rcement probability, the animals consistently 

emitte d responses which met one of the two IRT· criteria. 

Malott and Cumming (196 6) conclude, "the data clearly 

support the notion that there was a response bias in 

favour of short IRTs (p.325)". 

Staddon (1968), using a procedure similar to that 

of Malott and Cumming confirmed thei:r finding of a 

direct relationship between the relative frequency ·of 

an IRT and the relative reinforcement for that IRT. 

Staddon r eported in addition, a greater incidence of 

bi-modal I RT distributions, occurring in the region ·of 

each reinforced IRT clas s. These findings were further 

confirmed and extended by Shimp (1968; 1969), who found 

that, when t wo different IRTs were r einforced on a one

key concurrent VI VI schedule, the relative frequency of 

an IRT was ap.proximately equal to the reciprocal of its 

length, when both fRTs were reinforced equa lly often. 

It was a l so es t ab li shed that the way in which the relative 
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fr equency of an !RT depends on the rela tive 

frequency of reinforcement for t hat I RT is the s ame 

whether the t wo IRT classes are r einforced on a 

single key or on di fferent keys (Moffitt and Shi mp , 

1971) . 

The high incidence of short IRTs has led Shimp 

(1968) t o concl ude that "ope r ants tha t a r e more time 

consuming (~g_ . , longer IRTs) r equire greate r payoffs 

t . f ' h h t ( - -~,,)" o De pre ·e r rea as muc as s . . or ones p . !:>.,,., • This 

indicates a r esponse bias of the sort hypothes ised by 

Malott and Cumming (1966). 

THE ROLE OF THE REINFORCER AS A DISCRIMINAT IVE STIMULUS 

Evidence for the dis cr i mi native function of the 

reinforcing stimulus in DRL schedules has a l ready been 

encountered in some of the studi es discuss s d a~ove. Ia 

Lo~an 1 s (1967) experiment the re i pforcing s t i mulus, on 

s ome v alues of a mixed DRL DRL, was sho.·m to seTve as a 

discr iminative stimulus 1 control l ing I RTs wh i ch 
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approx i mated the shorter of the t wo DRL requirements . 

When two DRL components are presen t ed in fixed a lteTnation 

(Ang l e , 19 70) the rsinfor cing s timuius appears to be 

a ne cess ary factor in cont ro l ling the alternati on of 

IRTs. However, t he influence of the reinforcer as a 

discriminative stimul us i s difficult to det e rmine in 

this latter study, as t he reinforcer by i t self di d no t 

differentiate a particular component (Angle) 1970). 

The tenden cy for reinforced I RTs to fol l ow r e info rced 

IRTs, while non-reinfor ced IRTs t end t o follow non-

r einforced IRTs , has b een at tributed t o a discriminative 

function of the reinforcer. (Farmer and Schoenfeld , 

1954 b ; Carter and Bruno, 1968 a; 1968 b; NacDougall 

e t 8.l_., 1969 ; Weiss, 19 70) . It h as been suggested by 

these authors, that the reinforcer is a . more effective cue 

for t he initi a tion of a cha in of med i ating behavi our than 

is a non-reinf orced response . As ev idence in Si1pport of 

this hypothes is , Carter and Bruno (1968 a ; 1968 b) have 

repor t ed t~at when r einforcement i s withhe l d on DRL , 

t here is little r es i stance to extin ction , particularl y 

when DRL bchavio1J.r has been wel l establishe d and the 

ef f i ci enc_y rati o exceeds O. 5 . It .is ar·gued th a t in 

ext i nction the cm.is s i on 0 f re inf o-:ccci:Jen, t e l:i.mina tes the 

disc riminat ive stimuli fo r the mediating ch~i n of r espondi.ng 

' 
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and, of cours e , the operant response wh ich t erminat~s 

the chain . 

In studies whe r e responding on DRL was extinguished 

nnd then reconditjoned, r econditioning procee ded r apidly 

(Reynol ds , 1964 a ; 1 96 4 b ; Ferra ro et al., 1965; Carter 

and Bruno , 1968 a; 1968 b ) . Reynolds (1964 a) 

r eported ful l r ecovery of normal DRL performance after as 

few as t wo reinforcemen ts in reconditioning . He concluded 

as follows : 

The rapidity and accuracy of r econditioning 
suggest t hat the pro cess i s in t h. is inst ance 
~el ated t o performance rath e r t han to r e l earning . 
From the two r e inforcements , the bird do es no t 
relear n the t empo r al spacing of s ucces si ve p ecks 
t hat preva.iled before extinc t :icn any more than 
it r elearns_ t o peck . The performance has not 
been lost during extinction , rathe r it lacks one 
of its conditions of occurrence , the reinfo rcer. 
The occqrrence of the r einfo r cer r e ins t a t e s the 
conditions tha t prevail befo re extinct ion, when 
pecking was reinforced and when t he bird learned 
to space pecks (Pp . 274 - 275) . 

According to the mediation hypothes i s these reinsta ted 

conditions would include the mediating chain of res ponses 

controlled by the r e inforce r . 

So1113 o.f the diff iculties involved i n account ing for 

DRL performance i n teTms of medi ating ch~ins of b ehavi our 

have been discussed ab ove . It may be added tha t an 
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explanation of the finding tha t reinforcement is a 

better initiator of spaced responding than is a 

non-reinforced response~ stated in terms of reinforcement 

providing a better cue for mediating responses , leaves 

unresolved the problem of why reinforcement should 

provide a better cue for raediating behaviour than 

non-reinforced responses . 

Farmer and Schoenfeld (1964 b) have suggested that 

both reinforcers and non-reinforced r esponses may 

function a~ discriminative s t imuli for the emission of 

IRTs meeting the DRL criterion but that the closer 

accuracy in timing a DRL interval from reinforcement 

may depend on the greater intensity of e~tercceptive 

cueing which accompanies the latter event. In support 

of t his hypc the3is they report that in their experiment 

the audi to::-y stimulation at re info rcemen t, c . g. , made by 

movement of the dipper mechanism, exceeded that of the 

microswi t ch sound accorn~any in~ a bar press. But this is 

not confi rme d by Flynn e t al . 's (1973) study, in which 

an additional auditory s ~i mulus was presented a t 

rein f orcement during sowe phases of their ex,eriment; 

they found that the. adde d st i mulus hat{ no effect on 

responding . 



An alternat ive possibili ty is that t he greater 

intens ity of stimulation provided at reinforcement 

might not be due to a.dditional auditory stimuli 

accompany ing reinfo r cement, but may be a function of 

stimulation, visua l and gus tatory, provided by the 

reinforcer itself . This l a tter suggestion is supported 

by a. study in which pigeons' key -pe ck responses on a 

DRL iO- sec s che dule were occasionally followed by 

presentations of the feeder magazine and associated 

stimuli for periods of time so briai (0.5 sec) as to 

preclude the ob~aining of any food , a procedure known 

as " fe e cle1· flash 11 (Miller, McCullough and Thompson: 

1970). It was found that IRTs of sufficient duration 

to sat is fy the DRL requirement we re more likely to 

follow responses that produced the feeder flash t han to 

f ollow res ponses which did not produ~e the feeder flash. 

Th:i.s evider,ce suggests tha t the visual s ti:mula tion 

which occurs at r einforcement may eriter into the 

determination of subsequent IRTs, thus accounting for 

the difference i n the duration of IRTs following 

r e inforce d. and non -- rciniorce cl responses . 
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INHIBITION IN DRL SCHEDULES 

Staddon (1970 b) has i ndicated that the reinforcing 

stimulus in DRL has inhibitory after-effects . Reinforcement 

omission studies have lent some support to t h is 

suggestion . In a study by Cap l an (19 70), rats were 

t rained on DRL 8- sec and DRL 1. 2 -s ec schedules , and then 

a proportion of reinforcements for "correct" I RTs were 

omitted . The probability that a correc t IRT would be 

r einforced vari ed from session t o session, an d ranged 

from 1.0 (standard DRL) to 0 . 2; in place cf reinforcement 

an auditory stimulus and a visual stimulus were presented. 

Response r ate decreased - and efficiency incr eased - as 

a functior1 of reinforcei~1ent probab i lity-. A similar 

effec t h~s been reported by Davenpor t, Flaherty and Dyrud 

(1966) who employed a modified DRL procedure (cf. Mechner 

and Guevrekian, 1962) with both monkeys and rits . 

It has been argu~d t hat i nhi bitory effects may 

occur throughout the DRL schedul e and not j ust following 

rel-~ 1~0-c nd r espnn~P S (1-,•e~ r-~1.· . Koresko an, d Do·pn_,e-.11_. ~1. 9~d,:, , • J ~ • C ~ ~ <, . .J _. ~, _ - ~ , I: • >-' , V -

Kram e r a nd Ri lling , 1970; Richel le, 1 97 2; Halliday 

~ ., -' 1·' c, a k e" 19 "' 7 ) ciHv ; - , .J' . / - • Som'?. studies have t es ted for such 

inhibito~y effects using disinh i bition proce dures in which 

nove l stim11li a-.r e p~·esen tetl in t h e cours e of the schedu le; 



if responding is normally inhibited on DRL, then, it 

is argued, when a novel stimulus is presented responding 

should be disinhibi ted and should sh01,; an increase in 

fr~quency . 

In a study by Contrucci et al. (1971), rats were 

trained on a DRL 20-sec schedule and during testing a 

4-sec buzzer was occasionally presented either 6 or 12 

sec after a reinforcement. It was found that the number 

of non-criteri on responses increased in the inter

reinfo rcement intervals during which the buzzer was 

presented , as compared with non-criterion responses 

occurring in other intervals in which the buzzer was 

absent. In this study the novel stimulus was presented 

only after a rcinfotced response. Davis · and Iriye (1973), 

however, presented a novel st i mulus following both 

reinforced an d non-reinforced responses. Rats were placed 

on DRL schedules o.f either 10, 20 or 30 sec wi th a tone~ . 

approximately 0.5 sec in duration, occ asionally presented 

michray in the DRL interval. The durations of IRTs we re 

found to be shorter following presentations of the tone and 

this effe ct was stronges t on t he l onger DRL values. Davis 

and Iriye do not r eport wh e ther t here was any differDncc 

in disinhibition effects in int e rvals prece de d by reinfo rced 

or non-re inforced response~ . 
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Brimer (1972) has prov~ded further evidence of 

disinhibi t ory effects of novel stimuli . Using a 

DRL 12O- sec schedule and rats as subjects, he presented 

a novel stimulus, a lj_ght which Iem3ined on for 3 min, 

at one of two fixed times, either 26 or 51 minutes 

after the start of a session . The other 3-rninute t est 

peri ,::-d was a "dummyn presentation, i.e ., the light stimulus 

was not presented but respons~ data were recorded for 

comp arison with data taken from the 3 min during which 

the light 1,..r as on . ·Subjects had significantly higher 

response rat.cs during the stimulus than during dummy 

intervals . 

Evidence of another kind for th~ existence of 

inhjbitory effects comes from studies in which 

generalisation testing has been conducted with stimuli 

associated wi th DRL schedules . For example, in a study 

by Hearst et al . (1964), general i sation gradi ents were 

obtiined from pigeoLs that had been trained on VI and 

DRL schedules . In these schedules 30-sec periods, 

durin g wh:i. ~h a line s t:i.mu lcis was p-.ro j ecteu. on to the 

response key. alternated with 10-sec periods of blackout. 

For the VI subjects~ a VI 1-mi.n s chedi...le was in effect 

during s tirnulus-·on periods, while for DRL subjects e ither 



DRL 6- sec or DRL 10-sec schedules were operative 

during the line stimulus. In test sessions 

reinfo rcement was withheld and generalisation 

gr adi ents were ob t ained along the line- tilt continuum. 

Gradients following t rain ing on VI we re sharply peaked 

at the training stimulus, a finding wh i ch repli ca tes 

that of Guttman (1959) . The generalisati on gradients 

produced by the DRL animals, however, were relatively 

flat and fffw showed any g1·adien t peak at the training 

stimulus . To account for these fi ndings Hears t e t al. 

suggested tha t DRL may possess ave rsive or inhibitory 

effect s whi ch in combination with posi tive properties 

of the schedule~ p r oduce unexpected effects on stimulus 

generalisation. 

An experiment by We isman (1969) bears upon this 

s·pecu l a ti on . A DRL s ~hedul e .in wh ich t he IRT 

requi r ement was gradually i h creased to either 16 sec or 

20 sec , was used to gradually decrease the r esponse ra te 

in one component of a rnult VI 1- min VI 1-mi n schedul e, 

wi t hout a lso decreasing reinforcement ra t e . A 

genoralisation t8st along the s t imulus dimension :issociat ed 

with the DRL s chedul e yielded a U-shaped gr adient of 

inhib itory stimulus control . 

The expeTiments of Weisman ( 1969) and H0aTst et al. 

(1964) differ in some respects : the DRL schedule ~ as 
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alternated with a VI l~min schedule in Weisman's experiment, 

11ith a blackout peTiod in the Hearst study . The minimum 

IRT criterion used by Weisman was also of longer duratj_o n . 

Such f actors may account for the stronger inhibitory 

effects Tcport.ecl in the latter s tudy. For example, the 

inhib itory or aversive properties of a DRL schedule may 

be enhanced (j.) when contrasted with another schedule of 

posit ive reinforcement which maintains a h i gh response 

rate (Terrace, 1966), and ( i i) when a l ong DRL value is 

used (Kramer and Rilling, 1970) . 

Kramer and Rilling (1970) and Richelle (1972) h ave 

proposed that, as inhibitory control normall j l1as aversive 

effects, inves tiga tors who seek to establish its 

existerice on DRL should look for aversive prop e~ties of 

t he schedule . Since schedule-induced aggression is 

considered to be a product of aversive contingencies 

(cf. Chapte r 2), its existence would provide i ndi r ect 

evi dence for i nhibitory contro l. Furthermore, as the 

stu~ies discussed above indi cate tha t inhibitoiy effects 

on DRL a:ce not limited to the period of time following 

r einforcement, then schednl e~induced aggres s ion presumably 

should not b e confined to the pos t-re inforcement period 

but should occur throughout the schedule. This was found 

to be the case by Knutson mid Kleinknecht ( 1970), Pi geons 
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exposed to a CRF schedule and a DRL 20 - se c sch edule 

a ttacked a restra ined tar ge t during DRL 20- s ec but not 

during CRF . Attacks were distributed throughout t he 

enti re s es sion on the DRL schedul e . This is in marked 

contrast with the findings on PI , ~R , VI and VR schedules 

in which atgression occurs predominantly during the 

post-reinf orcement pause (Gentry, 1968 ; Ri chards and 

Rill ing , 19 72 ; Dove et al . 1974 ; Wehbe et al., 1974) . 

The evidence presented indicat es that inhibiiory 

effects are fairly wi des pread on DRL schedules . How may 

this be exp l a ined? One p oss ibility is t hat bo th reinforced 

and non- reinf orce d r esponses may funct ion as i nhibitory 

sti mul i on DRL . Bo th of these events set. t he occasion 

for a period of non- r e inforcement - equal t o t he durati on 

of the IRT r equirement - and , in compar ison with the 

control exerte d by the rein f orce r on FI ( c:f . Chap t er 2) , 

they mi ght thus be expecte d to inhib i t resp onding for a 

period of time, so that r esponses occur in the last half 

or th ird of t h e i nterva l. Res pons es are nc t , however , 

most frequent mi&iay , or even two-thirds of the way, 

through the DRL criterion in t erval but tend to occur later, 

matching the criterion IRT . This ind.icates s t ronger 

inhibi tcry contra]. of rcspo~1d ing on DH.L than exists on 0th.er 

comparable interval schedules . 
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Davis and Iriye ( 1973) have argued that responses 

which fail to meet the minimum IRT requirement are 

systematically punished by ·che delay of reinforcem·ent 

which is a consequence of these responses . If such 

responses go not on l y unreinforced but are also punished -

and given that many non- reinforced responses occur on most 

DRL schedules - this would clearly provide a basis for 

stimulus events in the DRL schedule acquiring s t rong 

inhibitory control . 

D" i··,, '" .... (.... 
reported by Richardson ( 19 73) indicate that 

apart from the effect of reinforcement rate or the 

distribution of inter- reinfo rcement intervals , there 

are additional suppressive effects. operating on the DRL 

schedule. A yoked control design was used to cmnpare 

the ?erformance of anima l s on a DRL 15-sec schedule 

with that of animals on a VI schedule in which the 

programmed inter- re inforcement intervals were the same 

as the inter--reinforcement intervals of the "lead" DRL 

subjects . Though reinforcement r ates were equated for 

both groups of animals, response rates on the DRL 

schedule were significantly lowe~ than on the VI schedule. 

One standard procedure for testing whether a given 

cons equence of behaviour is a punisher is to vary l ts 

dimensi on~ anJ obs e rve t he extent to wh ich it reduces 



response frequency, e. g_ ., electric shock (Az1·in and 

Holz, 1966). A direct test of punishment effect s 

on DRL, might thus involve increasing the duration of the 

re inf orcemen t de lay contingency, i.e., the minimum IRT 

requi rement on a conventional DRL schedule . It has 

frequently been shown that as the DRL r equirement 

is increased r esponse rate decreases . However, a litt l e 

can be deduced from this finding with regard to 

punishing effects, since increasing the DRL criterion 

also decreases the rate of reinforcement and this latte r 

effe ct may be responsible for a r e ducti on in response 

rate (~f· .Stadden, 1972) . In orde r to directly t est 

the punishment hypothes i s it would. be necess a ry to 

vary the duration of the delay followj_ng responses, 

without reducing the freque ncy of reinforcement for 

those -responses. 

The occurrence of bursts may also be related to 

the aversive consequences of non-reinforced responses 

on DRL . A number of authors have indicated that the 

unconditioned response to omission of reinforcement~ 

follo~v·ing r egu1.ar reinforcement," is heightened 

" emotional i ty", " aggression" or "frus trati on" (Skinner 

1938; Mower Rnd Jones, 1943; Keller and Schoenfeld , 

1950; Arnsel, 1958; 1962; Leitenberg, 1966) , thus 
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accounting for the common f inding that with the onset 

of extinction following regular reinforcement there is 

an increas e in the rate of responding. 

On the DRL schedule some responses (i.e., those 

meeting the criterion) are reinforced and some go 

unreinf orced. If the latter are regarded as instances 

of reinf orcement omission then response burs ts might be 

a function of (i) the aversive or emotional effects of 

non-reinf orcement and/or (ii) the aversive effect of 

the r einforcement delay initiated by the non-reinforced 

response. 

The effect of the dur ation of reinforcement delay 

on frequency of bursts might be inves tlgated by observing 

burst frequency a t different DRL v a lues. Richardson and 

Laughead (1974 b), for examp le, found that there was some 

tendency in pigeons for the proportion of bursts to 

increase as the I RT requirement was increas ed , though the 

fr equency of bursts in rats remained unaffected by schedule 

value . However , as has alre ady be en noted, increas ing t he 

DRL criterion decreas es the frequency of· r einforcement. 

This in itself might .be expected to incr ease the proportion 

of bursts in a session , as bursts are mo re fr equent followi~g 
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no~-reinforced respo11ses (Bradley, 1971) . Any increase 

in bursts cannot, on the bas i s of these data~ be 

at t ributed to the ~versive effects of increased r einforcement 

delay . 

The role of the delay contingency as a determinan t 

of responding on DRL schedu les will be invest i gated 

in experiments descri bed in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The following is a general description of the 

subjects , apparatus and procedure used in the 

experiments to be reported in this thesis . 

SUBJECTS 

_ Mal e a lbino rats were us ed as sub jects in all 

exp e r i mcn t s. They we r e hons ed individua lly _ rr:nd wa te1· 

was freely avai l able in the home cages. The lights in 

· the room whi.c.h he l d t he home cages we r e on frori1 7 a,m . 

to 8 p . m. each day . Th~ r oom te~perature was k ept a t 

app ro ximately 20°c. 
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Deprivation 

The animals were weighed dai l y at the s ame time . 

Free-feeding weight was calculat ed ove r a period· of 

7 days on ad lib access to food , imme di a t e ly before 

the commencement of a deprivat i on r egime . Subsequently , 

the wei ght was maintained at approxima t ely 80% of the 

free-feeding weight . Maintenance of b ody weight a nd 

changes in body weight were a ch i eved by feedi ng Varying 

amoun ts of food once per day, an hour aft e r t he end of 

experimental sessions. 

APPARATUS 

Three identical operant condi tioning boxes were 

used . Each box had a f l oor area of 20 . 0 cm x 24 . 0 cm 

and i t s height was 18.5 cm (inside measuremen~s) . Three 

of the walls wer e made of bakelite , lined on the inside 

with sanded plate a l uminium ; the fourth , a 20 cm wide 

wall, was a me tal panel on whi ch the lever and the 

reinforcement mechanism were mounted . A recess, 4 .0 cm 

wide, 5 . 0 cm high and 5 . 0 cm deep, was located i n the 

centre of thi s panel . The floor of t h e recess was l eve l 

with t he floor of the box. The reinfo rcer , 0 . 05 ml of 

a soluti on cf Nestle 1 s condensed milk in water , was 

delivered up to the floor of the recess by a motor-
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operated dipper medianis m. The dippe r was normally 

"up n; a t rei:r..forceme;.1 t it was depressed in to the 

container placed be l ow it and the~ returned to the 

resting position. 

A leve r was mo unted 7 cm to the left of the recess, 

and 4 .7 cm above the floor. It was 5.0 cm wide and 

protruded 1 . 5 cm into the box . The minimum downward 

pressure required to depress the lever was set at 

10 gm . Two circular lights were also mounted on eitheT 

side of the panel 14 .0 cm from the floor . 

The floor of the box was made of cylindrica l metal 

ba·-:cs, each with a di ametcT of O. 8 cm; _ they we re spaced 

equidist antly and parallel to the panel . The roo~ of 

the box was a perspex lid he~d in position by two folding 

flaps. Each box was housed in a sound attenuating 

chamber, containing a 3-w ligh t located on the ceiling, 

and an exhaus t fan mounted on one side, producing 

ambient noise at 60 + 2 db. 

Audi tory stimuli were progr an@ed by feeding a 

100 f l z square - wave tone to a 3- stage 3 watt amplifier . 

The output was f ed to an S inch 3 ohm speaker mounted on 
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the i nside of the door of the chamber. This signal 

was attenuated by~ series of switchback potential 

divides, whose r es istor va lues gave an output of 75 db. 

Sound intensity levels were measured by a Dawe sound

level meter with a reference level of 0.0002 dyn/cm 

at 1000 Hz. 

To facilitate within-sessions changes in the 

concentration of the reinforcer (Experiments 7-9) four 

containers were mounted on a circular aluminium plate, 

the centre of which was bolted to the spindle of a 24V 

AC motor/gearbox . This was situated below the dipper 

mechanism and the contair:er into which the dippe r 

descended could be changed by opera ting the moto r via 

external programming equi pment. 

Prog ranrniing and recording were controlled by solid

state l ogic units mounted on a bus-bar rack system and 

hous ed in a separ a te room. Responses and reinforcements 

wete recorded on ( i) Gerbrands cumulat ive recorders, 

(ii) Sodeco counters , (iii ) a . Kienzle di gital print-out 

counter, programmed to prin t out the dura tion of each 

I RT in 0 . 1 sec units . 
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GENERAL PROCEDURE 

Each anima l was first trained to ·approach the 

reinforcement mechanism and to take the reinforcer. 

After this, lever-pressing behaviour was shaped by 

the method of successive approximation (Skinner, 1953 b) . 

Sessions were conducted daily and lasted 1 hour (with 

the exception of Experiment 2, in which sessions lasted 

40 min) . The reinforcer in Experi ments 1-5 was a 30% 

solution of condensed milk in water; reinforcer 

concentrations in Experiments 5~9 are specified separately 

for each experiment. 

?tabi1J_!y Crit e ria: In the ·present study three criteria 

have been tised in the d~terminatidn of stable schedule 

pcrfo:rmance: (i) visual inspection of IRT frequency 

dis trib ut ions an c1 cumulative records, ( ii ) number of 

sessions expos ure to a given scheclPle, (iii) the respons e 

rate on each of six successive sessions was compared with 

the respons e rate across th ese 6 sessions ; a difference 

of l ess than 10% was judged to . indi cate stable pe r formance 

( "'"l1 C> .J::o ·rr, -- 1 r1·1· + csy1· on) l- ,_. .l. .1. L •(1 -A.. - _ '-~ • 

Thes e criteria were used in a ll the experiments, in 

appropriate combinations . In each experiment the criteria 

used to dete r mine st ab ility wi ll be specified. 



CHAPTER 5 

TWO-COMPONENT DRL SCHEDULES OF REINFORCEMENT 

The r egul ar spacing of responses in time, which 

is charac ter istic of performance in DRL schedu les, 

suggests tha t each respons e may serv e as a stimulus for 

the response which follows it. There i s however, a 

dif f iculty here, expressed by Stadden (1972) as follows : 

.. . on spaced respondj_ng schedules (DRL) tempo r al 
control of each response by the precedi ng r esronse 
may be inferred - although in t h is case control 
(as di stinct from mare temporal regular ity) is 
hard to demonstrate, because responses cannot be 
directly manipulated by the experimen ter (p . 213). 
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There is a.lso the question of the stimu lus propert i es of 

the reinfo rcer . Several authors have argued tha t t he 

reinforce r has discrimina tive effects on the DRL schedule , 

whi ch r esult in more accurate responding fo llow·i.ng the 

r einforcer than following non-reinforced responses 

(~.:.._g_., Farmer and Schoenfeld , 1964 b; Carter and Bruno , 

1968 a; 1968 b ; Weiss, 1970). I f the spacing of 

respons es in accordance with the requirements of the 

schedule is a function o f di scriminative control by pr i or 

r esponses and reinforcement s how may the hi gh frequenci 

of those responses wh ich fall far short of the mini mum 

IRT requirement and are never r einforced , ~.:...~, response 

bursts, be exp l ained? 

As Stadden (1972) has indicated,the controJ.ling 

r elationships are difficul t to estab lish on conventiona l 

DRL schedules . In t he DRL schedule , two contingenci es 

operate concurrently: (i) responses which meet the I RT 

cri t erion are reinforced, wh i le those which do not meet 

the criterion go unreinforced~(ii) following a response 

the avail~bi lity of reinforcement is delayad for a per i od 

of ti111e 0q:1al to the duration of the minimum IRT 

requirenient . As the duration of the delay coEtingency i s 

the s2-me o..fter -reinforce~ responses C~-. e ., responses 

:neeting the DRL requi rement) as after non-rainforced 



responses (i.e., i'esponses falling short of the requirement), 

it is difficult to determine whether each of tho~e events 

separately maintain temporal control of the responses 

which follow them . 

In the pr esent s tudy a two-con~onent DRL schedul e 

was devised, which specified separately the _minimum IRT 

criterion for (i) I RTs in i tiated by reinforced resporise~ 

and (ii) IRTs init iated by non-reinforced r esponses, thus 

making pass i b le an ass e s srnen t of the s t int1-.1lus properties 

of reinforced and non-reinforced responses in controlling 

IRTs of di ffer8nt durat i ons . The basic schedul e consisted 

of two separate contingencies: (i) if a reinforced 

:resuons e initlc:1t~d an I RT, the response tha t terminated 

that IRT was reinforced only i f it exceede d a specified 

minimum duration, t 1 (This is termed the nt requi Tement11). 
1 

(ii ) if the response termina t ed an IRT shorter than t 1 , 

tha t response was not reinforced, and it initiated a 

different IRT criterion, t 2 ~ which speci fied separately 

the duration of t he mi nimum IRT required for reinforcement 

(This is termed t!1e "tz r equirement"). The t 2 requirement 

remai ned in effect until a respons e met the t 2 reinfo rcement 

criterion. At reinforcement the contingenc.'y sw~~ tched back 

' ·o + 
l.. '-1. 
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Davis and lriye (1973) suggeste d tha t , on t he 

conventiona l DRL s chedule , t he de l ay of reinforcemen t , 

which is a consequence of responses wh ich fail t o mee t 

the minimum IRT requi r ement , serves as a punisher for 

these responses and t his r esults in t he l ow r esponse 

ra te charac t eristic of DRL schedules. One way of 

testing t he ir hypothesis is t o manipula t e this variable ; 

response r a te should dec l ine as a dir e c t function of the 

I RT require;nent (<:_~- , Wilson and Kel l er, 1953) . Hc.wever, 

i ncreas i n g the dura ti on of the DRL c r iterion wil l also 

result i n a decrease in the r a te of r einforcement obtained 

by t he subjec t, which may i n i tself . have depressive 

effects on the rate of r esponding (S t adden, 19 72 ). 

In t h e t wo - component DRL schedul es ·to be reported , 

the .dur ati on of the I RT r equi r ement i n t he t 1 cor.iponen t* 

was held consta.nt 1vhiJ. e t he dura t ion of the r equi rement 

in the t 2 componen t was sys t ema ti ca lly var ied . This 

al l o·.~·e d the Te info r cem ent cont i ngency to r emai n the 

.same f or "correct" respons e s i n t he t 1 c0mponent wh i le 

altering the de l ay of re i nforcement ava i l ab ili ty as a 

cons utuence ox respons es which _failed t o meet the t 1 

Components are identi fi ed by t he IRT r aquirement 
in operation , 
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c r i teri on . This man i pul ation also made pos s i ble an 

assessment of t he effect of t h e de l ay con tingency on 

the freq uency of response burs t s on DRL schedules. 

EXPERI MENT 1 

Sub jec t s 

Four experimenta lly na i ve ma l e albino r a t s (10 3, 

105 , 106 anJ 10 7) , 90 days o ld at t he s t a rt of the 

expe r iment, served as subjects . 

Procedure 
~ 

Following l ever - training e ach an i ma l was placed 

on one of t he two - componen t s chedules i n daily 1-hour 

s essions . In ever y cas e t 1 was he l d cons t ant a t 20 s ec 

and t 2 was changed af t e r reaching r e s ponse stab ility 

with a given t 2 va lue . In the DRL 20-10 schedule, for 

examp l e , the I RT requirement in ope r ation aft e r 

r e i nfor ced r esponses, i~., on the ;:1 component, ·,vas 

20 sec . When a response fa iled to meet the 20-sec 

c r ite rion , the t 2 requi r ement of 10 sec came into 

operati on . This r emained in effect until an IRT exceedi ng 

10 sec occurred, where upon the reinforcer was p r esen ted 

an2 the t 1 component was reins t ated . 



For two of the animals t he initial t 2 requirement 

was 20 s ec; the schedule was thus the conventional 

DRL 20-sec, though expressed here as DRL 20-20 . One of 

the two s ubjects was then exposed to a higher t 2 va lue 

of 30 sec while t
2 

was reduced to 10 s ec for the other. 

Both animals we re finally placed on a t 2 value of 60 sec. 

The remaining two animals we re initially pl~ced on DRL 

20- :so and then t 2 was reduced for one to 10 sec and f or 

the other increased t o 40 sec . The va l ues oft,., used, 
,:. 

t he sequence in which each animal was expos e d to different 

schedule values and th e nurnbe T of sessions on each schedule 

are shown in Table 1 . 

According to the fo r mal criterion of stability~ whi ch 

was met when response ra t e on any one seision in a block 

of six successive s essions did not differ by more than 10% 

from the mean response rate for that block, res ponding 

became stab l e within about the first 30 sess ions on each 

schedule . Approximately 6b seisions were conducted on 

e ach schedule, however , since no previous i nforma tion was 

availab le on schedules of this kind and it was no t known 

wh '2 the r further changes would occur aft e:r responding 

re a ched i n itiai s~ab ility . _ No such change s were oh s~rved. 

Fellowing 60 sess ions exposure to each schedule, the 



Table l 

Order of exposure to the schedules (listed top 

to bottom) and the number of daily 1- hr sessions 

on each schedule~ for individual subjects. 

------· 
Subject 

106 

107 

1.03 

105 

Schedule Parameters 
t 1 - t 2 (se c) 

DRL 20-20 

DRL 20-10 

DRI. 20 - 60 

DRL 20- 20 

DRL 20- 30 

DRL 20-60 

DRL 20- 30 

DRL 20 - 10 

DRL ·zo-30 

DRL 20- 40 

Number of 
Sessions 

65 

63 

65 

65 

63 

67 

63 

65 

64 

65 
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duration of t 2 was a l tered when t he fo r mal stability 

crite rion ·and visual i nspection of the records showed 

that resp onding was stable. 

Results 

The rela tive frequency distr ibutions of IRTs for 

the t 1 and t 2 components , obtained in the las t two 

sessions of each condition with each s ubj e ct, are shown 

in Figures 3 and 4 . Corresponding overall frequency 

distributions f or all the IRTs _in the session regirdles s 

of components are presented in the Appendix . (Figures 

SS, 56, 57, 58) . In all cas es IRT distributi ons on t 1 

had a single mode and tha t was in the r egion of the 

earlies t IRT inte rval in which r e infor c ~ment could 

. ?Q occur , ~~· , ~ se c . Burs t s did not occur on t 1 . 

the du rati ort of t he t 2 r equirement was increased, 

proportionally fewer IRTs on the t 1 component were 

short of the 20- se c criterion. 

As 

Relati ve freq uency dis tributions on t 2 were bi

modal with one mode occurring in the shortes t IRT 

interval. The second mode was frequently in the region 

of t he mini~um IRT requirement in t 2 ; as the durat ion 

of the I RT r equi remen t i n t 2 i ncreased, the mode shifted 

toward l onger IRT s , though becoming fl2. tter on t he longer 

t 2 _values. 



Figtire 3 . The relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animals 

106 and 107 on each schedule . The 

frequencies are shown separately for 

the t 1 (left column) and t 2 (right 

column) components. In the t 2 distribution 

I R.Ts longe r than 80 sec are contained 

in the finaI I RT category . The shaded 

a ·feas of the distributions indica te 

r einforced IRTs. Data are from the last 

two sessions on each schedule. 
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Figure 4. The r e l ative freque ncy 

distributions of IRTs for Anima l s 

103 and 105 on each schedul e . The 

frequencies are shown separately 

for the two components of the 

schedules . The dat a are f r om t he 

last ttro sessions on each schedule . 
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Figure 5 shows that r espond i ng on both component s 

. . + t t " •. 1: . DRL t. . was appropri a ... e .o ne spec.1.c 1 c con· 1ngenc1.es . 

I n t his figure ~sequences af IRTs .which occurred when t he 

conringency 5witched from t 1 to t z are .shown . The 

data a r e from the last f our occasions when such a 

sequence occurred in the f inal session of each schedul e . 

In the top left section of Fi gure S, for ex~np l e, t he 

f i rst IRT s hown for An i mal 106 on DRL 20-10 exceeded 

20 sec and was t hus reinforced (filled circle) . This 

put the t 1 contingency into effect . The next IRT , 

t hough close to the 20-sec requirement , fell just short 

of it and wis not reinf orced (open circle) . This put 

t he 10- sec requiremen t of t z i nto eff~ct. The next 

I RT in this case just exceeded t he 10 - sec r equirement . 

(In the other sequences a very short IRT, a burst , 

somet i mes occurred following the f ir s t non-re iriforced IRT . J 

Re i nforcement \vBS presente d and t 1 initi a ted again, The 

t1 c r iterion of 20 sec was met by t ho nex t two IRTs . 

The pe r formance of the same animal on DRL 20-60 

shows simlla~ control by t he two contingencies, Fo llowing 

. f .. r ein orcemen c., 2:.:.2 · ~ in the t 1 component, IRTs we re 

approximate ly 20 sec whereas fo l l owing n on~reinforced 

resp ons es IRTs were either of short durat ion or exceeded 

;- t t ' , _, 6 "\ ·d 1 e _ 2 c r 1 t e r ion o .t L, s e c . Control on the t 2 comoonen t in 



Figure 5 . Sequences of I RTs from each 

animal which shew transitions from the 

t 1 t o the t 2 contingency and the return 

to the t 1 contingency, plus two 

subsequent IRTs. For each schedule the 

l ast four such sequences in the l ast 

s ess ion aTe shown . Filled cir~les indicate 

IRTs wtich weTe reinforced, 6pen circles 

tndicate non~reinforced IRTs . 
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the DRL 20-60 schedule was considerably less precise 

than with the shorter t 2 requirement of the DRL 20-10 

schedule. These re lationships were also observed in 

the results of other subjects, with di ffe rent values 

of t 2 (Figure 5). 

Figure 6 shows that , f or each s ubj e ct, the median 

IRT on the t 1 component was an increas ing f unction of 

the t 2 criterion. These dat a a re consistent with the 

relationships observed i n Figures 3 and 4, where it was 

shown tha t IRTs on the t 1 component which fell short · 

of the mini~um requiremen t declined in f requency as t 2 
increased . 

Median I RTs h ave not been presented for t
2 

distributions in Fi gure 6 as these distributions we re 

bi-modal ; t he median would t hus not b e representat ive 

of either mcde . A similar difficulty exists for the 

respons e rat e measure1 present ed in Table 2 . This shows 

that for a ll animals , ra t e of responding in the t 2 
· component declined as the IRT requirement was l eng thened . 

Decreases are also evjdent in overal l response rates 

and, t o a much lesser extent, in r esponse rates on the 

t 1 compon ent ~ as a function o f t 2 dur~tion. 



Figure 6. The median and interquartile 

range of IRTs on the t 1 component, as 

a function of the minimum IRT criterion 

on the t 2 compone n t. Data are from the 

l as t two sessions on each schedule, for 

each subject. 
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Table 2 . Rate of responding and rate of reinforcement for each subject, showing separately , overall rate , rat e 
\n the t

1 
component an~ rate ~ the t 1 component. The time spent in the t 1 component is also shown . Data are 

rrom the l ast two ses sions on each scfiedule . 

I 

Subject 

106 

107 

103 

105 

Schedul e 
P a rame·te rs 
( t

1
=20s ec) 

t 2 ( s e c) 

10 

20 

60 

20 

30 

60 

10 

30 

30 

40 

Res ponses/min 

tl t 2 Overal l 

2 . 89 4 . 82 3 . 43 

2 . 86 3 . 53 3 . 17 

2~84 2.48 2.68 

3_. 03 4.73 3 . 96 

2 . 91 3.44 3 . 18 

2 . 80 2 . 44 2 . 55 

3. 07 6.20 4.33 

2.94 3 . 55 3,33 

2.88 2.13 2.47 

2. 85 2.09 2 . 50 

Reinforcements/min Time in t 1 ( %) 

tl t2 Overall 

1. 76 2.90 2 . 07 73 

2 .02 1. 60 1. 89 66 

2 . 25 0 . 62 ·1. 4 5 51 

1. 80 1. 14 1. 43 45 

1. 9 8 0 . 72 1. 30 45 

2.24 0.34 0. 9 3 32 

1. 17 2 . 91 1. 88 60 

2.05 0 . 60 1.09 34 

1. 86 0 . 9 3 1. 36 46 

2 .15 0 . 82 1. 52 53 



Figure 7 . Efficiency of performance as 

a function of the minimum IRT criterion 

on the t 2 component. Overall efficiency 

is shown (open circles) as well as 

efficiency on the t 1 (filled circles) and 

t 2 (fill ed squares) components . Efficiency 

was calculated as the percenta~e of 

responses which were reinforced . Data are 

from the last two sessions on each schedule, 

for each s ubject. 
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Rate of r einforcement fo r each animal on the 

different schedules is a lso shown in Table 2. In 

all cases, as the value of the t 2 requirement increas e d 

the rate of reinforcement (i) decreased in the t 2 

component, (ii) increased in the t 1 component, (iii) 

decreased over both components combined, i. e ., the 

overall r ate declined . The exception in the 

latte r case was Animal 105, which showed an increased 

overall reinforcement rate when changed from DRL 20 - 30 

to DRL 20-40 . 

. Table 2 shows that as the t 2 r equirement became longer, 

there was some tendency for less time to be .spent in the 

t 1 component t han in t 2 . This relation~hip was revers ed 

for Animal 105. 

Eff iciency of performance on the t 1 and t 2 compon ents 
I 

and overall effici ency a r e shown (Figure 7) as a function 

of t 2 , for each animal. There was a marked contras t in 

the effects on effici ency in both components: a de c line 

in t 2 (filled squares) was ma tched by a corresponding 

increase in efficiency in t 1 (filled circles) . Overall 

eff i ciency (open circles ) on the other h and, showed litt le 

systematic change , in all the four ani ma ls. 
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Figure 8 s how~ for each anima l, the conditional 

probability* of a burst (i ) following non-reinforced 

responses on t 1 (crosses),and (ii) following non

reinforced r esponses on t 2 (filled circles), as a 

function of t 2 duration . A burst never occurred after 

a reinforced res ponse. The probab ility of a burst 

occurring after a non-reinforced response in the t
1 

component increased as a f unct ion of t 2 ; there was 

no systemati c effect on burst probability following 

t 2 r esponses . In all cases where the duration of t
2 

was as l ong or longer than t 1 , the probability of a 

burst was higher fo llowing t 1 than t 2 responses. When 

t 2 was only 10 sec the functions converged for Animal 

106 and cross ed over i n the case of Animal 103. 

Discussion 

There was distinct control of responding in each 

component of the two-component schedules. This was 

shown in the relative frequency distributions of IRTs 

* calcula ted by dividing the numb e r of t imes a 
burst fo llowed a non-reinforced t

1 
r esponse 

(or a non-re info rced t 2 r esponse) by the total 
number of non- reinforced t

1 
responses (or 

non- reinforced t 2 responses) . 



Figure 8 . The conditional probability 

of a burst as a function of the minimum 

IRT criterion on the t 2 component (i) 

following non-reinforced r esponses on the 

t 1 component (crosses), and (ii) following 

non-reinforced r esponses on the t 2 component · 

(filled circles ). Data are from the last 

five sessions on each schedule for each 

subject. 
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and i n the IRT sequences . Following reinforced responses 

IRTs we r e close to the t 1 criterion; when a non

reinforce d response occurred there was frequently either 

a burst or t he IRT approx i mat ed t he t 2 requirement. Since 

there were n~ external cues, it would appear that the 

cont ro lling stimuli were reinforced and non-reinforced 

r esponses . 

There is some evidence which supports this suggestion. 

Logan (1967), using a mi xed (mix) DRL DRL schedule, 

showed that, following reinforcement, animals tende d to 

emit an IRT which approximat ed the shortest of the two 

DRI. r equi remen t s . On some schedule values (mix DRL 

5-30 , 10- 30) , IRTs following non-re inforced r esponses 

approximat ed the longer , 30- sec , requirement whilS on 

others (mix DRL 15-30, 20-30) r esponding was more variable 

and a pSak at 30 sec was absent~ 

Unlike the subjects in Logan ' s study, the subjects 

in t he presen t experi ment did not adop t the strategy 

of emitting an IRT in the reg ion of the short est I RT 

requirement fol lowing reinfor~ement but rather IRTs 

occurred which were appropri ate to the contingency in 

ope ratio n. There was no breakdown _in the separate 

control of e ither component when the DRL values were_ 

close toge ther, e . g . , on DRL 20-30 and DRL 20- 10 . These 
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diffe~ing observations are due perhaps to the fac t that 

in the present study specific IRT requirements were 

scheduled following reinforced and non-reinforced 

responses, while in Logan's experiment either requirement 

occurred randomly following reinforcement. 

Although much of the evidence in the p resent 

study regarding the stimulus effects of reinforced and 

non-reinforced responses has been obtained from those 

two-component schedules in which the t 2 requi rement 

differed from tha t of t 1 , the orde rlines ~ of the functio ns 

obtained at all values of the t 2 criterion suggests . t hat 

these stimulus effects are also present in the conventiona l 

DRL schedule and that it may be helpful to regard the 

conventional sch edule as a special case of the t wo-

component DRL, in which t he 

of equal duration . 

t, and t~ requirements are 
.L L, 

Given tha t separate discrimina tive control was 

establis h ed in each component, the changes in performance 

in the t 2 comp on en t as a f unc t ion of the D RL cri ter:i.on 

on t 2 wer e simil&r to thos e r epor ted previously wi th 

conven t i onal DRL" s chedules : response rate, re inforcement 

r a t e and eff i ciency decl ined and t he re was a prog ressive 

f l a t tening of the t 2 IRT distribut i ons as the IRT 
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requirement was i ncr0ased (Wilson and Keller, 19 53 ; 

Zimmerman and Schus t er, 1962; Smi th and Clarke, 1974). 

The re was a decrease in res pons0 r ate and an 

improvement in efficiency in the t 1 compon en t as the 

dara ticn of the t? r equirement was increased . These 
.:... . 

changes in performan ce ln t h e t 1 comp one~t occur red 

despite the fact that ( i ) the rein fo rcement contingency 

remained constant on the t 1 component at all v alues of 

t
2

, and (ii) most anim3. ls spent less time in .the t 1 . 

component as the L , requirement became l onge r . In the 
L. 

ligh t of these r ela tionships it seems l ike ly that the 

longer de l ay c f re i nforcement protluced by an increase i n 

t
2 

may have functioned a s a puni shing event; increasing 

this de l ay decreased the f requency of the IRT class 

upon whi ch it was contingent, .t~.· ~ IRTs in t 1 s hort e r 

than 20 sec. This cle arly supports the s ug ges tion 

that the de l ay conti ngency on DRL has punishing or 

aversive effec t s (Hearst et a l., 19 64; Kr ame r and Rjlling 

19 7 0 ; Riche 11 e , 19 7 2 ; Davis and IT i y e , 19 7 3) . 

Th e finding t h at bursts occurred only f ol lowi ng non

r einforced responses is consis t ent with a numh cr of reports 

(Si dman, 1956 ; MacDougall et a l ., 1959 ; Bradley , 197 1) 

and wi th the suggestion. tha t bur s ts are c~ function of 

the f rus tra ti ve or aversive effects of non~ revrnrd 

(Caplan, 1970). Skir,ne r (1950) , f or examp J e, has 
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observed, "When we faii to reinfoTce a resp onse that 

has previously be en reinforced .. . we set up an 

emotiona l r esponse - perhaps what is often meant by 

frustration . (p. 204)". Amsel (1958, 1962) has also argued that 

omiss ion of an e xpected reinforcement produces an 

aversive, motivational condition, "frustrati0n11
, which 

leads to heightened act i vation; the greater the 

expectancy of reward the greater is t he frustration 

following reward omission (Amsel, 1958) . 

This explanation is supported by the data from 

subjects on DRL 20-20 schedu:i.es (Figure 8) which show that 

the prob ability of a burst was higher following the 

first non-re inforced response after r einforcement th an 

followin g other non-reinforced responses - a result 

consistent wi th that reported by Bradley (1971) . As 

the probability of reinforcement was higher following 

reinforcement than following a non-reinforced response 

the "expectancy" of reinforcement should also have been 

stronger follcwing ·a reinforced r esponse. Frustrative 

non-·rewar<l theory (Ams e 1, 19 5 8) , would on th.es e grounds 

predi c t a grea t er frust r a tion effect and more rapid 

r~sponding following the first non- r einforced response 

af t er a reinforcement . 
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The probability of a burst following a response 

was a l so foun d to be aff ec ted by the consequences of 

that response ; the frequency of bursts fol lowing t 1 

respons es was a direct function of the duration of the 

IRT requirement i n t 2 . When the contingency was 

switched by a non-reinforced response in the t 1 component, 

the prob ab ility of a burst was an increasing function of 

the extent to which that switch was unfavourable. 

The direct rela tionship between bursts follow i ng t 1 

r esponses and the durati on of the t 2 requirement i s 

also cons i s t ent wi th Amse l's f rustrative non-reward 

theory . The effici ency data (Figure 7) show that as 

the duration of t 2 became longer the proportion of 

r e info r ced t 1 responses increased. The expectancy of 

r ~infcrcement fo llow i ng t 1 r esponses should a ls o have 

increased ~oncomitantly . When t 1 responses on schedules 

with higher t 2 values went unre inf orced , frustration 

should thus have been gr eate r and r esp~nse b~rsts more 

fr equent than on lower va lues of t 2 . 

I n vi ew of what has been said regarding a " respons e 

bias" in favouT of short IRTs (Malott and Cumming , 1966; 

Logan , 1967; Shimp , 1969), and th~ tendency for an i mals 

t o " maxi.mis c" reinforcement (Logan , 1960 ; Logan and 
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Ferraro, 1970), one remarkable feature of the present 

experiment was the peTsistence of the distinct separate 

control of r esponding in the two components of the 

DRL 20- 10 schedule; reinfo rcement was mos t ·oft en followed 

by I RTs of approximately 20 sec duration, while the 10-sec 

IRTs occurred. after ''errors " on t he t 1 component OT after 

other non-re inforced responses . Had the subjects 

produced short IRTs on t 1 , thus switching to the shorter 

t 2 contingency, the fi-equency of reinforcement migh t 

have been increased substantially. This pattern of 

responding , ivhi ch mi ght be considered an optimal 

strategy on DRL 20-lO and also the strategy most likely 

to be adopted , given t hat there is a response bias in 

favour ·o f short IRTs, neveT developed in the many sess i ons 

conducted in this experiment . 
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EXPERH1ENT 2 

A feature of the perfo rmance on the two-component 

s chedu l es studied in Experiment 1 was the persistence 

of control by the t 1 component in the DRL 20-10 

scl1edu l e . In this experiment the limits of t he 

diffe rential control in t he two co mponents we r e explor ed 

when the duration of the tz r equirement was shorter 

than t1. 

For one subject , t 1 was kep t constant at 20 sec and 

the duration of t 2 wa~ r educed in gradua t e d steps from 

20 sec to 1 sec and then returned i n gradua t ed steps to 

20 sec. It was expected that a t some value of t 2 lower 

than 10 sec, the animal wo uld adopt an optimisation 

stra t egy and cease to emit I RTs of approximate l y 20 s ec 

after re inforcement . For example , en DRL 20-5, 5-sec 

IRTs following bo th reinforced and non-reinforced responses 

would provide a much hi gher reinforcement frequency t han 

would the two-component str a t egy. 

Because of the possibility th at the gradual reduct i on 

in the t 2 r equirement of 1 sec mi ght affect the 

pers i stence of t 1 control , another subject , fo l lowi ng 

exposure t o DRL 20·· 20 , was p l aced directly on. DRL 20-· l , 
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without the intervening steps, and was then returned 

again to DRL 20-20. 

Another possibility was that prior exposure to 

a long t 2 durat ion, i.e., of 20 sec, might affect 

subsequent performance on t wo component schedules 

with shorter t 2 values; control by the 20-sec t 1 

componen t migh t be; enhanced, for ex&mple ~ on DRL 

20-1 given prior · exposure to DRL 20-20. To investigate 

this, two further animals were initially placed on 

DRL 20 - 1 and the t 2 value was increased in graduated 

steps to 20 sec and then returned , without the 

intervening steps to 1 sec . 

Subjects 

Four experimentally naive male albino rats (113, 

118 1 120 and 143) , 90-dajs old at the start of ~ne 

experiment , served as subjects . 

Procedure 

Fo l lowing lever training the subjects were placed 

on one of the schedules studied in. this experiment, 

in daily sessions. The durations of t 2 used, the 

sequence in which each animal was exposed to different 

schedules and t he numbe r of sessions on each sch2dule are 
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shown in Table 3. Sessions were programmed to last 

40 min, rather than 1 hour, in order to avoid 

satiation effects at low schedule values. Because 

performance remained relatively stable in Experiment 1 

once the formal stabili t y criterion was reached, in 

Experiment 2 the next schedule was initiated soon after 

the for~al stability criterion and visual inspection cf 

the records showed tha t responding was stable. 

Results 

The relative frequency distribution of IRTs for the 

t1 and t 2 co~ponents, obtained in the last two sessions 

of each condition wi t h each subject, are shown in 

Figures 9, lOJ 11 and 12. Corresponding overall 

frequency distributions are ~resented in the Appendix 

(Figures 59, 60, 61, 62). The data from Animal 113 

(Figure 9) show that, on almost all values of t
2

, the 

distribut ion on the t? component was bi-modal with the 
.:;. 

first mode occurring in the shortes t IRT class interval 

and the second mode approximating the IRT requirement in 

The distributions on t 1 shifted towa rd s horter IRTs 

as t. 2 was reduced to 3 sec and parti cul arly when t 2 
was only 1 sec; as t 2 was aga in increased the mo de 

shifted back toward longer IRTs . Altho ugh the mode of 

t 1 dis t r i bution s hi fted, t o some extent , .as a f unction 



Table 

Order of exposure to the schedules and the 

numbe r of sessions on each schedule, for 

individual subjects . The co lumns listing the 

number of sessions also indicate from top to 

bottom, the sequence of the schedules for each 

subject. 

Schedule Parameters 
t

1
- t 2 (sec) 

DRL 20 - 20 

DRL 20~10 

DRL 20-5 

DRL 20--3 

DRL 20-1 

113 

45 

23 

21 

20 

21 

Subj e c: t 

143 118 

Number of Sessions 

45 

24 21 

120 

20 

DRL 20-3 24 24 23 

DRL 20- 5 22 24 23 

DRL 20--10 22 25 24 

mu 20- 20 23 25 24 23 

DRL 20~ 1 20 21 



Figure 9 . The rel ative frequency 

distributi ons of IRTs for A1iimal 

113 on each schedule . The frequencies 

are shown separately for the t 1 and t 2 

components. The data are from the 

last two sessions on each schedule. 
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Figure 10. The relative frequency 

distributions cf IRTs on each schedule 

fo r Animal 143. The frequencies are 

shown separately for the t wo components 

of the schedules. The data are from 

t he last t wo sessions on each ~chedul e . 
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Fj gure 11 . The relative frequency 

distributions of I RTs on each 

schedule for Animal 118 . The 

frequencies a r e shown separate l y for 

the two comnonents of th~ schedules . 

The data are from th e Jas t t wo sessions 

on each schedul e . 
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Figure 12 . The rela tive f requency 

distributions of IRTs on e ach 

schedule fo r Animal 120. The 

frequencies are shown s epar ately fer 

the two components of the schedules . 

The dat a a r e from the l ast t wo sessions 

on each s chedule. 
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of t 2 duration, it was usually in the region of the 

20-sec IRT requirement; the excep tion to this was the 

distribution on DRL 20-1. 

This relationship between the duration of IRTs 

on t 1 and dura tion of t 2 is a l so_ shown in Figure 13, 

which pr esents for each subject the median and interquartile 

range of I RTs on t 1 as a function of t 2 . Though the 

median IRT, for Animal 113, decreased as t 2 became 

shorter, on mos t conditions the median was close to 

the t 1 requirement; ag~in the greatest deviatio11 from 

t he 20 - sec criterion iook place when the duration of t
2 

was 1 sec . The frequency distributirins (Figure 10) and 

t he median IRTs on t 1 (Figure 13) for Animal 143 , on 

DRL 20-20, DRL . 20-1· and DRL 20-10 respective ly , are 

simila r to thos e of Animal 113 on the same schedule . 

values. 

The distributions for Anima l s 118 and 120 are 

presented in Figures 11 and 12 respective ly. In both 

cases the reiative frequency of the I RTs in the t 2 
component s hows the same ma tching of the t

2 
requirement 

seen in An imals 113 and 143. Though the mode of the 

IRT di s t r i buti ons on t 1 shifted toward longe r IRTs as 

t 2 was i ncreased , when t 2 was e ither 1 sec or 3 sec almost 



Figure 13. The median and interquartile 

range of IRTs on the t 1 component , a~ 

a function of the minimum IRT criterion 

on the t 2 component. Data are from the 

l ast t wo sessions on each schedule for 

each subject. 
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no IRTs occurred which me t the 20-sec criterion. For 

both Animals 118 and 120, a peak did not appear in the 

region of the minimum reinforced IRT until the t 2 

requirement was increas ed to 5 sec. The mode then 

remained around 20 sec, though IRTs became J.onger as 

the duration of t 2 was further increased. 

These relationships can also be seen in the changes 

in median IRT on t 1 (Fi gure 13); the median IRT 

increased linearly as t 2 was increased to 5 sec but the 

function sioped off at higher values of t 2. 

The median IRT functiom for .Animals 118 and 120 

also reveal differences with the othe r two subjects. 

Taking for example, petformance on DRL 20-1, the two · 

subjects with prior exposure to the long t 2 durat ion 

of 20 sec, Animals 113 and 143, produced median IRTs 

which were longer than those of the two subjects pl8.ced 

"naive" on this schedule . . When Animals 118 and 120 had 

been exposed to longer durations of t 2 and were then 

returned to DRL 2~-1 the median IRTs on t 1 did not 

return to their forme r levels but were of longer 

dur a tjon, simi l ar to those of Aniffials 113 and 143 . 
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For all subjects, the data relating to response rate, 

reinforcement rate and amount of session time spent in the 

t 1 component are presented in Table 4. The rate of 

responding in the t 1 and t 2 components, as well as overall 

response rate, were inversely related to the duration of 

the t1 requirement. The rate of reinforcement in the t 2 

component and overall was an inverse function of t 2 

duration, while in the t 1 component it was directly 

related to the t 2 requirement. The time spent in t 1 

was generally short~r as . the t 2 criterion became longer, 

but this re~ationship showed some variability. 

Figure 14 shows the efficiency of performance on 

each schedule value, for each animal. Overall efficiency 

showed little systematic change as a function of the t 2 

criterion. There were however, substantial effects on 

efficiency in each of the two components : as the 

duration of t 2 became longer, efficiency declined on t 2 

but increased on the t 1 component . . 

Data were also recorded when the animals were 

responding on CRF, at the beginning of the experiment . 

The mean duration of IF.Ts was approxima tely 3 sec for 

each subject. 



r ;1 b 1 e 4 . Rate of responding ~nd rate of reinforcement for each subject, s howing separately, overall r a te, rate 
i n the t 1 component and rate in the t~ component . The time spent in the t 1 component is also shown . Da ta a re 
f rom the last two sessions on each sc edule . 

Schedule Responses/min Reinforcements/min Time in t 1 (%) 
Subject Parameters 

(t1 =20s ec) 
t 2 (se c) t l . t2 Overall t l t2 Overall 

-

20 2. 7 7 4.39 1. 89 2.20 1. 41 1. 15 66 
10 2 . 9 7 6 . 97 4 . 20 J • 61 3.07 2.06 69 

5 3 . 00 10 . 94 4 . 42 1. 53 6 . 79 2 . 47 82 
3 3 . 38 1 7 . 84 6 . 05 0 . 57 12.38 2.75 82 

113 1 4.91 40 . 23 10 . 32 0 . 16 26.29 4.16 85 
3 3 . 00 23 . 09 5 . 7 7 1. 30 10 . 66 2.59 86 
5 2. 9 7 15. 91 5 . 62 1. 63 5.26 2 . 37 80 

10 2.94 7 . 14 4 . 04 1. 77 3.34 2.18 76 
20 2.88 4 . 29 3 . 50 2.04 1.06 1. 61 56 

20 2. 76 7.60 3 . 98 2 . 16 1. 77 2. 06 75 
14 3 1 6.24 48.55 13.69 0 . 12 28 . 60 5 . 14 82 

20 2. 7 8 7. 03 4.06 2 . 30 1. 27 2.0 2 73 

1 7. 72 39.50 15.07 0 . 0 7 25.40 5. 93 77 
3 4 . 38 20 . 57 9 . 31 0 . 18 9.63 3 . 05 70 

118 s 3 . 11 15. 0 4 6 . 31 1.17 5 . 29 2. 2 7 73 
10 2 . 9 3 10 .13 4.40 2 . 03 3.45 2.32 79 
20 2 . 84 7.55 4 . 57 2.09 1. 29 1.so · 63 

1 5 . 56 35.80 12. 53 0 . 20 17.90 4.28 77 

1 7 . 39 4 4 . 89 16. 87 0 . 11 21. 50 5 . . 5 2 75 
3 4. S 2 20 . 64 9 . 18 0. 21 10 . 61 3.22 71 

120 5 3 . 09 14.13 5.39 1. 37 6 . 53 2.45 79 
10 2 . 8 7 7 . 62 4.13 1. 9 2 2.60 2 . 10 7 :s 
20 2 . 84 5 . 39 3.84 2.16 1.06 1. 73 61 

1 5 . 63 48.47 13 . 14 0 . 09 26.10 4.65 82 



Figure 14. Efficiency of performance 

as a function of the minimum IRT 

criterion on the t 2 component. Overall 

efficiency is shown (open circle s) as 

well as efficiency on the t 1 (filled 

circles) and t 2 (filled squares) 

components . Unconnected symb9ls indicate 

r~determination points. Data are from 

the last two sessions on each schedule, 

for each subject. 
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Discussion 

Despite the fact that a ll the t 2 values used were 

shorter t han t 1 (except when t 2 was equal to t 1), the 

relationships observed in Expe riment 1 between the t 2 

value and in turn response rate, reinforcement rate, 

and efficiency, were also found in this expbriment. 

Differential res ponding was aga in observed on both 

components of the schedu l es. 

On the bas.is of the commonl y held assumption that 

organisms maximise reinforcement, it might be expected 

that those subj e cts on shorter t 2 values, r ather t han 

attemp ting to me e t the 20-sec criterion on t,, would 
. ~ 

respond quickly after reinforce ment thus switching · to 

the shorter requirement . The behaviour observed in 

the pres ent experiment confounded this expectation. . 

Animal 113 for exa~p l e , continued to emit long IRTs in 

t 1 , c lose to the t 1 criterion,ev~n when t 2 was as low 

as 3 sec; wh en t 2 was 1 sec most IRTs in t 1 still 

exceeded 10 sec. 

The pcrf or rnan.ce of Anima l 1 43 indi cates tho.t the 

IRTs longe r t h an 10 s ec emi tted by Anima l 11 3 on DRL 

20-1 were no t due t o t he gradual r eduction in the t" 
L, 

requi r ement . The va lue of t 2 was cha n ge d abrup tly from 

20 sec t o l sec for Anima l 143, prdducin g a simi l a r 

perfo r~ance in t he t 1 componen t t o t ha t of Ani mal 113 . 
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The performance of all four animnls on DRL 20-1 

suggests that t he duration of IRTs in the t 1 component 

was affected by prio r exposure to the t 1 requirement 

of ·20 sec, es t ab l ished when longer t ~ r equirements wer e 
L, 

in eff ec t. IRTs in t ~, fo r those subjects which we re 
. J .. 

naive when placed on DRL 20-1, were shorter than those 

for subjects which had h ad prior exposure to longer t 2 

values . This effect of .the se4uence in which an imais 

were expose d to th e schedule values is similar to t hat 

r eported by Schcenfeld e t .i!:.1-=.· (1970). They observed 

tha t when the prob ab ility was l ow that a s~sec criteri on 

was in effec t fol lowing r einforcement , IRTs were short 

( 1- 2 sec) after reinfo rced response~ . However, following 

e xposure to hi gher probab ility values , which pro duced 

5- sec IRTs after reinforcement , subs equent per formance 

on the l ower prob abi lity values contained a grea t er 

proportion of 5- sec IRTs than had occurred originally. 

Though prior exposure t o t he 20 - sec requirement of 

t he t 1 componen t at higher t 2 values may have af f ected 

subsequent performance i n the DRL 20-1 schedul e , I RTs 

on t
1 

were, nevertheless , not very shor t even when animals 

were p l aced n aive a1 this schedul e . Bo th Animals 118 and 

120 f or example , eIDitted IRTs following reinforced 

responses ½hich on ave rage exceeded 6 sec during t heir 
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a mean IRT uf 3 sec when thes e subjects ware responding 

on CRF. The duration of these IRTs increased when the 

t 2 r equireme~t be~ame 3 sec . Bo th of the animals on 

DRL 20-3 made little or no con~act with - the 2O - sec t, 
J . 

requirement ye t TRTs on t 1 mostly exceeded 12 sec and 

almost all of these wer e unreinforced . 

There appears to be a simila ri ty between the present 

findin gs and those of Mechner and Guevrekian (1962) who 

used a t wo- l ever (response-initi~ted) DRL schedul~, in 

whi ch a respons e on the f irst l 0ver, though initiating 

t h~ DRL interval, went unreinfoTced; a response on the 

secoa<l leve r terminated the jn~erval. They found that , 

while IRTs which occurre d between th~ f irst•lever response 

and the second-lever response ·app r0x imated the 5-sec DRL 

require11lent_, the duration of µ()st -re inforcement pauses was 

fr equ8ntly much longer than 5 sec. Again, in this situation 

animals d id not maximis e reinforcement by responding soon 

af:er a r einfo r ~e d r8sponse thus ini t i at ing the DRL interval 

(see .also Chapter 6, f or performance on single-lever 

re::;po1t~ e-- i"id. ti c- t ed DIU, s c:hedulP.s) . 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In both the exper iments described in this chapter, 

a consistent positive relationship was observed bet~een 

the duration of IRTs in t he t 1 component and the 

duration of the IRT requi rement in t 2 . In schedul es 

which contain two components , e.g ., multiplG schedules; 

different explanations have bee n proposed to account for 

the inte rac tion between components . 

One such explRnation is t hat of inducticn (cf . 

Zi::-nmerman and Schuster , L962). Appl i ed to the present 

findings this would suggest that the l onger IR Ts \•1i1i ch 

occurred in th e t? component may in some way have ,., 

generali se <l to the t 1 component, producing longer 

IRTs there. Induction effects cannot, however, account 

for t he performance of Animals 118 and 120 when first 

placed on .DRL 20-1 and then on DRL 20-3 . Though there 

was littl e evide~ce of any control by the 20-sec t 1 

criterion on the~e schedules, IRTs were nevertheless 

much longe r on t 1 t han on t 2 . When, f<?Y example, the 

t 2 re~uirement was 3 s ec, it is un l. ikely t hat the 12-

sec IRTs ,vhich occurred on t 1 could have b e.en the resu1.t 

of in<luctim1 from ·;:11c 3- s e c Il<Ts 0£ the t 2 component . 
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Much of the existing experinental evidence 

indicates tha t behavioural cor..trast, rather than 

in due: tion , might result from changes in the t 2 c:ri ~c:-ion . 

In t wo- component mult iple schedules, when the rate of 

responding and the r ate of reinforcement is reduced 

on one of the components, response rate increases on the 

second component (Reynolds, 1961; Reynolds and Catania, 

1961; Terrace, 1966; 1968). In the present experiments 

the decrease in response rate and reinforcement rate on 

the t 2 component. when the IRT criterion on t 2 wa8 

lengthened : might thus be expected to produce an increase 

in response rate in t 1 . As the results from both 

experiments clearly show: however, response rate en t 1 , 

decreased as a function of the duration .of the t 2 

requirement. 

Behavioural contrast has usua lly been reported in 

multiple schedules, which contain discrirainative stimuli 

pres ent throughout each component . It is possible that the 

presence of a stimulus on each component is a necessary 

condition for contrast to occur (Stadden, 197 4 a) and, of 

course, the condit ion is not me t in the two- co~ponent 

DRL schedules us e d iri Experiments 1 and 2. Though a 

contrast in r es pons e rates was not obs erveJ, it should 

b e noted that there was a marked and consis tent contras t 

in reinfo rcement ra t e a nd i n effici ericy en the t 1 and 

t 2 components whe n t ,., dura tior, was 
i, 

ma:rinulated. 
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It has been argued (Caplan, 1970; Davis and Iriye, 

1973) that the delay contingency on the DRL schedule is 

aversive, punishing responses which fail to meet the 

DRL criterion (cf. Chap te1· 3) . The results reported 

here are consistent with this hypothesis . For all the 

anima ls studied , increas ing the delay in the availability 

of reinforcement follow i ng responses which faile d to 

meet the t
1 

requirement decreased the frequency of 

these responses; the proportion of non-reinforced 

r esponses on the t 1 c omponent consistently decreasid as 

a function cf the IRT requirement on 

Response rate also declined on the t 2 component 

wh2.n the IRT requirement w::1. s increased . This re l a tionship 

is similar to the g~n e r a l relationship on DRL sch edules 

between overal l response rate an d the duration of the IRT 

requirement (e.g., Wilson and KelleT~ 1953; Stadden, 

1965). The fall in overall response rate .on conventional 

DRL schedules may ~ however, be due to the lowered rate .c: 0.1-

reinforcement which results from increasing the DRL 

criterion, r a ther than to an enhanced pun ishing effect of 

the l onger delay r equirement (S tadden, 1972) . The present 

r esults show, on the other hand, that the r e inforcement 

rate expl2_n a. t i on cannot account fo 1· the lower ra t e of 
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t ., con1:por1e11t 
1 J. 

the reinforcement 

contingen cy ~as held constant on t
1

; when reinforcement 

rate did change on t 1 it intreased as a function of 

the t 2 requirement. 

The inverse relatinnsllip between rei:r..forcement r a te 

and response rate on t 1 is consistent with the res ults 

obtained by Holz et al. (1963). They reported that 

when response rate on DRL was reduced by response-contingent 

electric shock the resultant improvement in reinforcement 

frequency did not , in turn, result in an increase in rate 

of re sponding. These fi ndings indicate the relative 

unimport ance of reinforcement ra t e as a prj mary 

dete rminant of response rate on DRL (cf . _Richardson, 

1973) . According to this evidence, and in view of the 

demonstrated effects of the delay contingency on response 

r ate in the t 1 component, it appears that a major factor 

which regulates responding on DRL schedul es is the 

response- produced delay in the availability of reinforcement. 

The differ~ntia l control or r espon<ling ) appropriate 

to the sche d~le values , observ ed in bo t h components on 

many v alu-~s .;:if the two -- r.:.crr;ponen c sch e dv.1.ss , L1elicate s that 

both r e inforced and non-re i nfcrced r es~onses acqui r ed 

s tirnul1.J. .s co11 tr-0l of Yespondi11g a:;-i.d -chat the suppre::;sive 
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effects of rei'nforcement delay operate t hrough these 

st i muli. This is consistent with the ncti an that 

the reinforcer on DRL functions as an inhibitory stimulus 

(Stadd8n , 1970 b ) and also suggests that non - reinforced 

responses may have similar inh ibitory effects . 

Studies which have shown that both disinhibition effects 

of nave 1 stimuli (Con truc ci et al., · 19 71; Br:.i:mer) 2.9-7 2 j 

Davis and Iriye, 1973) and schedule-induced aggression 

(Knuts on and Kleinknecht, 1970), occur not jus t following 

r e i nforcement but throughout the experimental session, 

also support the contenti0n that both reinforced and 

non- reinfcrced responses acquire inhib itory properties 

on DRL schedules. 

The data f rom subjects on the DRL 20-20 schedules 

indicate, on the _other hand, that reinforced responses 

may be more effective as inhibitory stimuli than t hose 

responses which go unreinforced . Tho ugh the IRT 

requirement was the same following both events, the 

IRT distributions on t 2 contained a higher frequency 

of IRTs which failed to meet the DRL criterion and this 

appeared to be so even when bursts int~ were not taken ,~ 

into accou~t . These results a re consistent with a 

:number o:f repoTts of better DRL performance followiug 

reinforceme~t (e . g ., Farmer and Schoenfeld, 1964 b, 

~fo:;_ss ~ 1970). Th~s phenomenon will be considere d fur ther 

in Chapter 8 . 
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It has been ar gued , above , that reinforced and 

non-reinforced r esponses function as d iscrimin ative 

stimuli on two-component DRL schedules. The re is , 

however , another poss i ble source of s timulus control 

which has not been dealt with, n amely the discriminat ive 

effec t of prior IRT duration . Ang l e ( 1970) has shown, 

for examp l e , that when two IRT requirement s , 5 sec 

and 15 sec, are presented in f i xed alternation in a 

mixed DRL DRL schedul e , given tha t the prior IRT is 

reinforce d, I RTs t e nd to alternate , matching t he 

programmed contingencies . Ang le h as t c.ken th i s to 

i ndicate tnat ani mals on this schedule discrimin&te the 

duration of t he prier I RT , . ss.y S sec , which sets the 

occasion for a subsequent IRT of 1 5 sec . It i s possible 

that -similar effects were opera tive in the schedules 

used .in Experiments 1 an tl 2. The IRTs which o ccurre d 

on each component of the t 1·ro-componen t schedul es n!ay have 

been partly a func tion of the duration of preceding I RT~ . 

Tak ing as an example DRL 20-40 , when a reinforced 

response occurred cri the t 2 component it was usual l y 

followed by an IRT of appr oximately 20 sec, which mi gh t 

suggest that the reinforcer was the even t controlling 

the 20- sec IRT . However, in t his case , reinfo r cement 

must hcJ.ve been preceded by an IRT of at l east 40 sec . 

The switch to an IRT app roximating the 20 - sec t 1 criterion 
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might thus have been controlled by a prior IRT of 

40 sec or more . 

fhe experiments ta be described in the next 

chapter provi de evidence concerned with this and other 

quest i ons related to performance on two-component . . 

DRL schedul es . 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERHiENTAL !vll\NIPULATIONS ON 

TWO-- COMPONENT DRL SCHEDULES 

The results describ ed in Chapter 5 provide 

evidence that both r einfo~ ced and non - reinforced 

responses function as stimuli, maintaining temporal 

control of responding on DRL schedules . The pr esent 

chapter attempts to analyse f u rther the stimulus 

contro l of respondiig on t hes e s che dules , and in 

particular investiga tes the role of the reinforcer as 

a stimulus. 
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EXPERIMENT 3 

In this experiment a differential stimulus was a dded 

to both components of the two - ~omponent DRL s chedule . 

The schedule thus resembled a con-\entio:;-ial multip l e 

schedule of reinforcement (cf . Zimmerman a.nd Schuster, 

196 2). 

One possible effect of this m~nipula tion was that 

the precision of performance on both components might 

be enhanced , sin ce n stimulus was cons t antly pYesent 

throughcut each component indicating 1vhich of the n.o 

IRT r equi rements was in operation. An improvement in 

schedule control mi ght t hus be reflect ed in longer I RTs 

or b e t ter peaking of the I RT distr i out i ons aro,md the 

required IRT val ue in each component . 

-Subjects 

Two experimentally na ive ~ale albino : rats (10 1 and 

104) 90 days old at t he start of the e::cperim12-nt; served 

as ·subjects . 

ProcedLlTe 

Fol.lowin g l ever t raini ng , An im2l 101 was pluced on 

DRL 20-10 and Ani ma l 104 on DRL 20-40 in daily 1-hour 

sessions . These 3Che_dule par::1mcte rs we r e held const:r-mt 
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throughout the experiment. Stimulus mani pulations 

were carri ed out in dif;ferent phases , each manipulation 

occurring afte r response stability had been r eached i n 

the previous phase . 

The subjects r emained on both two-componen t 

schedules until responding was stab l e (first phase) . 

In the case of Anima l 104, a 75 db tone was th en 

presented while the t 1 component was in operation; for 

Anima l 101, the t one was pres ented while the t 2 component 

was in effect (second phas e). The component on which 

the tone stimulus was presented was then r eversed for 

both subj ects (third phase) . Fina lly the tone was 

removed and the conditions pr esent in the firs t phase 

were r estored (fourth phase) . 

Both subjects were gi ven a minimum of 40 sessions 

on the first experimenta l phase t o establish stab l e 

s chedule performance . The condi tions were changed when 

the formal stability criterion was met and v isua l 

inspection of the records showed that responding was 

stable . Thereafter subjects were given a minimum of 

20 s essions on each phase , after whi c11 the condi t icr1s 

were again changed , provided t ha t the formal criterion 
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and visual inspection of the records showed that the 

behaviour was stable. The sequence of conditions for 

each subject and the number of sessions in each condition 

are shown in Table S . 

Res u lts 

The relative frequency distributions of IRTs for 

t he t
1 

and t 2 components, obtained in the last two 

sessions of each condition,are shown in Figures 15 

and 16 , fo1· Animals 101 and 10 4 respective l y . Corresponding 

overall frequency distributions of IRTs, for both components 

combined, are presented in the Appendix (Figures 63, 64) . 

Both Figures 14 and 15 show that control was established 

in each of the two components of the schedules . The IRT 

distributions for the two subjects peake d in the region 

20 sec on t 1 ; distributions on t 2 were bi-modal, with 

,.. 
er 

the first mode occurring in the shortest IRT interval and 

the second mode matching the value of t 2 , i . ~ . , the mode 

was at approximately 10 sec for Animal 101 and in the 

region of 40 sec for Anima l 104. 

The I RT dis tr:i.butiuns for each subject we Te very 

similar over a ll co nditions . Thera appeared to be no 

sys t ematic change in the distribution of !RTs on either 

added either tot , o·r tc t . .,~ 
,:. 



TABLE S 

Orde r of exposure t o the e xp e-rimenta l con<.litions 

(listed top to bottom) and the number of ses sions 

on each condition, for i ndiv i dual subjects . 

SUBJECT SCHEDULE (SF.C) SESS IONS 

20 10 42 

20 10
+tone 21 

10 1 
20+ton~ 10 20 

20 10 22 

20 40 45 

20+t on~ 40 22 

104 
20 4.0 +tone 20 

20 40 20 

___ _ __ 9 .. h .. o --··----... ·---·-



Fi gure 15. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs fo r Anima l 101 

on the t 1 and t 2 componenti in each 

of the four exp erim6ntal contlitions: 

(i) DRL 20-10; (ii) DRL 20-10 with 

a tone stimulus added to the t 2 

component, (iii) DRL 20 ·· 10 ,,dth the 

tone on the t 1 component , (iv)' DRL 

20-10 without the tone stimulus . Da ta 

are from· the l ast tw,'.J sessi ons on each 

condition. 
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Figure 16. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs f or Animal 104 

on the t 1 and t 2 components in each 

of the four experimental conditions: 

(i) DRL 20-40, (ii) DRL 20-40 with 

the tone stimulus added to the t 1 

component, (iii) DRL 20-40 with the 

tone on the t 2 component, (iv) 

DRL 20-40 without the tone s timulus . 

IRTs on the t 2 component which were 

longer than 54 sec are contained in 

t he final IRT category . Data are from 

the l ast two sessions on each condition . 

I 
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The :illed.ian and interquartile range of IRTs en t
1 

for each subject on the four conditions are shown 

in Figure 17. As might be expected from the frequency 

distributions for both animals, no systematic change 

in performance was evident when the tone was added to 

either component. 

Discus s ion 

One reason postulated by Hearst et al. (1964) to 

account for the flit stimulus genera lisation gradients 

they obtained from subjects on DRL schedul es was that 

DRL performance may be under the control of int ernal 

pr-opriocept .ive stimuli, in which case additional stim'..1li 

.would be more or less irrelevant to the -sub ject. The 

results fr om th e pres ent experiment also indicate that 

the provision of different stinrulus conditions on both 

components of a two-component DRL schedule does not 

alter th~ pattern of responding . According to ~he 

present evidence, however, the sources of stimulus control 

which make additiona l stimuli redund ant, are rein fo r cements 

and the operan t re s pons es o f the sub ject. 

A fe a ture of pe rforman ce in Expe riments 1 and 2 was the 

failure of the subjects , on s chedule s i n whi ch the dura tion 

6£ t 2 was s hort er t han that of t 1 , to in i ti a t e the shor t er · 

t 2 r equirement by r es po~ding s oon a f te r r a inforcement. On 



Figure 17. The median and 

interquartile range of IRTs on the 

t 1 component for each subject in each 

of the four experimBntal conditions: 

{i) the baseline DRL schedule, (ii) 

tone sti1m.!lus (T) added to one of the 

schedule co!Tlponents, (iii} tone 

presented o.n. the other component; 

(iv) tone stimulus removed. Data arc 

frcrn th e last t wo sessions on each 

condition . 
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DRL 20-10, for example, subjects waited approximately 

20 sec following reinforcement before making a response, 

whereas a response soon after reinforcement would 

have allowed reinforcement to be obtained within 10 sec 

of that response. The present results are consistent 

with those obtained in Experimen~ 1 and 2 an4, in 

addition, th.ey show that even when both components are 

clearly signalled by additional stimuli, animals continue 

t o wait approximately 20 sec fellowing reinforcement on 

DRL 20-10. 

It was noted in Chapter 5 that when reinforcement 

rate and response rate in the t~· component were reduced 
'"' . 

by increasing the t 2 requirement, behavioural contrast 

did not occur in the components of the t wo - component 

DRL. These results did not appear to be in agreement 

with previous reports of behavioural contrast when 

reinforcement rate and response rate were reduced in 

one componen t of a multiple schedule (e. g . ,Reynclds 

1961 ; Terrace, 1966) . Contrast is usua lly established 

on multiple schedules which provide continuous stimuli 

signalling t he different comp onents (Staddon, 1974 a) . 

It was thought that the absence of such stimuli in the 
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two-component DRL schedules, may have prevented a 

reduc tion in response rate occurring on t 1 , as a 

function of the size of the t 2 require~ent. However, 

the present data showed no decrease in the duration of 

IRTs on the t 1 component when stimuli were added to the 

schedule components, but rather it was indicated that 

additlonal stimuli contributed little to existing 

stimulus control on these schedules . 

It seems, therefore, that the differences on two

component schedules and conventional multiple schedules 

may lie in t ~relationship between the subject's 

behaviour and the presentation of the schedule components. 

In the two-component schedule the occurrence o:f the t 2 

component is contingent upon performance in the t 1 

component; increasing the duration of the t 2 requirement 

may thus serve to decrease,rather than increase, res ponse 

rate in t
1 

as shorter IRTs produce a more unfavo urab le 

consequence (see Chapter 5). Such contingency 

r e l ati onships are absent from conventional multiple 

schedules in which components are in operation for a 

predetermined period of time, or a preset number of 

reinforcements . 
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EXPERIMENT 4 

Considerable evidence has been presented so far 

which indicates that the reinforcer on two-component 

DRL schedul es has stimulus properties . When the IRT 

requirement has been met on either the t 1 or the t
2 

component the reinforcer is usually followed by an 

IRT approximating the t1 criterion . Although it seems · 

likely that the reinforcer is the stimulus controlling 

these IRTs,it is also possible, as suggested by Angle 

(1970), that IRTs themselves may enter into the 

determination of subsequent IRTs . Thus the IRTs which 

follow successful t~ responses may not be controlled 
L. 

by the precedin~ reinforcer but by the duration of the 

preceding IRT. For example, on DRL 20-30 a response 

on the t 2 component which meets the t~ criterion is 
L, . 

reinforced and is in turn usually followed by an IRT 

which approximates the 20-sec t 1 requirement. This 

latter IRT is preceded by (i) the reinforcer, and (ii) 

an I RT which exceeds 30 sec . Either of these may enter 

into the determination of the subsequent IRT. Thus, 

if the duration of t he prior IRT functions as a 

discriminative stimulus, then when r e inforcement is omitted 

from a response which_ ~eets the t 2 requirement the followin g 

IRT may still approximate the t 1 criterion. 
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The pres ent experiment tested this possibility. 

Reinforcemen t was omitted following IRTs which met 

t he IRT criterion in the t 2 component, over a range 

of two-comp onent schedules . 

~ects 

Seven male a lbino rats (101, 102, 104, 106, 109, 

140, 144) served as subjects. Animals 102, 109, 140 

and 144 were experimentally naive at the start of the 

experiment. Animals 101 and 104 had previously served 

as subjects in Experiment 3 and Ani mal 106 i n Experiment 1. 

Procedure 

Following l ever training, the four na i ve subjects 

were placed on one of the p a irs of schedule p arameters 

in daily 1-hour sessions. These four subjects were 

given a minimum of 40 sessions on a standard two-component 

DRL schedule to estab lish stable performance b efore 

beginning the reinforcement omission phase . Anima ls 106, 

101, and 104, having a chieved s t ab l e performance on t wo-

component schedules (see Experi ments I and 3) were 

placed directly onto t h e omi ssion condition of th e present 

experiment . The v alues of the schedules used and the 

number of sessions on each condi tion are shown for e ach 

sub ject in Tab l e 6 . 



TABLE 6 

Order of exposure to the experimental conditions 

(listed left to right) and the number of sessions 

on each coEdition, for individual subjects. 

SUBJECT 

101 

140 

109 

144 

102 

104 

106 

SCHEDULE (sec) 
tl t2 

20 - 10 

20 - 10 

20 - 20 

20 - 20 

20 - 30 

20 - 40 

20 - 60 

BASELINE 
SESSIONS 

105 

40 

42 

40 

44 

107 

65 

OMISSION 
SESSIONS 

32 

30 

32 

31 

33 

33 

34 
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The r einforcement omission phase was identical to 

the bas~line condition except tha t all reinforcers 

which previously would have followed IRTs which met 

the DRL criterion on the t 2 component were now 

omitted. All subjects were gi ven a minimum of 30 

sessions on this condition t o allow performance t o 

become s .t ab l e . 

For all subjects experimenta l conditions we re 

altered or termina ted when the formal stab ility 

criterion was me t and visua l inspection of t he records 

showed that responding was stable . 

Results 

The frequency distributions for each s ubj ect were 

obta i ned (i ) f r om the final t wo sessions on the 

baseline condition , (ii) from the first session in which 

reinforcemen t was omitted from the t 2 component, and 

(iii) from the final two sessions on the omission 

condi tion . In al l cases distribution of IRTs on 

the t 1 and t 2 components as wel l as the ove r all frequency 

distributions are presented . IRT distributions fo llowing 

r einfcrced responses (referred to as 11 t+ 11
) and fol lowing 

non- reinforced responses (referred to as ''t-") are 

also shown; on the omission conditions IRTs on the t 1 
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component sometimes followed non-reinforced responses. 

The t 1 and t 2 distributions on the baseline condition 

were, of course, the sam~ as the distributions 

following reinforced and non-reinforced responses, 

respectively. 

DRL 20-10: The relative fr equency distributions of 

IRTs are shown in Figure 18 for Animal 101 and in 

Figure 19 for Animal 140, both of which were on 

DRL 20-10; the overall distributions are not shown in 

these figures but are presented separately in the 

Appendix (Figures 65, 66) . Responding on the baseline 

schedule was typical of that previously observed in 

Experiments -1~3 on DRL 20-10, with IRTs on t 1 and t 2 

matching , approximately, the IRT requirement on each 

component. Bursts were present only on t 2 . 

The shape of the distributions in the first 

omission session, particularly ort the t 1 component 

differed considerably from that observed on the base line 

conditions. For Animal 101 (Figure 18) the great 
I 

proportion of the IRTs occurring on the t 1 component no 

longer approximated the 20- sec t 1 requirement but 

resembled more the distribution which occurred on t 2 ; 

there was a peak in the shortest IRT class interval. A 



Figure 18. Re l ative frequency 

distributions of I RTs for An imal 

101 from (i) the fina l two sessions 

on DRL 20-10 (b~seline) , (ii) the 

first sess i on in which reinforcement 

was omitted from the t 2 component 

(fi rst omission), (iii) the final two 

sessions on the omission ccndition 

(final omission). The frequ~nties 

are shown separately for the t 1 and 

t
2 

components and , in t he case of the 

omission conditions, fo llowing reinforced 

(t+) and non-reinforced (t_) responses. 
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Figure 19. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal· 

140 from (i) the final two sessions on 

DRL 20-10 (baseline), (ii) the first 

session in which reinforcemertt was omitted 

from the t 2 component (first omission), 

(iii) the final two sessions on the 

omission condition (final omission). The 

frequencies are shmvn separately for the 

t 1 and t 2 components and, in the case of 

the omission conditions, following reinforced 

Ct+) and non-reinforced (t_) responses. 
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shift toward shorter IRTs was also evident in the t 1 
distribution for Animal 140 and bursts were again 

present on the t 1 component. 

Two-component control appears to have been 

diminished, in the first sess i on of reinforcement 

omission; IRTs on the t 1 component, most often, 

failed to meet the t 1 requirement . However, when those 

IRTs orr t 1 which were preceded by reinforcement were 

consi~ered, control by the t 1 requirement was apparent. 

The distribution of I RTs, following reinforcement, when, 

of course, the t 1 contingency was in effect, peaked in 

the region of the 20-sec ~lass interval for both subjects. 

In the t 1 component there were no bursts in the 

distribution of those IRTs which were preceded by 

reinforcement . Following non- reinforced responses on 

the other hand the distribution of I RTs was very similar 

to that which occurred on the t 2 component. 

The general pattern of ~ehaviour on the first 

omission session may then b e de scribed as follows: when 

the subjects were on the t 2 component, I RTs were appropriate 

to the 10-sec requirement and- the distribution was similar 

to that which occur r ed on the baseline schedule; when an 
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IRT met the t 2 criterion, but went _unreinforced, ·the 

next IRT was usually similar in duration to the IRTs 

which occurred in the t 2 component; it was either a 

burst or in the region of 10-16 sec . When an IRT met 

the t 1 criterion and was reinforced, it was likely to be 

followed by an IRT which approximated the t 1 requirement. 

Whereas in the first omission session most IRTs 

which occurred approximated the t 2 requirement in the 

final omission sessions most IRTs were in the region 

of 20 sec or longer. This was true of distributions 

both on the t 1 and on the t 2 com~onents (Figures 18 and 

19). Bursts contined to appear on the t 1 component, 

though with a lower frequency than in th~ first 

omission sessiori. The distributions following r~inforced 

and non-r einfo rced responses show that after reinforced 

responses on t 1 , IRTs were peaked aro~nd the 20 -s ec 

class interval and bursts were absent . IRTs after non

reinforced responses were either bursts or were approximately 

20 sec or longer . 
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Figure 20 shows sequences of IRTs for Animals 

101 and 140, giving the first three occasions on 

which the contingency switched from t 1 to t 2: (i) in 

the final session of the baseline condition, (ii) in 

the first session of reinforcement omission, and (iii) 

in the final omission session. In the baseline 

condition, IRTs after reinforcement (on t 1) approximated 

the t 1 requirement, whereas following a non-reinforced 

response (on t 2) there was either a burst or an IRT 

in the region of 10 sec. 

In the first omission session the pattern of 

responding was similar to that on the baseline 

condition if the IRTs are classified as_ those following 

reinforced and non-reinforced responses, but not when 

they are classified with regard to the component in 

operation. In the cas e of Animal 101, for example, 

the first non-reinforced response following reinforcement 

was just short of the 20-sec requirement . This was 

followed by a burst which was in turn followed by an 

IRT which just exceeded the 10-sec t 2 r equirement. So 

far the pattern of responding was very s i milar to that 

shown on the baseline conditions. However, after an 

IRT which put the t 1 contingency into effect, but which 

went unre inforced , the next I RT approximated the t 2 



Figure 20, Sequences of IRTs from 

Animals 101 and 140, on DRL 20~10, 

which show the transition from the t 1 

to the t 2 contingency and, depending 

on wh ichever occurred first, either 

(a) all subsequent IRTs until an IRT 

was reinforced and two fur ther IRTs, or 

(b) six successive non-reinforced IRTs. 

The first three such sequences are 

shown from the final session on the 

baseline condition and from the first 

and final session$on ·the omission condition. 

Filled circles indicate IRTs which were 

reinforced, Open circles indicate non-reinforced 

IRTs. 
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criterion, as indeed did the three subsequent IRTs . 

This is s imi lar to the baseline performance insofar 

-as non-reinforced IR Ts were followed either by 

bursts or by IRTs close to 10 sec. There is a 

dissimilarity i n that IRTs, having met the · t 2 
requirement, were followed by IRTs appropriate to t 2 
but not to the t 1 criterion, which was in effect at 

the time. This control by non-reinforced responses 

of 10-s ec IRTs is also evident in the remaining two 

sequences shown for Animal 101 on the first-omission 

session. The IRT sequences for Animal 140 _on the 

first session of reinforcement omission a re in general 

similar to those for Animal 101. 

The sequences from the final omission session, for 

both subjects, show changes in performance, part icularly 

with respect to non-reinforced responses. Following 

reinforcement IRTs were close to the 20-sec t 1 
requirement; IRTs after non - re inforced responses, 

regardless of which component was in effect, were ei ther 

bursts or were about 20 sec or longer. 

DRL 20- 20: The data from the two s ubjects , 109 and 144, 

on DRL 20-20 are similar in many r espects to those 

obtained from the DRL 20- 10 animals . The frequency 
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distributions for these two subjects, 109 and 144, 

are shown in Figures 21 and 22 respectively; overall 

distributions are presented in the Appendix (Figures 

67, 68). They show that, on the first session, 

when reinforcement was omitted from t 2, response bursts 

appeared on the t 1 component. These bursts, however, 

only occurred foll ow ing non-reinforce d responses; 

following reinforced respons es bur sts were absent. On 

the final omission session the frequency of bursts 

in the t 1 component was greatly reduced for both 

subjects. 

The IRT sequences are shown in Figure 23. The 

relationships observed above, particul~rly the occurrence 

of bursts following non-reinforced res ponses on the t 1 

component, were also observed in the IRT sequences . 

DRL 20- 30 , DRL 20-40 and DRL 20-60: The IRT fr equency 

distributions fr om the three s ub ject s on schedules 

where the t 2 value was longer than that of t 1 , are 
. . 

shown in Figures 24, 25, 26, fo r Animal 102 (DRL 20-30) , 

Animal 10 4 (DRL 20- 40) and Animal 106 (DRL 20 -60), 

respectively . Corresponding overall distributions are 

pres ented sep arately in the Appendix (Figures 69, 70, 



Figure 21. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal 

109 from (i) the final two sessions 

on DRL 20-20 (baseline), (ii) the first 

session in which reinforcement was 

oraitted from the t 2 component (firit 

omission), (i i i) the final two sessions 

on the omission condition (final omission)~ 

The frequencies are shown separately for 

the t 1 and t 2 components and, in the case 

of the omission conditions, following 

reinforced Ct+) and non-reinforced (t_) 

responses. 
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Figure 22. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for An imal 

144 from (i) th~ final two sessions 

on DRL 20-20 (baseline), (ii) the 

first session in which reinforcemen t 

was omitted from the t 2 component (first 

omission), (iii) the final two sessions 

on the omission condition (final omission) . 

The frequencies are shown separately for 

the t 1 and t 2 componen~s and , in the case 

of the omission conditions, following 

r einforced 

responses. 

(t+) and non-reinforced (t_) 
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Figure 23. Sequences of IRTs from 

Animals 109 and 144 , on DRL 20-20 , 

which show the trans ition from the 

t 1 to the t 2 contingency and, depending 

on whichever occurred first, either (a) 

all subsequent IRTs until an IRT was 

reinforced and two further IRTs, or 

(b) six successive non- reinforced IRTs. 

The first three such sequences are shown 

from the final sessionson the baseline 

condition and from the first and fina l 

session on the omissiop condition. 
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Figure 24. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal 

102 from (i) thS final two sessions 

on DRL 20-30 (baseline), (ii) the 

first session in which reinforcement 

was omitted from the t 2 component 

(first omission) (iii) the fina l t wo 

sessions on the omission condition 

(final omission). The frequencies 

are shown separately for the t 1 and t 2 

components, and, , in the case of the 

omission conditions, following 

reinforced·'(t+) and non-reinforce d (t- ) 

responses . 
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Figure is. Relative frequency 

distribution of IRTs for Animal 

10 4 from (i) the final two sessions 

on DRL 20-40 (baseline), (ii) the 

first session in which reinforcement 

was omitted from the t ~ comp onent 
" 

(first omi.ssion J (iii) the final two 

sessions on the omiss1on condition 

(final omission). The f requencies 

are shown separately for the t 1 and t 2 

component s_ and, in the case of the 

omiss i on conditions, following reinforced 

Ct+) and non-reinforced (t _) r esponses. 
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Figure 26. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal 

106 from (i) the final two sessions 

on DR_L 20-6_0 (baseline), (ii) the 

first session in which reinforceme~t 

was omitted from the t 2 component 

(first omission), (iii) the firial two 

sessions on the omission condition 

(final onission). The frequencies 

are shown separately for the t 1 and t 2 
components and, in the case of the 

omission conditions, following reinforced 

(t+) and non-reinforced (t_) responses . 

IRTs longer than 78 sec are contained in the 

final IRT category of each distribution. 
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71). Again th ere are similarities with the performance 

of the DRL 20-10 subjects . On the first omission 

session, bursts appeared on the t 1 component and IRTs 

longer than 20 sec, which only occurred in the t 2 

component on the baseline condition, were here also in 

evidence on t 1 . The distribution of IRTs that were 

preceded by reinforcement, on the other hand, peaked 

in the region of 20 sec and contained no IRTs which 

either approximated the longer t 2 requirement or were 

bursts. 

Longer IRTs appropriate to the t 2 contingency, 

and ~ursts, continued to occur in th~ final sessions 

of the omission condition, though, as was the case 

with the DRL 20-10 and DRL 20-20 subjects, the frequency 

of bursts on t 1 was reduced. One exception to this 

was Animal 104 which produced a slightly higher 

proportion of bursts in the final omission sessions than 

in the first omission session. The IRTs in the t 2 

component were similar to those occurring in this 

component on the baseline t ondition and on the firs t 

omission session, though showing greater variabi lity. 

The sharp differentiation in IRTs following reinforce d 

and non-reinforced r espon?es , in baseline and first 

omission sess ions, was also present in the final sessions 

of reinforcement omission . 
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The IRT sequences are shown in Figure 27 for 

Animals 102 and 104,while those for Animal .106 are 

shown in Figure 28. On the first omission session 

the control by reinforcement of IRTs of approximately 

20 sec is clearly evident and following non

reinforcement IRTs were most of ten either bursts 

or were appropriate to the t 2 requirement. There 

were ins tances here of the animal meeting the t 2 
requirement by emitting a long IRT and then emitting 

a long IRT more appropriate to the t 2 component 

rather than an I RT of 20 sec which would have been 

sufficient to produce reinforcement. This pattern of 

behaviour persisted in the final omission session; 

the animals did not learn to make 20 se~ IRTs following 

IRTs which met the t 2 requirement but went unre inforced . 

For all three subjects on the omis s i _on conditions, 

IRTs which matched the requirements of both components 

continued to occur but they were not wel l correlated 

with the components in operation; rather,following 

reinforcement IRTs occurred which approxima ted the t 1 

criterion, while fo llowing non-reinforced responses 

I RTs occurred which were appropr i ate to the t 2 
requirement, regardless of which component was in effect. 



Figure 27. Seq~ences of IRTs from 

Animals 102 and 104, on DRL 20-30 

and DRL 20-40 r espective ly, which 

show the transition from the t 1 to 

the t 2 contingency and, depend~ng 

on whichever -occurred first , either 

(a) all subs equent I RTs until an IRT 

was reinforced and t wo further IRTs , 

or Ib) six s uccessive non-reinforced 

IRTs. The firs t three such sequenc es 

are shown from the final session on the 

baseline condition and from the firs t 

and final sessionson the omission 

condition . 
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Figure 28. Sequences of - IRTs 

from Animal 106 en DRL 20-60, which 

show the trans ition from the t 1 to 

the t 2 contingency and, depending 

on whichever occurred first, either 

(a) all subsequent IRTs unt1l an IRT 

was reinforced and two further IRTs, 

or (b) six successive non-reinforced 

IRTs. The first three such sequences 

are shown from the f inal session on 

the baseline condition and from the 

first and final sessionson the omission 

condition. 
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Figure 29 shows the conditional probability* of 

a burst following those IRTs which met the DRL 

criterion on t 2 but went unreinforced. The data were 

taken from the first ~nd final omission sessions. The 

corresponding data from the b aseline condition are 

not shown , as all IRTs which met the t 2 criterion 

were reinforced and thus the probability of a burst 

was always zero . I n all cases there was a substantial 

increase in burst probability beyond the zero level, 

when reinforcement was first omitted from t 2 . There 

was also for eich subject a decline in · burst probability 

with continued exposure to the omission conditions. 

Discussion 

The results of the present experiment show that 0n 

two-c~mponent DRL schedules in which t 1 and t 2 are 

not of equal duration, when the reinforcing stimulus 

is first omitted from the t 2 component, differential 

control by both components is diminished. When an IRT 

long enough to mee t the t 2 criterion occurred on t 2 

the following IRT was ~ost often not appropriate to the 

_t
1 

requirement but the subjects behaved as if they were 

still on t
2

. This indicates tha t the stimuli which 

control IRTs appropriat e to both components of the two-

* Calcula ted by dividing t he number of times a 
burst followed an IRT which met the requi r ement 
on t 2 by the to tal nwnber of such IRTs . 



Figure 29 . The condi tional 

probability of a burst following 

IRTs which met the DRL criterion 

on the t 2 component, in the first 

session of the omission condition 

(open bars) and in the f ina l 

omi ssion session (filled bars). Data 

are shown fo r each subject on each 

schedule . 
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component schedules are reinforced and non-reinforced 

responses, rather than the duration of the preceding 

IRT. 

When the omission condition was continued until 

responding reached stab ility, performance on schedules 

where t 2 was longffthan t 1 di ffe red from performance 

on schedules in which t 2 was shorter than t 1 . In 

neither case was there any evidence that the t 1 
requirement was discriminated on the basis of the 

duration of the preceding IRT in t 2 . For example, 

those subjects on the longer t 2 values continued to 

respond as if the t 2 component were in operation 

following all non -reinforced respons es , regardless of 

the duration of the preceding IRT. 

I f this strategy had been adopted by the subjects 

on DRL 20-10 then very few reinforcements would have 

been produced as IRTs would not have been long 

enough to me e t the 20-sec requirement of t 1 . On the 

first sess ion of reinfo rcement omission there were many 

IRTs which went unreiriforced and were then followed by 

IRTs which were more appropri a te to the 10-sec requirement 

of t 2 , than to the 20-sec requirement of t 1 . By the final 
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omission sess ions , however, the subj ects emitted IRTs 

of approximately 20 sec or bursts following all non

reinforced responses; the discrimination of the 10-sec 

t 2 requirement wa$ lost. 

These r esults show tha t the duration of the 

preceding I RT had l i ttle or no controlling inf luence 

on the subsequent IRT emi tted and that, even with 

extended exposur e to the omission condition, the 

effective controlling s timuli we r e reinf orced and 

non-re i nforced responses . 

The suggestion tha t bursts on DRL a re a function 

of the frustr at i ve effect of non-re i nfo~ccmen t (see 

Chap t er 5) received further support. When reinforcement 

was omitted from responses which met the t 2 r equirement 

response bursts occurred, whereas p r eviously when 

reinforcement had been present ed for these r esponses , 

burs t s h ad bean absent. This increase in the frequency 

of burs t s following reinforcement omission i s consistent 

with the resul t s of Caplan (1970) who found that , when 

reinforcements w~re omitted on a conventiona l DRL 

schedul e, the overal l frequ~ncy of bursts increased. 

In the first session in which r einforcement was 

omitted from the t 2 component the expectancy of 

r einforcement would have been high following IRTs on 
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the t 2 component. When these IRTs went unreinforced 

frustration should have been considerable. However, 

on the final omission sessions, as the subjects had 

by then experienced a lowered frequency of r einforcement, 

expectancy should consequently have been lower. 

Reinforcement omi~sion in the final sessions should 

thus have produced a weaker frustration effect and 

fewer response bursts, than when reinforcement was 

first omitted. This was found to be the case for each 

subject in the present experiment; the probability 

of a respons e which me t the t 2 requirement, but went 

unreinforced, being followed by a burst, declined with 

extended exposure to the omission condition. 

EXPERIMENT 5 

This experiment investigated the effects of 

reinforcement omission in the t 1 component of DRL 

schedules . All re inforcements were omitted following 

the f irst response to occur after reinforcement. The 

omii s ion condition was not strictly equivalent to the 

two- component DRL schedules employed previously, as in 

this case there was no IRT requirement in effect f ollowing 
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reinforcement, Th.e schedule may thus be described 

as a response-initiated DRL schedule, or tandem 

FR 1 DRL (tand FR 1 DRL), comparable to the response

initiated fixed-interval (tand FR 1 FI) schedules used 

in other studies (Neuringer and Chung, 1967; Shull, 

1970 .a) and to the two-lever response-initiated DRL 

schedule employed by Mechner and Guevrekian (1962). 

Subjects 

Two experimentally naive male albino rats (112 

and 114) served as subjects. 

Procedure 

Following lever training, Animal 112 was placed 

on DRL. 10-10 and Animal 114 on DRL 20-20. Both subjects 

were given a minimum of 40 sessions on these schedules. 

When responding _ was stable the omission phase was 

begun; the first response after every reinforcement 

went unre inforced and initiated either the 10-sec 

requirement (Animal 112) or the 20-sec requirement 

(Animal 114). 

The conditions we re then altered so that each 

component of the schedule was accompanied by a differential 

stimulus. For Animal 112 the panel lights were switched 

on when reinforcement occurred and r emained on until the 
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DRL was initiate d by the next response; this in turn 

caused the lights to bi switched off until the next 

.reinforcement. The panel lights came on, for Animal 

114, when the first response occurred after reinforcement 

and remained on until reinforcement occurred. 

The additional stimuli were removed in the 

next experimental condition so that the conditions 

prevailing during the second phase were restored. 

The final condition consisted of a return to the 

original DRL schedules. The sequence of conditions for 

each subject and the number of sessions in each condition 

are shown in Table 7 . Both subjects were given a minimum 

of 20 sessions on each condition, after the first phase, 

to allow responding to become stable. Experimental 

conditions were altered or terminated when the formal 

stability criterion was me t and visual inspection of the 

records showed that responding was s table. 

Results 

The rela tive frequency distributions of IRTs followirtg 

reinfo r cement ( t+) an d following non-reinforced respons es 

(t-), obtaine d in th e l as t t wo s essions on each condition, 

are shown in Figure 30 f or Animal 112. Corresponding 



TABLE 7 

Order of exposure to the experimental conditions 

(listed top to bottom) and the number of sessions 

on each condition, for indivi dua l subjects 

SUBJECT 

112 

114 

SCHEDULE (SEC) 

DRL 10 

FR 1 

10 

DRL 10 

FR l+li ght DRL 10 

FR 1 

DRL 10 

DRL 20 

FR 1 

DRL 10 

10 

20 

DRL 20 

SESSIONS 

40 

20 

21 

21 

20 

42 

20 

FR 1 DRL 20+light 21 

FR 1 DRL 20 22 

DRL 20 20 20 



Figure 30. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal 

112 following reinforced (t+) and 

non-reinforced (t_) res ponses. The 

data are from the final two sessions 

on each of the five experimental 

conditions: (i) DRL 10-10, .(ii) 

response initiated DRL 10 (FR 1 DRL 10), 

(iii) r esponse-initiated DRL 10 with a 

stimulus (light) added to IRTs which 

followed reinforced respons es , .(iv) 

respons e-initiated DRL 10 with the 

stimulus removed, (v) DRL 10-10. 
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overall distributions are presented in the Appendix 

(Figure 72). Figure 30 shows that, on first 

exposure to DRL 10-10, IRTs of approximately 10 sec 

followed r einforced and non-reinforced responses . 

Burs ts occurred only after non-reinforced responses. 

In the tand FR 1 DRL 10 condition the distribution 

of IRTs after non-reinforced responses was similar to 

that on DRL 10-10, though the frequency of bursts was 

reduced. The distribution of IRTs after reinforced 

respons es changed markedly and contained much longer 

IRTs, peaking in the region of 20 sec. Neither the 

addition of the light stimulus following reinforcement 

nor the removal of this stimulus made any difference 

to the pa ttern .of responding. 

When the DRL 10-10 schedule was reinstated the 

peak of the distribution following reinforced responses 

shifted back to 10 sec. Bursts on the t 2 component 

also increased in frequency and ingeneral the 

di stributions were similar to thoie obtained during 

ori gina l exposure to the DRL 10-10 schedule. 

Frequency distributions fo r Animal 112 on the· 

first s ess ion of tand FR 1 DRL 10 are shown in Fi gure 

31. This shows that as early as the first session the 

s hift toward longer IRTs after re i~forcement had begun . 



Figure 31. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal 

112 in the first session of 

response-initiated DRL 10. The 

frequencies are shmm separately for 

IRTs following reinforced (t+) and non

reinforced (t- ) responses. The 

conventional overall fr equency 

distribution which contains all I RTs 

regardless of the components, is also 

shown (overall). 
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The distributions of IRTs for Animal 114 taken 

from the last two sessions on each experimental 

condition are shown in Figure 32. Overall distributions 

are presented in the Appendix (Figure 73) i These data 

are similar to the data ob tained from Animal 112. 

Performance on t and FR 1 DRL 20 showed much- l onger IRTs 

after reinforcement than occurred on DRL 20-20 . This 

persisted when the light sti mulus was presented 

fo ll owing the first non-reinforced response . The light 

stimulus had no systemati c ef f ect on responding. When 

the DRL 20-20 contingency was restored the I RT mode 

following reinforced responses return ed to its original 

pos ition at the 20 - sec class interval. Bursts had a 

lower frequency of occurrence on the tand FR 1 DRL 

conditions than · on DRL 20-20. The distributions from 

the f irst session on tand FR 1 DRL 20 (Figure 33) show 

that most IRTs after reinf orcement , occurred in the region 

of 20 sec, though again there was evidence of l onger 

IRTs beginning to appear . 

The chai1ges in the distributions of IR Ts which 

io llowed reinf orcement may be r epresented by median IRTs 

and i nterquartile ranges. These a re shown i n Fi gure 34 

for both subjects en each experiment al condition. The 

.i 
l 
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Figure 32 . Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Animal 

114 following reinforced (t+) and 

non-reinforc ed ( t- ) responses . The 

dat~ are from the fina l t wo sessions 

on each of the five experiemntal 

conditions: ( i) D RL 2 0 - 20 , (ii) 

response-ini ti ated DRL 20 (FRl DRL 20), 

(iii) response - initiated DRL 20 with a 

stimulus (light) added to IRTs which 

fol lowed non-reinf orced responses, 

(iv) response-ini tiated DRL 20 with 

th e stimulus removed, (v) DRL 20-20. 

IRTs longer than 78 sec on the t 1 

componen; and longer than 40 sec on the 

t
2 

component, are contained in t he final 

JRT category of their respective 

distTibutions, 
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Figure 33. Relative frequency 

distributions of IRTs for Anima l 

114 in the first session of r esponse

i nitiated DRL 20 . The frequencies 

are shown separately for IRTs following 

reinforced (t+) and non-reinforced (t- ) 

responses. The conventional overall 

frequency distribution is also shown 

(overall) . 
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F±gure 34. The median and interquartile 

range of IRTs following reinforced responses 

for each subject: in each of the five 

experimental conditions: ( i) conventional 

DRL , (ii) respons e-initiated DRL (FR 1 DRL), 

(iii) FR 1 DRL with added stimulus (L), 

(iv) FR l DRL with the stimulus removed, 

(v} conven t:i~onal DRL. Data are f-rom the 

final two s essions on each condition. 
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data were obtained from the final two sessions on each 

condition. The median IRTs following reinforcement on 

the response-initi a ted DRL 10-se c schedule we re almost 

twi~e as long as those following reinfrircernent on the 

conventional DRL 10-10. The interquartile ranges were 

also greater on the tand FR 1 DRL 10 condition. The 

data from Animal 114 show that the median IRTs after 

reinforcement were more than twice as long as those 

occurring on DRL 20-20 and again the ranges were greater 

on the response-initiated conditions. The added stimulus 

appeared to have had no effect on either the median or 

t he range of IRTs following reinforcement on the t wo 

tand FR 1 DRL schedules . 

Fi gure 35 shows the conditional probability* of 

a burst following the first non- reinforced response 

after reinforcement on the final session of conventional 

DRL, on the first session of tan<l FR l · DRL and on the 

final session of each of the remaining experimental 

conditions. The data from each subject show tha t the 

prob ability of a burst ·was approximately the same in the 

* calculate d by dividing the numbe r of times a 
burst fol l owed f irst non-reinforced responses 
after reiriforcement by the t ota l numbe r of .such 
respons es in a session, 



Figure 35. For each subject the conditional 

probability of a burst following the first 

non- reinforced r esponse after reinforcement 

in (i) the "final sess i on of the conventional 

DRL schedule, (ii) the first session of the 

[ 
, 

r esponse -init i 2.ted DRL schedul e FR 1 DRL ( lst)j 

(i i i) the fina l session of the response

init i ated DRL schedule (FR 1 DRL) , (iv) the 

final session of FR 1 DRL with the added 

stimulus (L), (v) the fina l ses s ion of 

FR i. DRL with the stimulus removed, (vj:) 

the final. sess ion of t he conventional DRL . 
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final session of conventional DRL and the first session 

on the t a nd FR 1 DRL condi ti on. There was , however, 

a substan tial reduction in burst probability on the 

final sess ions of each of the response- initi a ted 

conditions. When the conventional DRL condition was 

reinstated bursts increased ma r ked l y, returning to 

thei r original level of occurrence . 

Discussion 

Studies whi ch have used response - initiated FI 

schedules (Neuringer and Chung, 1967; Shull, 1970 a) 

h ave repor t ed that substanti a l post-reinforcement 

pauses occur on these schedules; the longer the 

durat i on of -the FI r equirement t he l ong~r is the 

pos t - reinfo~cement pause. In an i nvestigati on of 

depriva t ion effects on DRL r esponding , Mechner and 

Guevrek :i. an (1962) emp loyed a t wo - lever proced1ue 

in which a response on one l ever initiated. the DRL 

inte r val and a r esponse on the second lever termin ated 

it. Using e DRL requi r ement of 5 sec , they reported 

pos t-reinforcement pauses which were frequent ly much 

longer th an the DRL requirement. rn · the p r esent 

experiment , also, the post -reinforcement pauses which 

developed were approximately twice as long as th A DRL 

value. The occurrence of pauses a fter reinforcement on 

t hese response- i nitiated schedul es r ~duces the _ densi ty of 
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r e inforcement . S11ch behavi0u r appears particularly 

puzzling , e speci a lly in v iew of the commonly held 

assumption tha t organisms adj us t the ir behaviour so as 

to maximise the frequency of reinforcement (cf . Logan 

1960; Logan and Ferraro, 1970; Gott and Weiss, 1972). 

In Chapter 2, it was suggested that the reinforcing 

stimulus contr ols a paus e on those s chedu l e s in which i t 

s ets the occasion for a period· of non- reinf orcement, and 

tha t on any given schedule the duration of the pause wil l 

be direct l y r e l ate d to the duration of the period of 

rton-r einfor cemen t which the reinforcer s i gna l s. For 

example , the post-re inforcement pause on FI is f r equently 

reported to be a constant proportion of the fixe d -interva l 

duration (Sherman, 1959 ; Schneider, 19 69) . The post 

r einforcement pause in r esponse- i nitiate d schedules may 

be simiJ.arly accounte d for . Taking a s 2.n examp le 

performance on t an<l FR 1 DRL 10, reinfo rcement on this 

schedu le signals a minimum inter-reinforcement int erval 

of 10 sec . Th e subject may thus be expected to pause after . 

reinforcement for a proporti on of the inter- reinforcement 

time , say fo r two t hirds of it, ( i. e . , 6 . 6 sec). In thi s 

event, howeve r, the re i nforce r will now s i gnal a l onger 

period of non-reinforcement , (i. e ., 16.6 sec) which 

shmild in t 11rn l e ad to a longe.r post - r e info r cement 

pau3e (i . e . , 11 .0 sec). 7h is produces a n ew inter-

-reJ"nfo1· •~E•J'lr, r,f- ; rt:E' "I' V,:i l (J" P 
·- • .:. ... ·-- • ' . ... .. :. ~ --- J. t , e,.:.. ... ' • • -· • ' 21 . 0 se c) and corisequently 
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another nei-.' pos t- reinforcement pause and so on until 

the proportions stabilise, when the ·mean duration of the 

post-reinforcement pause is approximately 20 sec. 

The pauses after reinforcement on the tand FR 1 

DRL schedules and the increase in the duration of these 

pauses as a function of the DRL requirement may thus 

be understood in t erms of tempor al control by t he 

reinforcing stimulus . This may also account for the 

performance of subjects on two-component DRL schedules 

in which the value of t 2 is very short. It was found, 

in Experiment 2, for example, t hat before subjects came 

under the control of the 20-sec t 1 requirement on DRL 

20-1 and DRL 20-3, t here were pauses foll~wing re inforcement 

l onger than the DRL requirement; the duration of these 

pauses increased when t 2 was increased from 1 sec to 

3 sec . Responding on these schedules app~ars to resemble 

performance on the response-initiated DRL schedules of 

the present experiment . 

The addition of a visual sti~ulus to either the 

r a tio or the DRL compon8nts of the tand FR 1 DRL schedules 

did not facilitate the adoption of a reKard maximisa tion 

strategy by the subjec ts, enab ling them to learn more 

eas i ly that a short I RT after reinfo rcement would put the 
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reinforced DRL comp onent into effect. The apparent 

ineffectiveness of the added stimulus in altering 

the behaviour of t he subjects of the present experiment 

was similar to the ineffectiveness of the auditory 

stimuli used in ExpeTiment 3 with two-component DRL 

schedules. It was thus seen, in both cases, that the 

additional stimuli were redundant and this perhaps 

indicates t he strength of control by reinforced and non

reinforced responses on these schedules. 

According to frustrative non-reward theory the 

probability of a burst occurring after a non-reinforced 

r esponse should be directly rela ted to the degree of 

~xpectancy 8f reinforcement f er tha t response. When 

reinforcement occurred on the conventional DRL schedule 

us ed in this experiment it was £airly likely that the 

next r espons e would be reinforced; hence the expectancy 

of reinforcement fo llowing these responses should have 

been subs t antial . On the first session of reinforcement 

omission, expectancy of reinfo r cement fo llowi ng a 

reinforced response should s ti ll have be en hi gh. After 

ex tended exposure to the omission condition, however, 

and to a zeio f r equency of r e inf orcement following the 
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first response after reinfo rcement, expectancy should 

have decreased markedly. It was found that after 

stable performance had been est~blished on the tand 

FR 1 DRL schedule, there was a considerable decline 

in the probability of a burst occurring following 

the first non-reinforced r esponse af ter reinforcement, 

in compar ison with the probability of a burst fo llowing 

the first non -reinforced response on the conventional 

DRL schedule, and on the first session of t and FR 1 DRL. 

~hen, after the subjects h ad been exposed to the t and 

FR 1 DRL schedules , the conventional DRL schedule was 

reinstat ed , expectancy of reinforcement following 

reinforced responses should have been restored . This 

in turn appears t o ' h ave brought about the recovery of 

the original hi gh frequency cf res pons e bursts . 

GENERAL DISCUSS I ON 

Azrin and Ho l z (1966) have stated tha t t he 

"effe cts of a behcrvi oural consequence mus t be 

ana l ysed in t erms of its discriminative properties 

as we ll as its H ':;_nfo r c ing or puni shing pror-iisrties (p. 4 24) ". 

Evide;1.ce t h :=i. t the :ce inf orc:rng s·t i mu l us• i n t he· Bas i c 
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schedules of reinforcemerit does have discTiminative 

effects was presented i n Chapter 2. The results presented 

in this chap ter also support this notion; they show tha t 

the reinforcer which is p r esent ed as a consequence of 

responses on DRL schedules a l so functions as an i mportant 

ant ecedent s timulus with tempo r a l control of responding 

which follows it . 

According to Stadde n (1972\ the temporal control 

of each respons e by the preceding response on the DRL 

schedu l e can only be inferr ed from the regul arity of 

responding t ypically obse r ved on t his sche dule. The 

presen t experiments , however , have demons trated t h a t 

such control does e:x:is t a ncl tha t non - reinf or ced responses, 

as stimuli, are signi fi cant determinants of. performance on 

DRL . These findings thus confirm the suggestion that 

nort- r e inf0rced responses m2y function as d iscriminative 

stimuli (Fers ter and Skinner , 195 7 ; Gr ice , 1965; Ke lleher ~ 

1966) . 

Apart fr om t hese an te cedent stimulus effe cts , 

howeve r, in what other ways do ·reinforcement and non

reinforcement of responses affec t responding on DRL? In 

the case of a conventional DRL 20 - sec schedulE , for ex~mp le, 
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the 20-sec r einforcement contingency following reinforced 

responses appears to have the effect of decreasing rather 

than increasing the duration of IRTs after reinforcement. 

When the 20- sec reinforcement contingency is removed 

following a reinforced response, IRTs become much longer, 

due perhaps to the longer period of non-reinforcement 

si gnalled by the reinforcing stimulus (see Experiment 5). 

The present experiments have indicated that an 

important factor in setting a lower limit to I RTs on 

DRL is the consequence of a response whith fails to 

meet the IR1 requirement. Apart from the fact that such 

responses are not reinforced, they also initiate a period 

during which reinforcement is not available. Performance 

on the two-component DRL schedules has shown that the 

longer the period of non-reinforcement (t2) initiated by· 

a non- reinforced responset the more likely is the subject 

to emit longer IRTs on the t 1 component. Though these 

findings apply to performance on the t 1 component it seem~ 

likely that the duration of the delay contingency following 

non-reinforced responses on t ~ has similar suppress ive 
" 

effects on responding in that component. 
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Several experimenters have suggested that response 

bursts a~e not subject to schedule control and are a 

source of unsystematic variability in responding (Bloµgh, 

1963; Meltzer , Maxey and Merkle r, 1965; Mel tzer and 

Brahlek, 1967; Schneider and Neuringer, 1972) . . The 

present experiments have provided considerable evidence 

indicating that bursts are a function of the emotional 

and frustrative effects arising from the omission of 

expected reinforcement.. This hypothesis successfully 

accounts for the following findings: (i) bursts occurred 

only followin g non-reinforced r esponses, on all the 

schedules studied; (ii) bursts we re more likely following 

the first non-reinfo rced r esponse after reinforcement than 

follow i ng other non-reinforced responses (Expe~iment 1); 

(iii) following t 1 responses, bursts became more frequ ent 

as the duration of t 2 increased (Experiment 1); (iv) when 

reinforcement was omitted (a) following responses which 

met the DRL criterion in t 2 , and (b) following the 

first response after each reinforcemeht, the frequency 

of bursts fol l owing these responses increased 

subjtantially (Experiments 4 and 5); (v) after 

extended exposure to reinforcement omission conditions, 

the frequency of bursts decreased relative to performance 

on the first session of reinforcem2nt omission . Though 

ihere is no apparent reinforcing contingency maintaining 



bursts on DRL , the s e results clearly indicate that 

bursts, when analysed in relation to each component 

(t1 and t 2) of the schedule, are systematica lly 

related to the s chedule parame ters and particularly 

to antecedent stimulus events. 

A notable feature of performance on many of the 

schedules studied was the failure of the subjects to 

maximise reinforcement. On those schedules in wh ich 

the duration of t 2 was shorter than t 1 , as well as on 

the response - initiat ed schedules , the anima l s paused 

after reinforcement for a relatively long period of 

time . This occurred despite the fact that these post

r einforcement pauses resulted in a r eduction in the 

frequency of reinforcement. 

It has been argued in the present thes is tha t this 

phenomenon i s due to the inhibitory or suppress i ve 

effects of the reinforcer; when the reinforcer sets 

the occasion f or a per i od of non-reinf orcement, on any 

sch edul e , a pos t- r einf orcement pause occurs , the duration 

of which is r e l a t ed t o the pe r iod of non-reinforcement 

s i gnalled. by th e re info rcer . The evidence for such 

effects on c.ther schedules of re i nfo r cement, ~..!...& ., on 
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the FI schedule (Sherman, 1959; 

1969), on VI (Lachter, 1970; 

Harzern, 1968; 

Martin, 19 71) , 

Schneider, 

on FR 

(Berryman and Nevin, 1962; Neuringer and Schneider, 

1968) and on VR (Farmer and Schoenfeld, 196 7) has been 

discussed in Chapter 2. Longer durations of the post

reinforcement pause do not usually reduce the frequency 

of reinforcement on either the FI or the VI schedules. 

On the ratio schedules , however, pausing after 

reinforcement delays the arrival of the next reinforcer 

and serves to reduce the rcate of reinforcement. 

Evidence has been presented which is consistent 

with the notion that non-reinforced responses also 

acquire inhibitory properties on DRL. ijowever,on 

thos e schedules in which the IRT requirements on both 

components were of equal duration, IRTs were found to 

be longer following reinforced respons es than following 

non-reinforced responses. Bursts following non

reinforced responses accounted for some of the shorter 

IRTs. However, on DRL schedules, even when bursts are 

not taken into acco un 4 the IRTs following non-reinforced 

responses are shorter than those following reinforcement 

(Carter and Bruno, 19~8 a; MacDougall e t a l., 1969; 

Weiss, 1970). As it has been s ugges t ed tha t bursts are 
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due to the frustrative effects of non-reinforcement1 

it is possible that the shorter IRTs following non

reinforced responses, in other class intervals than 

the 0-2 sec category, are also due to similar 

frustration effects. 

On the other hand, a response accompanied by the 

reinforcing stimulus may be a more intense source 

of stimulation for the subject than a non-reinforced 

response. Just as inclassical conditioning there is 

a direct relationship between the intensity of the 

CS and the magnitude of the CR (Razran, 1949; Kamin, 

1965), so also in operant conditioning the inhibitory 

properties of stimuli may be a functio~ of their 

intensity. If longer IRTs following reinforcement 

are a function of the intensity of stimulation provided 

by the reinforcer, then incre as ing the intensity,fcr 

example,by increas ing the magnitude or concentration of 

the reinforcer, should lead to still longer IRTs after 

reinforcement. This possibility was investigated in 

the experiments to be describ ed in Chap ter 8. As an 

introduction to these experiments, a selective review 

of the literature on magnitude of reinforcement is 

presented in the followi~g chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT MAGNITUDE ON 

FREE OPEIV\NT RESPONDING: A SELECTIVE REVI EW 

In the investigation of "magnitude of r e inforcement" 

a number of techniques have been used to manipulate t he 

r e inforcer . The different ways in which r einforce rs 

may be presented have been described by Guttman (1953) 

as follows : (i) simple food particles of various 

weights or sizes , ( ii ) vari ous numb ers of f ood particles 

of equa l size and we i gh t, (iii) exposure to food for 

various l engths of time, (iv) different concentrations of 

a so l ub l e nutrient . The fol lowi ng review dea l s with 
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studies which have used one or more of these methods 

to investigate reinforcement magnitude effects on 

responding on the basic schedules of reinforcement. 

A fundamental argument of the present thesis is 

that the reinforcer acts not only as a consequence of 

behaviour, increasing response rate, but also has 

antecedent stimulus properties, ~ . g ., discriminative - · 
or inhibitory properties, which· affect responding for 

a period of time following the occurrence of the 

reinforcer. This distinction has not, for the most 

part, been recognised in previous reinforcement 

magnitude studies. Where the data permit, however, 

the experiments reviewed in this chapter.will be 

considered with reference both to the antecedent and 

to the consequent effects of the reinforcer . 

CONTINUOUS REINFORCEMENT 

The effects of reinforcement magnitude on the 

acquisition of a lever~pressing response, on a CRF 

schedule , was studied by Guttman (1953) . Using as 

reinforcement f our s ucrose concentra tions, 4%, 8%, 16% 

and 32%, he found that the average time taken by rats 

to make 250 r es ponses on CRF decr eased progress i vely as 

concentra tion increas ed. Response rate early in 
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acquisition increased as a function of magnitude, but 

this relationship became nonmonotonic after 100 

reinforcements - r esponse rate during the final stages 

of acquisition was lower for th ose ani mals wi th the 32 % 

reinforcer than f or t hose with either the 16 % or the 

8% concentration. 

Guttman's results were confirmed by Hurwitz, 

Walker, Salmon and Packham (1965), who found that early 

in acquisition r esponse rate was higher whe n a 32% 

rather tha n an 8% sucrose solution was used as the 

reinforcer; after several r e inforcements on CRF 

this rela tionship was reversed. Nonmonotonic r ate 

concentration functions, simila r to those reported 

by Guttman for rats, have also been found fo r monkeys 

maintained on CRF (Schrier, 1965) . 

Different volumes of wa t er were us ed as 

reinforcers in a s tudy by Van Hartesveldt (1973),who 

found that acquisition was fastest for rat s which 

re~eived l arge r reinforcemen t s . When responding was 

established on the CRF schedule, the vo lume of t he 

reinforcer was reduced; this resulted in an increase 

in r esponse rate. A similar inverse r ela t i onship 
. 

b~tween r ats ' response rate and the vo lume of a sucrose 

reinforcer h as been reported by Fowler and Notterman ( 19 74) . 
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It has been suggested tha t the lower response 

rates on high concentrations might be due to the 

interference with the operant response caused by 

increased consumma tory behaviour following reinforcement 

(Guttman, 1953). Fowler and Notterman (1974), on the 

other hand, have argued that a satiation £actor may 

be involved. 

FIXED~I NTERVAL 

Guttman (1953) carried out the first parametric 

investigation tnto the effects of reinforcement 

magnitude on FI schedules. Using different concentrations 

of sucrose solution as reinforcers, 4%, 8%, 16%,and ~2 %, 

and rats as subjects, he employed both within-subjects 

and between-subjects designs. He concl~ded that rate of 

responding on FI was an approximately logarithmic 

function of concentration. A similar effect on responding 

was found for reinforcement · amount by Hutt (1954), who 

used a var iety of liquid reinforce rs. 

A series of experiments, again with rats as subjects, 

by Collier and Siskel (1959), Collier and Myers ( 1961), 

Collier and Wi ll is (1961), in general lend support to 

Guttman' s findings but also contain so~e differences. 

The Collier studies found that response rate was an 

increasing function of sucros e concentration and volume, 
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but only within a given range. At higher levels of 

concentration and volume the function became 

nonmonotonic and a downturn in response rate occurred. 

Similar findings for saccharin reinforcement were also 

reported (Collier, 1962). 

To account for the drop in response rate on 

the higher concentrations and volumes, Collier and 

Myers (1961) suggested that responding may be 

suppressed by "momentary satiation" which is a result 

of increased reinforcement. A s tudy by Walker (1969) 

casts some doubt upon the satiation notion and also 

repor ts effects of magnitude of reinforcement which 

run counter to the findings of ear lier ~tudies . 

Different baseline sucrose concentrations, 8% and 32% , 

were assigned as reinforcers to two groups of rats on 

an FI 1-min schedule . During test sessions , four new 

concentrations - 4% , 16%, 64% and either 8% or 32% -

were pre~ ent ed for four sessions each; the two groups 

of subjects were returned to the baseline reinforcement 

between tests . Though response rate was higher for the 

32% group than for the 8% group , during t es ts with the 

four di fferent concentrations response rate did not 

change systematically as a function of the concentration 

of the reinforcer . However, it was observed that the 

highest concentrati on gave rise to low response rates. 
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This depression in responding supports the finding 

of the Collier studies that rate of responding is 

reduced on high reinforcer concentrations. But W~lker 

also recorded the number of times the animals made 

approaches to the reinforcement tray and he found no 

evidence of a decline in such behaviour on the high 

concentrations . He concluded that " ... there was no 

general cessation of behaviour which might merit the 

term satiation (p.173)". 

Detai ls of effects on response patterning within 

t he intervals were not recorded in any of the above 

mentioned studies. However, Stebbin~ Mead and Martin 

(19 59)-, using di~ffer".ent -s1..,c:-ose concentrations, .measured the 

proportion of responses that were made by rats in each 

successive fifth of t he interval between reinforcements , 

on an FI 2- min schedule . Four concentrations of s ucrose 

were used: S~ 12. 7~ 321 and SOI. Overall response 

rate was a direct function of concentration, but the 

distribution of responses within the intervals varied 

with reinforcer magnitude. A smaller proportion of 

r esponses occurred early in the interval on SI than on 

the 321 concentration. It was also the case t ha t fewer 

r espons es occurred early in the interval on the SOI 

concentration than on 32% . Stebbins et al. sugges t that 

temporal discrimina tion may be better on the higher 
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concentrations, proaucing the more pronounced scalloping. 

This is consistent with the notipn put forward by 

Walker (1969) - to account for low response rates on high 

reinforcement magnitudes - that large rewards produce a 

more precise temporal patterning of responding. 

All the studies mentioned so far have employed 

liquid reinforcement. However, in two -experiments by 

Meltzer and Brahlek (1968; 1970) solid food was used 

and some of the liquid reinforcement findings appear to 

have be~n confirmed . Me ltze r .and Brahlek (1968) used two 

groups of rats. One group was given one food pellet 

as tl1e reinforcer, the other group was given three pellets . 

. They found tha t overall response rates were highest 

in the three-pellet condition. But they a lso reported 

tha t the percentage of responses in each quarter of the 

intervals between reinforcements were the same for both 

conditions. The study . conducted by Meltzer and Brahlek 

(1970) was a within-subject replication of their earlier 

experiment and produced similar results. 

Keesey and Kling ( 1961) , on the rither hand, us ing 

pigeons as subjects and different amounts of food as 

reinforcers , have reported experiments which have yielded 

no systematic effects of magnitude ·of reinforcement on FI 
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response rate. This result resembles that of Walker 

(1969), who used a liquid reinforcer, with rats as 

subjects, and found no systematic relationship between 

reinforcement magnitude and responding on an FI schedule. 

Of the studies considered so far some have reported 

that response rate increases directly as a function of 

reinforcement magnitude, some that response rate decreases 

on higher r e inforcement magnitudes and some have reported 

no effect on responding of changes in the reinforcer. 

This is further complicated when the effec t s of prio r 

exposure to ~ifferent ~mounts of reinforcement are 

considered . Collier and Marx (1959), for example, 

found that the reward magnitude receive d by rats durini 

magaz ine training affected Silbsequent performance on 

an FI schedul e . Responding on FI with an intermediate 

concentration of a sucrose reinforcer was highest for 

those subjects which were magazine trained wi~h a low 

concentration; response rate was lowest for s ubjects 

magazine tra ined with the higher concentration . Similar 

results were reported by Pieper and Marx (1963)_. 

Though these studies suggest that response r ate 

for a g iven reinforcement magnitude i ~ inversely related 

to the magnitude of the reinforcer previously experi enced , 
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Walker (1969) has reported a direct relation between 

response rate on FI and magnj_tude of reinforcement 

previously experienced on the same schedule . 

The situation therefore is one which might suggest 

that "amount of reinforcer frequently is quite an 

ineffective variable when manipulated in laboratory 

studies, and that there is considerable .discrepancy 

between the results of s tudies which appear to be 

equally well designed and executed" (Kling and Schrier, 

1971, p.630). These apparent inconsistencies in the 

literature probably arise from a confusion of the two 

main functions that a reinforcing stimulus may have. 

In Chapter 2 evidence was considered, suggesting that 

the reinforcer on FI schedules, apart from having rate

enhancing or 11motivational11 effects, may also depress 

responding immediately after it occurs. Some recent 

studies concerned with magnitude of reinfo rcement 

effects add further weight to . this arg~~ent. 

Stadden (1970 a) analysed the effects of the 

preceding reinforcement magnitude on res ponse pa tterning . 

in the fo llowing fixed interval. He manipul a ted the 

durati on of reinforcement with pigeons on an FI 1-min 

schedule . Five different durations of access to grain 
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occurred randomly within test sessions; these durations 

ranged from 1.3 to 9 sec . Post-reinforcement pauses 

varied directly and running rate inversely as a function 

of the reinforcement duration. initiating each fixed_ 

interval. Overall response rate was thus an inverse 

function of preceding reinforcement magnitude. These 

findings were interp reted by Stadden (1970 a) as 

indicating that the reinforcer has temporal inhibitory 

effects on F I schedules; when the duration of the 

reinforcer is increased these inhibitory after-effects 

are enhanced . 

A study by Jensen and Fallon ·(1973) also provides 

evidence regarding the after- effects of reinforcement 

magnitude. Rats responded on a multiple FI FI schedule, 

each complete cycle of which was separated by a variable 

time out period (mean= 60 sec) . Reinforcement 

consisted of access to water and the -duration of this was 

kept constant a t the end of the second component, but 

was systematically vari ed in the fir~t component. A 

differential stimulus accompanied each component. Each 

of the four rats used was run until stable on each of 

three reinforcement durations. It was found that: (a) 

response rate in the first component in~reased as a 

function of the reinforcement magnitude wh ich oc~urred 

at the end of that component ; (b) there was no systematic 

change in response rate in the second component as a 

function of reinforcement magnitude in the first; (c) 

there was no sys t ema tic change in ind~x of curvature in 

either component . 
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A number of IO-session blocks were interspersed 

among the b ase line conditions of this experiment to 

assess the effects of reinforcement omission. A different 

reinforcement magnitude was · used in the first component 

during each of these 10-session blocks; reinforcements 

on the first component . were omitted on 50% of the cycles 

of the multiple FI schedule. During these reinforcement 

omission phases it was found tha t: (a) there was no 

systematic change in response rate or index of curvature 

in the first component as a function of reinforcement 

magnitude in that component - response rate was uniformly 

lower than in the baseline (100% reinforcement) conditions; 

(b) response rate in the second component,after reinforcement, 

was an inve rs e function of reinforcement ~agnitude -

response rate was again uniformly 16wer than in baseline 

conditions; (c) index of curvature increas ed following 

reinforcement as magnitude of reinforcement increased; 

(d) response rate tended to be higher than in base line 

conditions following the omission of reinforcement. 

We find then that, in the baseline conditions of this 

experiment, reinforcement magnitude , when presented a t 

the end of an FI component, had the effect of increasing 

the response ra te wh i ch preceded the reinforcement, but 

also ha d t he effect , in the omission sess ions , of 
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decreasing the response rate which followed reinforcement. 

The decrease observed in response rate as a function of 

the preceding reinforcement magnitude, is consistent with 

Staddon's (1970 a) findings . The experiment also suggests 

that the suppressive effec t of reinforcement is most 

pronounced in contrasted reinforcement conditions, as 

prevailed, fo r example, during the omission phases. 

Another recent study (Meltzer and Howerton, 1973) 

has shown that the number of pellets delivered at 

reinforcement can increase response rate in the interval 

that it terminates as well as depress responding in the 

subsequent interval . Ra ts responded on an FI 3-min 

schedule in wh ich intervals, termina ted by 1 or 3 food 

pellets, preceded intervals in which the reinforcer 

was 2 fo od pellets. A discriminative stimulus was 

present throughout each interv al, s i gnalling the delivery 

of 1, 2 or 3 pellets upon completion of the interval. 

It was found tha t r espons e rate was higher in intervals 

which were terminated by 3· foo d pellets than it was in 

in t e_rvals terminat ed by 1 pell et. However, response rate 

in those i n t ervals terminated by 2 food pellets but 

preceded by a 3-food pellet r einforcer was lower than in 

intervals init iated by 1 food pe llet. 
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The findings derived from these studies (Staddon, 

1970 a; Jensen and Fallon, 1973; Meltzer and Howerton, 

1973) are compa tible with the suggestion that the lower 

response rate following great er magnitude of 

reinforcement is a function of enhanced inhibitory 

effects of the reinforcer. These results, however, 

particularly the increase in the index of curvature as 

a function of r einforcement magnitude (Jensen and Fallon, 

1973),are also . consistent with the notion put fo rward 

by Stebbins e t a l. (1959) and Walker (1969) that lower 

response r ates are a function of more p recise temporal 

patte rning following l a r ge r r einforcements. Thes e 

iesults are also in accord with the suggest ion that to 

increas e the magnitude of re inforcement is to enhance 

its discriminative effect, producing a consequent 

improvement i n gene r a l precisi on of performance (Di 

Lallo, Ensminger, and Notte rman , 196 5; · Notterman and 

Mintz, 196 5). An attempt is made in Chap t e r 8 to 

determine whether lower r esponse r a tes on the FI schedule 

reflect increased i nh ib itory after -effec t s of l arger 

reinforcemen t magni tude or an enhanced precision of 

performance. 

FIXED-RATIO 

Hurwi t z e t · al . (1965) us ed two different conce~t rations 

of sucrose, 8\ and 32 %, as reinforce rs in an FR 20 schedule. 

A dif feren t group of rats was assigned to each concent ration . 
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Though response rate was higher on the . 32% 

concentration during the early sessions, after 18 

sessions on FR 20, response rate was higher for the 

gr6up maintained on 8% sucrose than for the group 

maintained on 32%. When the groups were further 

subdivided, so that two groups exp~rienced shifts 

in concentration and two were maintained on constant 

concentrations, Hurwitz et al. report that, though 

the effects of reinforcement shifts were not 

statistically significant, the response rate of those 

subjects shifted from 8% to 32% concentration appeared 

to fall more than the rate for subjects . which remained 

on 8% concentration, while the rate for subjects kept 

on 32% concentration appeared to fall more than the 

rate f6r subj~cts changed from 32% to 8% concentration. 

In a study by Weinstock, White ind Bolles (1965), 

rats responded on an FR 10 schedule for different 

concentrations of saccharin. Weinstock et al. found that 

the response rate concentration curves were, on the 

l ower concentrations, an increasing, and then, on the 

higher concentrations, a decreasing ·function of the 

concentration of the saccharin reinforcer . 

Powell (1969) used two durations of grain 

presenta tion - 2.5 sec and 4 sec - as reinforcement . 

Pigeons r e sponded 0n different FR values , and 
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reinforcement duration was (a) alternated between 

sessions, and (b) changed within sessions . Each 

magnitude condition occurred in the presence of a 

differential stimulus . Powell found that post

reinforcement pause duration was an inverse function 

of the duration of the reinforcer. Only one of the 

four pigeons used showed a consistently high~r running 

rate as a function of access to . food, while the other~ 

showed no systematic change in running r ate. Overall 

response rate, though not presented by Powell, would 

presumably show an i ncrease as a function of reinforcer 

duration. 

The effects of reinforcement duration on discrete

trials FR responding, where each r~inforcement was 

followed by a 10-sec TO, has been investiga ted by 

Bitgood and Platt (1973). Two pigeons were used as 

s ubj ects. As reinforcers there were three different 

durations -of access to grain - 2, 4 and 8 sec - each 

pr~sented in th e pres ence of a differential stimulus 

on every third test session . Start speeds and running 

rates were an increasing function of reinforcement 

duration .when the schedule was discrete-trials FR 60, 

but not when it was discre te-trials FR 30 . When both 

pigeons were placed on a conventional FR 60 schedule it 
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was found that the increasing relation between running 

rate and reinforcement duration was obtained for only 

one subject. Though the authors do no t report it, 

inspection of the data shows a tendency for the 

duration of the post-reinforcement pause to increase as 

a function of reinforcement duration. 

The inverse relation between response rate and 

sucrose concentration (Hurwitz et al., 1965),and between 

response _rate and higher concentrations of saccharin 

(Weinstock et al., 1965),is in apparent contradiction 

with Powell's (1969) fi nding of a direct relation 

between r esponse rate and reinforcement magnitude. 

However , there were considerable differe~ces among 

these experiments, one of these b e ing the diffe rentia l 

stimuli in the Powell study, which were not present in 

the other two experiments . It has been shown that when 

a differential stimulus, signalling the magnitude of the 

up-corning reinforcement, is presented on an FI schedule 

it has a ra t e -enhancing effect on performance (Meltzer 

and Howerton, 1973). 

Comparis on of these studies wi th the Bitgood and 

Pla tt (1973) f indings with discrete-trials FR schedules , 

is difficult, as the TO continge ncy in the latte r prob ably 
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reduce ~ the likelihood that after-effects of reinforcement 

magnitude would be shown. Bitgood and Platt's post

reinforcement pause findings from the conventional FR 

60 schedule, on the other hand, are not in agreement 

with those of Powell (1969)~ 1~is adds weight to 

the suggestion that the addition of stimuli in Powell's 

experiment was a factor which helped to increase 

responding . 

Progressive-ratio schedules have been used in 

some studies on the effects of reinf0rcement magnitude . 

In this schedule the ratio requirement increases 

following each successive reinforcement; at some FR 

value (the "breaking point") the sub jec_t ceases to 

res pond. It has been r eported that the ratio size 

at which responding ceases on progressive r atio 

schedules is an increasing funct j_on of both the 

concentration and volume of a sweetened milk reinforcer 

(Hodos , 1961; Hodos and Kalman, 1963). This 

relationship appears consistent with the finding that 

following exposure to a CR~ schedule (Guttman, 1953), 

or an FI schedule (Hutt, 1954; Collier a:ild Wi llis , 

1961) ,animals' resistance to extinction is an 

increasing function of th~ reinforcement magnitude ~sed 

in the schedule. 
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VARIABLE-INTERVAL 

Guttman (1954) varied concentratio.ns of sucrose 

and glucose solutions on a VI 60-sec schedule. ·He 

used rats in a within-subject design and presented 

a different concentration on each session. Testing 

on different reinforcement magnitudes was carried out 

as soon as the animals were placed on the VI schedule. 

Rate of bar-pressing was found to be an increasing 

function of concentration of sucrose and of glucose. 

Simila r results have been obtained for rhesus monkeys 

by Conrad and Sidman (1956) and Schrier (1965), 

following proce dures very iimilar tb Guttman's. They 

also found tha t at high levels of concentration the 

functional rela tionship between respon~e rate and 

magnitude became nonmonotonic. 

Jenkins and Clayton (1949) found that the resporise 

rate of pigeons on VI schedules was highe r when the 

duration of access to grain, used as the reinforcer, 

was 5 sec than when it was 2 sec. Catania (1963) also 

using duration of access to grain, and Keesey and Kling 

(1961) using amount of so lid food, report experiments 

with pigeons i n which they adopted p rocedures similar 

to those employed in the Jenkins and Clayton study, 

i.e., the subj ects had several sessions on each magnitude. 

They fnund no systematic re l a tionship be tween r espons e 

rate and reinforcement magnitude . 
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Keesey and Kling (1961) also used a procedure 

in which the amount of reinforcement and the stimulus 

conditions associated with different amounts were 

varied within experimental ses~ions. With this 

procedure they found that response rate varied as a 

function of reinforcement amount - the effect being 

particularly pronounced after stimulus change and early 

in the changed magnitude condition. 

A recent study (Campbell and Seiden, 1974) 

investigated the effects of different volumes of a 

water reinforcer on rats' responding on a VI 20 

extinction schedule . The schedule consisted of 

3-min periods during which the VI was in effect in the 

presence of a one stimulus, alternating with 3-min 

periods of extinction in the presence of a different 

stimulus. In one experiment the subjects were trained 

on a single volume of 0.04 ml, and then were tested on 

different volumes of the reinforcer,i.e.,0.01, 0.02, 

0.06, 0.08 and 0.10 ml; a given volume was presented 

for one experimenta l ses s ion. In the s econd experiment 

three groups of r a ts were trained with 0.01, 0.04 and 

0.10 ml r e inf orcers; each group was run exclusively on 

its designated wa t er volume . 
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Campbell and Seiden (1974) report that response rate 

was an increasing function of reinforcement magni tude 

only in the first experiment. The duration of the 

post-reinforcement pause was directly related to amount 

of reinforcement in both experiments. These data suggest 

that the experimental design used to test the effects 

of magnitude of reinforcement may be important in 

determining the results obtained. Effects ·may be 

different when obtained in conditions which allow 

different magni tudes to be presented to the same subject 

in close temporal proximity e.a. within sessions or on 
'.::.....:..l2 ' 

successive sessions, and when no such temporal contrast 

occurs,~., in studies using a between-subjects design. 

The effects of reinforcement magnitude on post

reinforcement pau~e duration is consistent with the 

notion put fonrnrd in Chapter 2, tha t the reinforcer 

may have inhibitory effects on . VI schedules. However, 

as was the case with performance on FI schedules the 

longer pausing may reflect an increase in the temporal 

precision of performance (Stebbins et al., 1959; 

Notterrnan and Mintz , 1965; Walker , 1969). 

DIFFERENTIAL REINFORCEMENT OF LOW RATE 

Little research has been conducted on the effect 

of magnitude of reinforcement on responding on DRL 

schedules. One study by Beer and Trumble (1965), 
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employed a two-lever procedure, similar to that used 

by Mechner and Guevrekian (1962); only IRTs 

exceeding 18 sec, which occurred between a response 

on the first lever and a response on the second lever, 

were reinforced. The subjects were r a ts. 1, 2, and 

4 food pellets wire used as r e inforcers, each quantity 

being presented in five-minute blocks within sessions 

and each having a differential stimulus, associated 

with it. (It is not clear from details given of 

the procedure whether testing with different magnitudes 

was carried out during acquisition or after stable 

responding on the schedule had been established). 

With regard to responses on the first lever which were 

fellowed by responses on the second le~er, _it was 

reported that borh the duration of .IRTs and eff i c iency 

declined with increased number of pe llets. 

The Beer and Trumb le experiment confirr.s the 

results of other experiments on FI, VI and FR which 

have found an enhancement of response rate in the 

presence of stimuli associated with i ncreased 

reinforcement magnitude. As their study did not provide 

data concerne d with post- reinforcement pause durations 

or with any response sequences other than IRTs occurring 

between responses on the first and second levers, it is 
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not possible on this account,to make an assessment 

of the after-effects of reinforcement· magnitude 

upon responding on two-lever response-initiated DRL 

schedules. 

RESPONSE FORCE 

Di Lollo et a l. (1965) trained 5 groups of rats 

to press an isometric lever. The rats were reinforced 

with either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 pellets on responses 

meeting or exceeding an 8-gm force criterion. After 

10 acquisition sessions all the subjects were shifted 

to 3 pellets. The mean and range of the force of bar

pressing varied inversely with amount of reward by the 

end of acquisition; on the smaller reinforcement 

magnitudes response force was frequently far in excess 

of the 8-gm criterion. When the shift to 3 pellets 

occurred , bar-presses in the 1 and 2 pellet groups 

were reduced in force an~ variability. The 4 and 5 

pellet groups ' responses increased in force and 

variability, though the latter effect was temporary. 

Similar results have been reported by Fowler and 

Notterman (1974). 

Di Lollo et al . (1965) and Notterman and Mintz 

(1965) h ave explained their results in terms of a 

discriminative effect of the reinforcer~ .which is 

enhanced when the magnitude of reinforcement is increased. 
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They have arg ued tha t the major effect of magnitude 

of reinforcemen t is to determine the precis ion of 

performance. 

CONCURRENT SCHEDULES 

There are constraints upon behaviour in single

operandum schedules of r einfo rcement: only one 

respons e class produces reinforcement and there is 

normally only a s ingl e r einfor cement magnitude 

availab l e at any one time. Concurrent schedules 

provide a si tua tion where the anima l can choose 

between responses and between reinforcers or 

reinforcement f r equency . Many inves tigat ors have 

found concurren t schedule performance sens itive to 

the magnitude of r einfo r cement variable. 

Catani a (19 63) , having found tha t different 

durations of grain r einforcement on a standard VI 

schedule produced little change in pigeons' overall 

r esponse r a t e, placed them on concurrent VI schedules 

and varied the reinforcement durations on two keys . 

He found t ha t rate of pecking on a key was directly 

proportional to the dur a tion of reinforcement on 

that key . Brownste in (1971) , using a concurrent 

procedure wi th response-independent reinforcement, 
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found that the length of time that a pigeon chose, 

by pecking a key, to remain in each of two schedules 

was a direct function of reinforcement duration in 

that schedule. 

On the basis of such experiments Catania (1966) 

and Brownstein (1971) have suggested that there is a 

matching rel ationship between response rate and 

reinforcement duration on concurrent schedules, 

expressed as follows: 

(a) = 

where rand d represent numb er of responses and 

reinforcement magnitude r espectively, subscripts 

repres enting the schedules, 

This i s ana logous to the relationship which 

exists between frequency of reinforcement and response 

rate (Herrnste in, 1961, 1970), i.e.: 

(b) = 
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where£ represents the number of reinforcements 

provided by a given schedule. 

Moreover, Premack (1965) has suggested that, 

"If, in fact, rate and duration (of reinforcement} 

prove to yield comparable functions, it would be 

additionally desirab l e to reduce both cases to th..e 

same variable 

(p. 15 3)" 

( c) 

i,e . the rate by duration product 

= 

where fd is the product of frequency and magnitude 

of reinforcement in a schedule. 

An experiment by Neuringer (1967) lends support 

to Premack's suggestion . Using pigeons on a 

concurrent chain procedure in which reinforcement rate 

was ·held constant, he found that relative choices in 

the initial links approximately matched relative total 

access to reinforcement in the terminal links . Rachlin 

and Baum (1969), also with pigeon§, but using a 
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signalled reinforcement procedure, found that response 

rate in the standard component of a pair of concurrent 

VI schedules was inversely related to reinforcement 

duration in the signalled component. Further evidence 

for the notion of the functional equivalence of 

reinforcement frequency and reinforcement duration comes 

from a study by Ten Eyck (1970), who varied both 

reinforcement duration and reinforcement frequency 

for pigeons on concurrent chain schedules. The 

relative rate of responding on the initial links 

approximately matched relative total access to 

reinforcement. 

However, conflicting evidence comes from studies 

by Fantino, Squires, Delbruck and Peterson (1972), and 

Todorov (1973), who found that rate of reinforcement 

had a more potent effect upon pigeons' choices than 

·did magnitude of reinforcement: rate of reinforcement 

affected choice in a directly proportional manner, 

whereas reinforcement duration did not. There are 

considerable procedural differences between these 

studies of Fantino et a l. (1972) and Todorov (1973), 

both of whom used concurrent VI VI schedules , and those 

of Neuringer (1967), Ten Eyck (1970) and Rachlin and 

Baum (196 9) . The latter experifilent employed signalled 

reinfo.rcement , while in the other two stu<.lies by 

Neuringer and T~n Eyck, concurrent chain schedules were 

us ed . 
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Walker, Schnelle and Hurwitz (1970) who manipulated· 

reinforce r ~uration, with rats as subjects, also failed 

to find matching of relative response rate and 

relative reinforce r duration . However, in accord with 

Rachlin and Baum (1969), it was found tha t the r ate 6f 

response on the manipulandum that produced r einforcer~= 

of constant duration varied inversely with the duration 

of reinforcers delivered by an alternative manipulandum . 

Walker et al . observed· that the sum of the response r a t e s 

on both manipulanda was inve rsely rela ted to the sum 

of the reinforcer durations and they postula t ed a 

general rate - suppressing effect of increasing reinfo rcer 

amount . Collier, Voge l and Rega (1966), also using rats , 

varied concentr a t ions of sucrose re!nforcer on concuirent 

CRF schedules and found that preference, in t erms of 

choice, was for the highes t concentEa tion. Concurrent 

FR schedules were used by Collier a nd Rega (19 71); 

with rats as subjects, they found that the percentage 

of b a r-pressing on the hi gher sucrose concentration 

proved t o be a linear function of t he l og of the ratio 

of concentrations . 

Th e data from concurrent schedules sugges t that 

when more t han one magn i tude is avail ab l e to an · animal 

then the magnitude variable is an effective determinant 
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of choice behaviour. Animals prefer greater magnitudes 

of reinforcement. 

In some experiments, choice of different magnitudes 

has been presented on a single manipulandum . Shimp 

(1968) varied the duration and frequency of reinforcement 

for two classes of inter-response t imes - 1.5 to 2 . 5 

sec and 3.5 to 4.5 sec on a si:!lgle .response -

key. Visual discriminative stimuli accompanied the two 

time intervals in which reinforcements were arranged 

by a 1-.min va'I'i·atrle "":i'nte.r,val s-ch.edule. p.:rsgeons 

were the subjects in this experiment . The relative 

frequencies of these inter-response times were found 

to be orderly functions Of both reinforcement variables. 

There was not,however , a matching relationship between 

reinforcement and responding. Moffitt and Shimp (1971) 

employed a similar procedure as Shimp (1968) but used 

two keys; one range of inter-response t imes was 

reinforced on each key. Their results replicated the 

earlier one- key findings . 

Hen.dry (1962) and Hendry and Van-Toller (1964) 

also demonstrated the effectiveness of the magnitude 
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of reinforcement variable in single manipulandum 

schedules. Hendry (1962) presented different groups 

of rats with 1 to 10 food pellets according to the 

length of their terminal IRT on an FI schedule of 

reinforcement. In one group, the animals' rate of 

bar-pressing decreased over the entire fixed interval 

when a l arger re inforcement was made contingent on a 

longer terminal IRT. The opposite results were obtained 

in the other group for which a shorter terminal IRT 

earned more food. Hendry and Van-Tollir (1964) showed 

similar, though more limited effects of correlated 

reinforcement magnitude on FR responding. 

Comparison of concurrent schedul~s with single 

schedule studies is made difficult by the response 

measures typically employed in the concurrent schedule 

studies, such as overall response rate (responses on a 

given schedule divided by total session time). As Catania 

and Reynolds (1968) have pointed out, "the power of positive 

reinforcement lies in its capacity to control not only 

the occurrence of responses but also their t emporal 

relationship to other responses and to events such as 

reinforcement" . A more detailed analysis of performance 

might help to establish the nature of such tempo r a l 

relationships on concurrent schedules and how they are 

affected by changes in the magnitude of r~inforcement. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT MAGN ITUDE 

ON SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE 

Early investigations into the relationship between 

the magnitude of reinforcement and the speed of response 

suggested that increasing the former would result in an 

increase in the l atter . This phenomenon was r eported 

both with free - operant responding (Guttman, 1953) and 

with runway performance (Crespi, 1942; Zeaman, 1949) . 

The findings seemed to be straightfo nvard and consistent 

with common-sense notions of the effects of reward. The 

rapid sh i fts in performance , produced by changing the 
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magnitude, were attributed by most theoris ts to 

concomitant changes in motivation (cf. Bartoshuk, 1971). 

Subsequent r es earch has shown, however , that the 

re l ationships i nvo lved are more comp lex than previously 

thought, and s everal reviews of the lite rature have 

indica t ed that a t present the evidence is inconclus i ve 

(Neuringer, 196 7 ; Kl ing and Schrier, 1971; Bolles and 

Moot, 19 72 - see Chapter 7). 

For example , Guttman (1953) found tha t on an FI 

schedule the overall response rate was a direct function 

of the concentration of t he sucrose solution used as 

reinforcer , hut while this has bee~ confirmed by several 

studi es which emp loyed different types of reinforcement 

(~., Hutt, 19 54 ; Stebbins et al ., 1959; Meltzer and 

Brahlek, 1968 ; 19 70) , other experimenter s have reported 

tha t, at highe r sucrose concentrations, response rate is 

inversely r e l ated to concentration(~., Collier and 

Siske l, 1959; Collier and Myers , 1961; Collier and 

Willi s , 19 61) . Moreover, in some experi ments , changing 

the magnitude of reinforcement has been found to have ao 

sys t ematic effect en responding on an FI schedule (Keesey 

and Kling , 1961; Walker ; 1969). 

In the case of the FR schedul e, Powell ( 1969 ) foun d 

a direct relationship between the amount of r einforcer and 

r esponse rate, whereas Hunvitz et a l. (1965) found this 
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relationship to be inverse when the concentration of 

sucrose solution was manipulated . Weinstock et al. 

(1965) found that on low concentrations of a saccharin 

reinforcer there was a direct relation between response 

rate and con~entration on higher concentrations this 

relationship was reversed. 

This apparent inconsistency in the literature 

probably arises from a confusion of the two main functions 

that a reinforcing stimulus may have. It has been argued 

in this thesis that the reinforcer, as well as "motivating" 

responding , may have inhibitory after-effects on schedules 

of reinforcement. Either, or both of these, the antecedent 

and the consequent effect~ of the reinforcer, may be 

altered when the magnitude cf the reinforcer is changed, 

with what appear to be contradictory results. 

Evidence in support of the inhibition hypothesis 

comes from studies which have reported antecedent effects 

of incn~as es in the magnitude of the reinforcer, re.s.ul ting 

in longer post-reinforcement pauses (Staddon, 1970 a) or 

a lower rate of responding (Jensen and Fallon, 19 73; 

Meltzer and Howerton, 1973) on FI s chedules and longer 

post-reinforcement pauses on a VI schedule (Campbell and 

Seiden, 1974). 
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However, an alternative explanation of these 

results is that increasing the mignitude of rei~forcement 

enhances its discriminative effect, so that the 

performance improves in precision (Stebbins et al., 1959 

Di Lollo, et al., 1965; Notterman a.'ndMintz, 1965; 

Walker, 1969). This view would seem to be s upported by 

the occurrence, in FI schedules, of longer post-reinforcement 

pauses when reinforcement magni tude is increased, since 

this results in fewer responses with little or no 

reduction in the frequency of rei~forcement. The question 

remains unresolved, however, whe ther in those schedules 

where the frequency of reinforce~ent decreases as a 

result of longer pauses, the effect of increasing the 

magni tude is to shorten the post-reinfor~ement pause, 

or to increase response rate, or both. 

The present chapter is mainly concerned with this 

problem, as well as with describing in detail the extent 

to which stimulus properties of th~ reinforcer, on 

different schedules, are altered by changes in the magnitude 

of the reinforcer. Also dealt with a r e problems of 

measurement in research of this kind. It seems likely 

that much of the divergence in previous studies is due to 

the type of measure used, that is, the overall rate of 
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responding, which includes both the post-reinforcement 

pause and the running rate. These may be affected 

differently by the magnitude of reinforcement, and when 

they are averaged the extent of the changes in the two 

may be masked. The experiments reported here revealed 

major effects not reflected fully in the overall rate. 

EXPERIMENT 6 

rt has frequently oeen reported tha t IRTs 

following reinforcement on DRL schedules are longer 

tfi.an those IRTs which follow non-reinforced responses, 

even when response bursts, which only occur after non

reinforced responses, are not taken into account 

tarter and Bruno, 1968 a; MacDougall et al,, 1969; Weiss ., 

1970), One possible exp l anation of this finding is that 

the shorter IRTs fo llowing non-reinforced · responses are 

the result of the emotional or frustrative effects of 

non~reward (Ams el, 1958; 1962 - and see Chapter 6). 

It was shown in Expe riments 1--5 that both reinforced 

and non-reinforce d responses have s timulus properties on 

DRL s chedules and it wis. sugges ted that the reinforcer 
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may have more intens e , and hence more effective, stimulus 

properties than a non-reinforced response. The difference 

in the duration of I RTs following r e info rced and non

r einforced responses may thus be due to strongerinhibitory 

after- effects of the reinforcer rather than to frustration 

following non-reinfo rced responses. 

This experi ment attemp ted to test the inhibition 

hypothes is by manipulating the intensity of stimulation 

at reinforcement. The concentra tion of the reinforcer 

was systematically varied on different DRL schedules. 

Sub ject s 

Two mal e a lbino rat s (112 and 113) were us ed. 

Both subjects had previous experience of DRL schedules 

(in Experiments 2 and 5). 

Procedure 

· An i mal 112 was placed on two-component DRL 

10-20 and Ani mal 113 on DRL 20-20, fo r a minimum of 

45 daily 1-hr sessions . Testing began when the fo r mal 

stabi li ty criterion was met and visual inspection of the 

r eco r ds showed that responding was stable . In testing , 

a different reinforcer concentration was use,d in each of 
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four successive sessions~ one of these concentrations 

was the same as that us e~ in training. Table 8 shows 

the concentrations used during training and in test 

sessions and also the order in which the concentrations 

were presented. 

Following the test sessions the schedule parameters 

were changed. Animal 112 was now placed on DRL 10-10 

and Animal 113 on DRL 20-10 for a minimum of 25 sessions . 

When the formal stability criterion was then met and 

visual inspection of the records showed that responding 

was stable,· testing recommenced as before . The details 

are given in Table 8. 

Results 

Figure 36 shows the distributions of IRTs for 

the t 1 and t 2 components obtained with each concentration 

on each schedule . Corresponding overall frequency 

distribution of IRTs are shown in the Appendix (Figure 

74). With all reinforcer concentrations, thi _two 

schedule components maintained distinct control of the 

tempo r a l distribution of responses. In every schedule 

used, the concentration of the reinforcer affec ted the 

IRT distributions in the ~l component . The proportion · of 



TABLE 8 

Order of exposure to the experi mental conditions 
(l i sted top to bottom), order of tes t concentrations 
(listed left to right), _and the number of sessions on 
each concentration, for individual subjects . 

CONCENTRATION (%) 

SUBJECT SCHEDULE NUMBER OF BASELINE ORDER OF TEST 

112 

(SEC) SESSIONS PRESENTATIONS 

10-20 

10-10 

45 

26 

20 

20 

5 20 

40 10 

10 40 

20-20 

20-10 

47 

2 7 

30 50 10 

30 70 

70 30 
· 113 

30 50 10 



Figure 36. Relative frequencies 

of IRTs, wi t h different reinforcer 

concent rations. Th e distributions 

are shown separate l y for t he t 1 and 

t 2 components . The data are from 

the test sessions on each schedule 

f or each subject. 
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non-reinforced IRTs declined as a function of the 

reinforcer concentration, with a corresponding 

increase in the proportion of reinforced IRTs. 

The effect of reinforcer concentration on · 

responding in the t 1 component is shown in Figure 37 

which presents for each subject the median and inter

quartile range of IRTs on t. In every schedule the 
1 

median IRT increased as a function of the reinforcer 

concentration, the increase continuing beyond the 

minimum I RT requirement. Moreover this effect persisted 

even when further increases in the durations of the IRTs 

did not result in a higher rate of reinforcement. Figure 

38 shows that the rate of reinforcement increased as a 

function of the concentration up to 50%, but when the 

concentration was above that there was no corresponding 

increase in the rate of reinforcement. 

Figure 39 shows the efficiency of performance 

as a function of reinforcement concentration. The main 

effect of concentration was upon responding in t 1 , that is, 

upon the IRTs initiated by reinfo rcement; efficiency in 

t 1 was a direct function of reinforcement magnitude. 

Efficiency on the t 2 component showed no systematic 

relationship to the concentration of the reinforcer. This 



Figure 3 7. The median and · ·· 

interquartile range of the duFations 

of the IRTs on the t 1 component, 

as a function of the reinforcer 

concentrati on. The horizontal 

dotted lines show the minimum I RT 

criteria above which reinforc~ment 

occurred . The data are from the 

test sessions on each schedule for 

each subject. 
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Figure 38. The rate of 

reinforcement in the t 1_ component 

as a function of reinforcer 

concentration. The data are from 

the fest sessions on each schedule 

for each subject. 
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Figure 39. Efficiency of performance 

as a function of reinforcer 

concentration. Overall efficiency is 

shown (open squares), as well as 

efficiency on the t
1 

(filled circles) 

and t 2 (open circles) components. The 

data are from the test sessions on 

each schedule for each subject. 
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was the case everi in the DRL 20-10 schedule where 

the contingency was more favourable after a non

reinforced response than af ter reinforcement, reflected 

in the greater efficiency of performance on the t 2 

component with lower reinforcer concentrations; with 

increases in the concentration, however, only the 

efficiency on t 1 increased, surpassing the efficiency 

on t 2 when the concentration was 70%. 

Though efficiency on t 2 did not change 

systema tically, overall efficiency increased as a function 

of reinforcer concentration. In al 1 the schedules, the 

relationship between the overall efficiency of performance 

and reinforcer concentration was a . reflection of the 

effect upon responding in the t 1 component. This was 

also the case for the response rate functions (Figure 

40); the rate of responding in t 1 and the overall rate 

consistently declined as a function of reinforcer 

concentration. 

Another aspect of performance affected by r e inforcer 

concentra tion was the number of successive reinforcements 

which occurred without interruption by non-reinforced 

responses. The number of r einforcements in each 

successive "run", in al l the test sessions, i s shown in 



Figure 40. The r esponse rate 

as a function of reinforcer 

concentration . . Overall rate is 

shown (ope·:n squares), as well as 

the rate on the t 1 component (filled 

circles ) and t 2 (open circles) 

components. The data are from the 

test sessions on each schedule for 

each subject. 
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Figure 41. The runs tended to be longer when they 

occurred in the earlier part of a session than later 

in a session; the longest runs occurred on the 

highest concentrations. 

Discussion 

The main effect of the reinforcer concentration 

was upon IRTs in the t 1 component; Le., IR Ts which 

immediately followed reinforcement. The increase in 

the duration of these IRTs as a function of reinforcer . 

concentration~ and the absence of any systematic effect 

of concentration upon IRTs in the t 2 component, support 

the suggestion that the reinforcer has inhibitory after

effects on DRL which are relate~ to the magnitude of 

the reinforcing stimulus. These findings cannot be 

explained in terms of conventional frustration theory 

(cf. Amsel, 1958; 1962). 

These res ults .are also in ac~ord with the notion 

that longer IRTs occur after reinforcement than after 

non-reinforced responses on DRL because of the greater 

intensity of stimul ation a t reinforcement, which serves 

as a more effective inhibitory stimulus. 



Figure 41. Number of reinforcements 

which occurred in sequence, without 

interuption by non-reinforced respons es. 

These "runs" of reinforcements are 

shown in the consecutive order in which 

they occurred in each test £ession for 

each subject. 
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Though the present findings do not appear to 

be in agreement with those of Beer ar1d Trumble (1965), 

the latter study, which used a two-lever response

initiated DRL, excluded from analysis the IRTs which 

immediately followed reinforcement; using such an 

analysis the inhibitory after- effects of reinforcement 

could not be shown. Beer and Trumble, who reported 

a decrease in the duration of IRTs which qccurred 

between 1st lever-2nd lever sequences as a Junction 

of reinfortement magnitude, also presented differential 

stimuli associated with each magnitude; this latter 

aspect of the procedure is known to have a rate -enhancing 

effect on performance on other schedules (El..!.&_., Keesey 

and Kling , 1961; Jensen and Fallon, 1973; Meltzer and 

Howerton, 1973). Thus, although the present results 

show longer IRTs after higher· concentra t ions of the 

reinforcer and show nb rate-enhancing effect of 

reinforcement magnitude, they are not necessarily 

incompatible with the findings of Beer and Trumble (1965), 

since there are substantial _procedural differences in 

the t wo studies. 

Collier and Myers (1961) suggested that longer 

pauses following greater magnitude of reinforcement on 

FI schedules mi ght be due to " moment ary satiation", which 

would serve to increasingly depress r esponding following 
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reinfqrcemen t as the experimental session progressed. 

Fowler and Notterman (1974) have argued that similar 

factors depress CRF responding on higher reinforcement 

magnitudes . A satiation account might also be put 

forward to exp lain the longer t 1 IRTs which followed 

higher concentrations in the present experiment. 

According to the data on "runs 11 of successive 

reinforcements , h6wever, the longer IRTs following 

greater magnitudes of · reinforcement cannot be attributed 

to a satiation effect. In satiation, the IRTs would be 

·expected to become longer in the l at ter part of a session, 

resulting in longer sequences of reinforcement ,as the 

session proceeded. The present results showed no such trend; 

in fact, · an opposite tendency was present, with longer 

"runs" occurring in the early part of a session. 

It is also possible that increased consummatory 

behaviour may have been responsible for the increase 

in the duration of IRTs following higher concentrations. 

If, for example, on DRL 10-10 it took ·approximately 

10 sec to consume the 20% concentration, then the 40% 

concentration might t ake longer to consume . This 

explanation is unlikely for the following reasons: 

(i) A smal l amount of :rililk (0 .OS ml) was used as the 

reinforcer and the amount was held constant throughout 

the exper1.m~nt . (ii) Similar reinforcer concentrations 
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yielded very different IRTs following reinforcement, 

depending on the value of the DRL requirement in t 1 ; 

IRTs on DRL 10-10, at all concentrations, were in the 

region of 10 sec, while ori DRL 20-20 IRTs were in the 

region of 20 sec. This suggests that the length of 

IRTs on these schedules was not controlled by the 

duration of the consummatory behaviour. (iii) Observation 

of the animals during experimental sessions showed that 

the time between responses was not spent consuming the 

reinforcer but most often in other activities such as 

biting the lever, biting the corners of the recess and 

moving around tre experimental chamber. 

Though much of the evidence indicates that the 

behavioural effects observed in the present experiment 

were due to inhibitory after-effects of the reinforcer, 

the results also provide support for an alternative 

explanation which does not involve th~ notion of 

inhibition. It has been argued (Stebbins et al., 19 59; 

Di Lallo et al.,1965; Notterman and Mintz, 1965; 

Walker, 1969 ) that increasing the magnitude of reinforcement 

enhances the t empora l patterning or precision of 

performance . Thus the finding t hat I RTs are longer on the 

higher concentrations may indicate a better discrimination 
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of the temporal contingencies. That the longer IRTs · 

resulted in an increase in reinforcement rate and 

efficiency on the DRL schedules does suggest that the 

effect of increasing reinforcement was to enhance 

the precision of performance . 

The duration of the median IRTs for Animal 113, 

however, increased consistently as a function of 

concentration, while reinforcement rate did not increase 

beyond 50%. This indicates that. the _subject paused 

too long following reinforcement, preventing maximisation 

of reinforcement freq~ency. This result wotild not 

appear to represent a greater accuracy of performance 

as a function of reinforcement magnitude, and is more 

easily explained by the inhibitory hypothesis. 

It is not possible, on the basis of the performance 

of this one animal, to rule out an account of the present 

· results in terms of an improved discrimination of t4e 

contingencies when reinforcement magnitude was increased. 

The increased r a te of reinforcement which· followed as a 

consequence of longer IRTs on most concentrations raises 

the possibility that this, rather than any inhibitory 

properties of the reinforcer, may have been responsible 

for the increased frequency of longer IRTs. 
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EXPERIMENT 7 

In attempting to assess the inhibitory after

effects of r e inforcement magnitude on DRL responding, 

it was noted that longer I RT~ on this schedule 

frequently increased the rate of reinfo rcement. It 

was thus not clear whether reinforcement magnitude 

operated in such a way as to enhance performance, s o 

that reinforcemen t was maximised, or whether the 

primary effect was to inhibit responding immediately 

following r e inforcement, r egardless of the effects upon 

reinforcement rate. 

This experiment inves tigated the effects upon 

performance of manipulating the concentra tion of the 

reinforcer on a conventional FI schedule. On this 

schedule, longer pausing does not result in an increas ed 

frequ~ncy of r einfo rcement, and , as long as it does not 

extend beyond the value of the fixed interval, the 

duration of the post- re inforc ement pause does . not 

affect the rate of reinforcement. 

Subjects 

Three ma l e albino r a ts (122, 123 and 12 4) served · 

as s ubjects . They had prev ious experi ence of a response 

initiated FI schedule t6 be described in Experiment 8. 
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Apparatus 

To facilitate within-session changes in the 

concentration of the reinforcer, the milk reinforcer 

was contained in foui separate containers situated 

below the dipper mechanism; these containers were 

rotated via tJre external scheduling equipment. A 

detailed description of the apparatus is presented 

in Chapter 4. 

Procedure 

The subjects were placed on an FI 60-sec 

schedule for 40 daily 1-hr sessions prior to testing. 

After 40 sessions the formal stability criterion was 

met and visual inspection . of the records showed that 

responding was stable. The concentration of the 

condensed milk was 30% throughout the training phase 

but th_e milk containers were rotated after every six 

reinforcements so that the animals might habituate 

to the sound of the motor/gearbox. 

Testing: The same schedule was in bperation as during 

training. Four different reinforcer concentrations 

10%, 30% , 50%, 70%, were presented iri blocks of six 

r einforcements; the orde r of the blocks was r andom, 
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with the constraint that in a session each block occurred 

only once. 8 test sessions were conducted, each 

consisting of 24 reinforcements. 

Results 

Figure 42 shows the effects upon performance 

of the preceding reinforcer. For all subjects, both 

. the duration of the mean post-reinforcement pause and 

the running rate, increased linearly as a function of 

the concentration of the reinforcer. The effects on 

overall response rate were slight; overall rate was 

inversely related to concentration for Animal 123 and 

declined at 70% for Animals 122 and 124. 

The median and interquartile range of the post

reinforcement pause durations, as a function of 

concentration, are presented in Figure 43. These data 

show, in all cases, a consistent increase in the duration 

of post-reinforcement p ause as concentration was increased 

and confirm the mean post-reinforcement pause/concentration 

relation observed in Figure 42. 

The mean duration of the post-reinforcement pause 

as a function of ordinal position within a test block is 

shown in Table 9. The duration of the post-reinforcement 



Figure 42. FI: mean overall rate (left 

panel), running rate (centre panel) and 

post-reinforcement pause (right panel) as 

functions of concentration of the preceding 

reinforcement. Data were averaged across 

the t es t sessions for the three rats. 
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Figure 43. Fr: the median and inter

quartile range of the durations of the 

post-reinforcement pauses as a function 

of concentration of the preceding 

reinforcement. Data are from the test 

sessions for each subject. 
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TABLE 9 

Mean duratton of the post~retnforcement pause as a 
function of the ordinal positron in a ~lock . Data 
are from the test sessions . 

ORDINAL POSITION 

CONCENTRATION ANIMAL 1 2 3 4 5 

122 21. 5 17.8 25.9 13.6 27.8 

10% 123 21.4 18 . 5 21.1 13.5 26.6 

124 30.6 16 . 3 18.0 21. 4 25 . 3 

MEAN 24.5 1 7 .5 21. 7 16.2 26 . 6 

122 32.5 20.9 39. 6 33.3 35 . 4 

30% 123 34 . 4 3 7. 6 28.3 25.4 27.9 

124 29.6 32.1 34.8 27 . 9 41. 8 

MEAN 3 2. 2 30.2 34 . 2 28.9 35.0 

122 37.3 44.0 42.6 42.6 4 7. 5 

50% 123 34.1 39 . 3 39. 9 42 . 3 43 . 9 

124 37.4 35.9 32.1 40.6 33.3 

MEAN 36 .3 39. 7 3 8. 2 41. 8 41.6 

122 54.6 51.0 53.9 50.1 51. 9 

70% 123 48.3 48.3 51.6 43 . 5 54.6 

124 42.4 49.6 45.9 46.8 46.2 

MEAN 48.4 49.6 50. 5 46.8 50 . 9 

6 

21. 4 

36.0 

34.4 

30.6 

32.0 

31.4 

30.3 

33.2 

46 . 5 

44 . 5 

42.4 

44.5 

49.5 

58.6 

45.1 

51. 1 
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pause changed appropriately following the first 

presentation of a new concentration in a block, and 

there was no ordinal effect within any one test 

block. 

Figure 44 shows the median and interquartile 

range of running rates in each fixed interval as a 

function of the preceding reinforcer concentration. 

This shows a consistent direct relation between running 

rate and concentration, consistent with the mean running 

r a te data presented in Figure 42. Evidence is also shown 

here of an increase in the variability of response rate 

on the higher concentrations. 

Discussion 

The find ing that the duration of the post

reinforcement pause increased as a function of reinforcer 

concentration and that the duration changed appropriate ly 

following the first presentation of a new concentration , 

indicates that it was the concentration of the reinfo rcer 

initiating an interval which sign i f icantly affected the 

durat ion of the subsequent post-reinforcement pause. 



Figure 44. FI: the median and 

interquartile range of the running 

rates in each fixed interval as a 

function of concentration of the 

preceding reinforcement. Data are 

from the test sessions for each 

subject. 
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These results are in agreement with those of 

Stadden (1970 a) who found that on an FI 60-sec schedule 

with pigeons, longer reinforcer durations resulted in 

longer post-reinforcement pauses. Similar depressive 

effects of the preceding reinforcer duration were 

observed with r a ts, on a multiple FI FI schedule, by 

Jensen and Fallon (1973). Meltzer and Howerton (1973) 

have also reported a lower response rate early in the 

fixed interval when the number of pellets presented 

as the reinforcer in the preceding interval was increased. 

The direct relationship betwe en post-reinforcement 

pause duration and reinforcement magnitude, reported 

in this experiment, is similar to that observed on DRL 

schedules in Experiment 6 . . In the present experiment 

however, the effect of an identical range of reinforcement 

concentrations as was used in the DRL study, was 

considerably g reater, ~-, mean p os t-reinforcement pause 

durations of up to 50 sec occurred on the 70% concentration 

as compared with IRTs after reinforcement on DRL 20-20 

of approximately 22 sec on the 70% r einforcer. 
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Stadden (1970 a) reported that the running rate 

of pigeons decreased as a function of the duration of 

the preceding reinforcer; this is in direct contrast 

with the present results which show that when the 

concentration of the reinforcer was increased,the 

subsequent running rate also increased. This apparent 

discrepancy will be discussed later in the present 

chapter. 

Even though the effects of r einf orcement magnitude 

on both running rate and the duration of the post

reinforcement pause were substantial, they were not 

reflected in the overall rate of responding , since in 

this measure an increase in the running rate tends to 

be cancelled out if accompanied by an increase in the 

duration of the post-reinforcement pause. 

It was argued that when reinforcement magnitude 

was increased on the DRL schedules, the 1ncreased 

frequency of longer pauses after reinforcement, i. e ., 

IRTs on the t 1 component, may have been partly due to 

the increase in reinforcement rate which followed longer 

pauses. In the present experiment the longer pauses 

which fol lowed the reinforcer had no effect on the rate of 

reinforcement. The present results cannot then be 
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interpreted in terms of a better reinforcement 

maximisation strategy with higher reinforcer concentrations. 

They may, however, like the DRL data, reflect an 

enhanced discrimination of the temporal contingencies 

fol lowing greater magnitudes of reinforcement since 

fewer responses occurred as a f unction of reinforcement 

magnitude in that part of the fixed interval in which 

reinforcement was never ayailable. 

EXPERIMENT 8 

On an FI schedule each interval is usually timed 

from the preceding reinforcement, and after the completion 

of each interval the first response is reinforced. On 

a response-initiated FI (tand FR 1 FI) schedule, on the 

other hand, the interval is initiated by the first response 

after reinforcement. Chung and Neuringer (1967) and Shull 

(1970 a) have found that pigeons produce relatively long 

post-reinforcement pauses on this schedule and that these 

paus es are an increasing f unction of the FI value. The 

running time, i.e., time from first response to reinforcement, 

approximates the FI value, while there is variation in the 

post-reinforcement pause, and consequently in the time 

between reinforcements. 
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On a tand FR 1 FI schedule the shorter the post

reinforcement pause the sooner the next reinforcement 

becomes available. If greater magnitude of reinforcement 

enhances the accuracy of performance (Stebbins et al., 

1959; Di Lollo et al., 1965; Notterman and Mintz, 

1965; Walker, 1969), an inverse relationship would be 

expected between the concentration of the reinforcer 

and the duration of the post-reinforcement pause on this 

schedule; if, however, the after-effect of the reinforcer 

is inhibitory, higher concentrations should be followed 

by longer post-reinforcement pauses. This was 

investigated in the present experiment. 

Subjects 

Three naive male albino rats (122, 123, and 124) 

served as subjects. 

Procedure 

Lever-pressing responses were shaped, and after 

30 reinforcements on CRF, the subjects were placed on a 

tand FR 1 FI 60-sec schedule for 50 sessions. After 50 

sessions the formal stability criterion was met and visual 

inspection of the records showed that responding was 

stable. Testing then began. The concentration of the 

condensed milk was 30% during training; the milk containers 
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w~re rotated every six reinforcements so that the 

animals might habituate to the sound of the motor

gearbox. 

Testing! Etght te~t sessions were conducted 

in the same manner as in Experiment 7. 

Results 

Figure 45 summarises the data derived from this 

experiment. The post-reinforcement pauses increased 

markedly as the concentration of the reinforcer was 

increased. The consistency of this relationship is shown 

in Figure 46 which presents the median and interquarti l e 

range of post-reinforcement pauses as a function of 

reinforcement magnitude. These effects were consistent 

within each block of concentrations; there were no 

ordinal effects (Table 10). 

The running rate data presented in Figure 45 

show that for Animal 122, rate increased at 50% and 70% 

(and slightly at 30%); for Animal 123 it increased at 

30% and 50% but declined at 70%; for Animal 124, it 

increased at 30% and declined at 50% and 70%. These 

relationships are, in general, confirmed by the median 

and interquartile range of running rates presented in 

Figure 47. 



Figure 45, Tand FR 1 FI: mean overall 

rate (left panel), running rat~ (centre 

panel) and post-reinforcement pause 

(right panel) as functions of 

concentration of the preceding reinforcement, 

Data were averaged across the test sessions 

for the three rats. 
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Figure 46. Tand FR 1 FI: the 

median and interquartile range 

of the durations of the post

reinforcement pauses as a function 

of concentration of the pre ceding 

reinforcement. Data are from the 

test sessions for each subject. 
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TABLE 10 

Mean duration of the postreinforcement pause as a 
function of the ordinal position in a block. Data 
are from the test sessions . 

ORDI.NAL POSITION 

CONCENTRATION ANIMAL 1 2 3 4 5 

10% 122 34.4 23 . 8 32 .4 23.1 38.3 

123 23.5 22 . 0 24.9 25 . 8 35 . 9 

124 21. 8 13.4 19.1 23.1 18.1 

MEAN 26 . 6 19. 7 2 5. 5 24 . 0 30 . 8 

30% 122 31.0 37.1 43.3 32 . 3 35 . 3 

123 44.9 43.1 31. 5 39 .1 51.1 

124 .41. 5 41.0 40 . 3 36 . 3 48.3 

MEAN 39 .1 40. 4 38.4 35.9 44.9 

50% 122 66 . 3 5 2. 3 79 . 9 69 .1 86 . 5 

123 64 . 5 63.8 7 3. 3 67.8 73 . 9 

124 58.0 56 .5 62.5 58 . 6 64.4 

MEAN 6 2 . 9 57 . 6 71. 9 65 . 2 74.9 

70% 122 96 . 6 114.9 120.5 104.1 111. 8 

123 87 . 0 104.6 104 . 5 102.6 120.5 

124 105.4 9 2 . 3 109.8 108. 4 9 3. 6 

MEAN 96 .3 103 .9 111.6 105 . 0 108 . 6 
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26 . 3 

62 . 1 

32.1 

40 . 2 

38.8 

58 . 4 

43 .1 

46.8 

65.3 

71. 8 

6 8 . O 

68 . 4 

110 . 9 

90 . 0 

106 . 9 

102.6 



Figure 47. Tand FR I FI: the 

median and interquartile range of 

the running rates in each inter

reinforcement interval as a function 

of the concentration of the preceding 

reinforcement. 
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It was evident that the systematic but small 

changes in the overall rates (Figure 45) reflected 

mainly the effect upon the duration of the post

reinforcement pauses. 

Discussion 

Although on the response-initiated FI schedule 

the post-reinforcement pause delays the next reinforcement, 

higher concentrations of the reinforcer were followed by 

remarkably long post-reinforcement pauses, twice as long 

as those observed in the comparable FI schedule of 

Experiment 7. Consequently the reinforcement rates 

declined well below the maximum possible. 

These findings cannot be said to reflect a greater 

temporal precision of performance following increased 

reinforcement magnitude. Neither, of course, can a 

reinforcement maximisation strategy be invoked to account 

for r esponding on this schedule. 

The results clearly indicate that when the magnitude 

of reinforcement i s increased , the after-effect that is 

enhanced is inhibitory. 
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In previous studies of performance on tand FR 1 FI 

schedules (Chung and Neuringer, 1967; Shull, 1970 a) 

the subjects (a) were pigeons and (b) had previous 

experience of interval schedules before being placed on 

the tand FR 1 FI. Prior exposure to interval schedules 

might have established post-reinforcement pauses which 

were retained "superstitiously" on the tand FR 1 FI 

schedule, thus accounting for the presence of post

reinforcement pauses which reduce reinforcement rate 

on this schedule. 

The subjects in the present experiment , which were 

rats, were placed directly on tand FR 1 FI following 

acquisition of responding on CRF. Substantial post

reinforcement pauses developed in the course of training. 

These results show that the characteristics of performance 

previously observed on tand FR 1 FI schedul es are not 

confined either to pigeons or to subjects with previous 

experience of interval schedules. 
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EXPERIMENT 9 

Both FI and tand FR 1 FI schedules specifically 

involve temporal contingencies; the minimum inter

reinforcement time is fixed in the former, and in 

addition the running time is fixed in the latter. On 

an FR schedule, however,there is no explicitly programmed 

temporal contingency, and both the inter-reinforcement 

time and the running rate vary as consequences of the 

subject's behaviour. As in tand FR 1 FI, the inter

reinforcement interval is increased by longer post

reinforcement pauses. 

Evidence was presented in Chapter 2 in support 

of the notion that the reinforcer in FR schedules has 

temporal inhibitory af ter-effe cts, similar to the 

inhibitory properties of the reinforcer on FI. This 

suggests that when the magnitude of reinforcement on 

FR schedules is increased, the inhibitory effects of 

the reinforcer may be enhanced . 

Subjects 

Three naive male albino rats (132, 133 and 141) 

served as subjects. 
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Procedure 

After the lever-pressing responses were shaped, 

the subjects were placed on an FR 30 schedule for 

30 daily 1-hr sessions, after which the formal stability 

criterion was met, and visual inspection of the records 

showed that responding was stable. The concentration 

of the condensed milk was 30% during training; the 

milk containers were rota ted every six reinforcements 

so that the animals might habituate to the sound of the 

motor gearbox. 

Testing: Eight test sessions were then conducted in 

the same manner as in Experimen~ 7 and 8 . 

Results 

The mean overall rate, running rate and post

reinforcement pause duration for each subject, as a 

f unction of reinforcer concentration, a re shown in 

Figure 48. The me an duration of the post-reinforcement 

pause was an increas ing linear function of concentration . 

The consistency of this relationship is shown in Figure 

49, which shows \he median and interquartile r ange of 

post-reinforcement pause durations on each reinforcement 

magnitude. Table 11 shows that these effects were also 

consistent within each block of a given concentration. 



Figure 48. FR: mean overall rate 

(left panel), running rate (centre 

panel) and post-reinforcement pause 

(right panel) as functions of 

concentration of the preceding 

reinforcement. Data were averaged 

across the test sessions for the three 

rats. 
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Figure 49. FR: the median and 

interquartile range of the durations 

of the post-reinforcement pauses as 

a function of concentration of the 

preceding reinforcement . Data are 

from the test sessions for each subject. 
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TABLE 11 

Mean duration of the postreinforcement pause as a 
function of the ordinal position in a block. Data 
are from the test sessions. 

ORDINAL POSITION 

CONCENTRATION ANIMAL 1 2 3 4 5 

10% 132 16.4 13.3 17.1 14.0 17 . 7 

133 13.6 12.0 19.0 14.8 15 . 2 

141 8.9 9. 4 9.7 9.9 10. 9 

MEAN 13.0 11. 6 15.3 12.9 14.6 

30% 132 22.9 21. 6 2 3. 5 26.6 22 . 0 

133 14 .6 18 . 7 27 . 4 20 . 3 27.6 

141 12.3 10 . 1 11. 5 11. 6 15.4 

MEAN 16.6 16.8 20 . 8 19. 5 21. 7 

50% 132 36 .6 32 . 3 32.5 28.4 23 . 3 

133 28 .1 34.9 31. 0 33 . 1 28.1 

141 16. 9 14. 0 14.4 15.3 14 . 7 

MEAN 2 7. 2 27.1 26.0 25 . 6 22 . 0 

70% 13 2 4 4. 5 35.8 37.8 35 . 2 41. 5 

133 43.9 30 .1 39. 1 28.8 34.1 

141 18. 7 17. 3 15.1 1 7. 7 15.4 

MEAN 35. 7 2 7. 7 30 . 7 2 7. 2 30. 3 

6 

26.6 

14.5 

10.8 

17.3 

35.9 

22.0 

12.8 

23 . 6 

46 . 1 

28 . 6 

13.2 

29.3 

27 . 6 

37 . 9 

16.4 

27 . 3 
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The mean running rates showed considerable 

variation (Figure 48). There was some tendency 

for rate to decline with higher concentrations. This 

is also seen in the median and interquartile range of 

running rates shown in Figure 50. 

Overall response rate on the FR schedules clearly 

declined as a function of magnitude of reinforcement 

(Figure 48). 

Discussion 

On the FR schedule, as well as on t and FR 1 FI 

60, the behavioural effects of increasing the concentration 

of the reinforcer, i.e., the longer post-reinforcement 

pauses and the lower overall response rates, resulted 

in a lower rate of reinforcement. The present results 

thus confirm the finding of Experiment 8, that increasing 

the magnitude of reinforcement enhances the inhibitory 

after-effects of the reinforcing s timulus. 

Th e inverse relation fo und in the present 

experiment between overall response rate and reinforcement 

magni tude is consistent with the r e sults of Hurwitz 

e t al. (1965) who reported that rats responded a t a lower 

overall rate on an FR schedule when r e inforced by a 32% 



Figure SO. FR: the median and 

interquartile range of the running 

rates in each inter- reinforcement 

interval as a function of concentration 

of the preceding reinforcement . Data 

are from the test sessions for each 

subject, 
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sucrose solution than when reinforced by an 8% solution; 

they did not record the duration of the post-reinforcement 

pauses or the running rate. A similar relationship between 

overall rate and high concentrations of a saccharin 

so lution has been recorded by Weinstock et al. (1965). 

The data repor t ed by Bitgood and Platt (1973) show 

some tendency for the post-reinforcement pauses of pigeons, 

re~ponding on FR 60 for different durations of grain 

reinforcement,to increase as a function of reinforcement 

duration. These results are in agreement with those of 

the present study. However, Powell (1969) found that 

the post-reinforcement pause on FR was inversely related 

to reinforcement magnitude. He presented two different 

durations of the reinforcer, each in the presence of 

a different stimulus; the control by the accompanying 

stimuli may have overridden the inhibitory effects of 

longer durations of reinforcement . Powell ' s results 

diff er as well from Staddon's (1970 a) finding, also 

with duration of reinforcer but on an FI sch edule , that 

the pos t-re inforcement pause increas e d as a function of 

the duration of the prec eding reinforcement . 
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GENERAL RESULTS 

It was argued in Chapter 6 that the reinforcement 

contingency on the t 1 component of DRL schedules sets 

an upper limit on the duration of IRTs which occur on t 1 , 

i.e., the post-reinforcement pauses. The lower limit, 

it was suggested, was determined by the ~elay of 

reinforcement contingent upon a non-reinforced response. 

The combination of both of thesefactors was 

probably responsible for the close control of the 

duration of the post-reinforcement pause when the 

concentration of the reinforce r was varied on the DRL 

schedules in Experiment 6; though the duration of t 1 

IRTs increased as a function of concentration, the range 

of effect over the different concentrations was relatively 

small (approximately 2 sec for the median IRTs). 

Similar control of responding does not exist 

in the other three schedules studied in this chapter: 

FI, tand FR 1 FI, and FR. On these schedules, it has 

been suggested, the reinforcer controls a pause after 

reinforcement, the duration of which is determined by the 

period of non-reinforcement that the reinforcer signals. 

The post-reinforcement pause on these schedules should thus 

bear a consistent relation to the inter-reinforcement 

interval (cf. Chapters 2 and 6). This analysis is supported 

by the present results. 
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In Figure 51 (left panel) the mean post-reinforcement 

pause duration is shown as a function of the reinforcer 

concentration, on the three schedules: FI, tand FR 1 FI, 

and FR. The results were different in the three experiments 

in terms both of the duration of the post-reinforcement 

pauses and of the rates at which each function changed. 

The functions of the FI and FR schedules were approximately 

linear while that for tand FR 1 FI was positively accelerated. 

When, however, the proportional post-reinforcement pause, 

that is, the duration of the post-reinforcement pause 

relative to the duration of the inter-reinforcement interval, 

was considered (right panel), the shapes of the functions did 

not differ greatly; these were approximately linear in all 

three schedules, 

The running rate data from Experiment 7 show that 

when the magnitude of reinforcement was increased on t _he 

FI schedules the running rate also increased accordingly. 

Some running rate increases, as a function of concentration, 

were also present on the tand FR 1 FI schedules. These 

results would appear to be in agreement with those studies 

which have reported a rate-enhancing effect of reinforcement 

magnitude on performance '(~ .1 Crespi, 19 4 2; Zeaman, 1949; 



Figure 51. Post - reinforcement pause 

(left panel), and post-reinforcement 

pause proportional to the inter

reinforcement interval (right panel), 

as functions of reinforcement 

concentration, ·· -Data- were averaged 

across the test sessions for the three 

rats, on each schedule . 
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Guttman, 1953), attributed by many theorists to 

motivational effects of the reinforcer (cf. Bartoshuk, 

19 71) . 

This explanation however, does not account for 

the absence of any increase in running rate on the FR 

schedules as a function of concentration. Neither does 

it explain the more substantial running rate effects on 

the FI schedule_ than on t and FR 1 FI. One possibility 

is that the changes in running rate were not determined 

directly by changes in the reinforcer, but by the longer 

post-re inforcement pauses which followed higher concentrations. 

On standard FI, tand FR 1 FI, and FR schedules, the 

post-reinforcement pause t ends to vary from one-~nter- · 

reinforcement interval to another; running rates within 

these intervals also vary. The left panel of Figure 52 

shows the mean running rates as a function of the dura tion 

of the preceding pos t-reinforcemen t pause, in the final 

three days of tra ining on FI, t and FR 1 FI, and FR 

(i. e ., at 30% concentration) . (The FR data were t aken only 

from Animals 132 and 133; due to an oversight the running 

rate was not recorded for Animal 141 during the training 

sessions). The running rate was found to be an increasing 

function of the duration of the preceding post-reinforcement 



Figure 52 . Running rate as a 

function of duration of the preceding 

post-reinforcement pause averaged 

over the last three training sessions 

(left panel), and averaged over testing 

sessions (centre panel), across the 

three rats on each schedule. Right 

panel shows the running rate as a 

function of concentration of the 

preceding reinforcement; data were 

averaged over test sessions, across the 

three rats on each schedule . 
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pause on the FI schedule and also, to a lesser extent, 

on the tand PR 1 FI schedule; the function for the 

FR schedule was flat. Similar relationships were also 

found between the running rate and the duration of the 

preceding post-reinforcement pause in the test sessions, 

regardless of concentration (see centre panel of Figure 

52). The right panel of Figure 52 shows mean running 

rate during testing on each schedule as a function of 

the concentration. 

In the case of the two interval schedules, the 

running rates increased as a function of the concentration 

of the preceding reinforcer . Although this might be 

explained with reference to an energising effect of 

reinforcement, enhanced when the concentration was 

increased, it seems more likely that the increases in 

the running r a te were a consequence of longer post

reinforcement pauses produced, in turn, by higher reinforcer 

concentrations. The latter suggestion i s strongly 

supported by the mean running rate f unctions for the two 

interval schedules. These indicate that the response rate 

in any one interval is related to the t empora l point in 

that interval when responding commences; the longer the 

pause, the further the point of time in the interval and 

the higher the subsequent response r a te . This evidence 
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suggests that the determinants of the response rate 

are temporal, rather than motivational, factors. 

Though the direct relationship between running 

rate and absolute duration of the post-reinforcement 

pause is stronger in the FI than in the tand FR 1 FI 

schedule, when the running rates on both these schedules 

are plotted as a function of the proportional post

reinforcement pause (Figure 53), the curves are very 

similar . This suggests that, for interval schedules, 

it is the time which has elapsed since the preceding 

reinforcement relative to the inter-reinforcement interval 

which de termines the rate of responding. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Stebbins et a l. (1959) noted that rats on an 

FI schedule responded at a lower rate early in the 

fixed interval when a high concentration of sucrose 

solution was used as a reinforcer. They suggested that 

this reflected an improvement in the temporal patterning 

of responding produc~d by increased reinforcement 

magnitude. Low overall response rates were also reported 

by Walker (1969) for rats responding for high sucrose 

concentrations on an FI schedule. Walker endorsed the 

suggestion of Stebbins et al. that greater magnitude of 



Figure 53. Running rate is shown 

as a function of duration of the 

preceding post-reinforcement pause 

proportional to inter-reinforcement 

interval . Data were averaged over 

the last three training sessions 

across the three rats on the tand 

FR J FI (solid line) and FI (broken 

line) schedules. The data points 

are from individual a nimals. 
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reinforcement reduces response rate on FI by enhancing 

discrimination of the temporal contingencies. 

Similar conclusions have been reached by Di Lollo 

et al. (1965) and Notterman and Mintz (1965), who 

reported that when a response force criterion was used 

on a CRF schedule, the force and variability of responses 

varied inversely as a function of reinforcement magnitude; 

response force on the higher magnitudes approximated 

the criterion better than did responses which produced 

smaller amounts of the reinforcer. To account for these 

findings, they put forward the explanation that increasing 

the magnitude of the reinforcer enhances its discriminative 

effect, so that there is a general improvement in the 

precision of performance. This hypothesis would appear 

to be in agreement with other results which have shown 

a positive relationship between reinforcement magnitude 

and effective discrimination in the T maze (Reynolds, 

1950; Smith and Duffy, 1957) and in runway situations 

(Waller, 1968; Weisinger, Parker and Bolles, 1973). 

The finding that increasing the magnitude of the 

reinforcer results in (i) a longer post-reinforcement 

pause on an FI schedule (Stadden, 1970 a), (ii) an 

increase in the index of curvature in the fixed interval 
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(Jensen and Fallon, 1973), and (iii) a lower response 

rate early in the fixed interval (Meltzer and Howerton, 

1973), are also consistent with the notion that increasing 

reinforcement magnitude improves the precision of 

performance. In these studies when the magnitude of the 

r einforcer was increased the subjects made fewer 

r esponses early in the fixed interval when reinforcement 

was never available, but maintained the same rate of 

reinforcement. 

The present experiments, however , have shown a 

direct relationship between the magnitude of the reinforcer 

and the duration of the following post-reinforcement pause 

on schedules in which longer post-reinforcement pauses 

(a) resulted in higher rates of reinforcement, i.e ., DRL 

schedules, (b) had no effect on reinforcement rate, i.e., 

FI schedules, and (c) produced a reduction in reinforcement 

rate, i.e., t and FR 1 FI and FR schedules. These r es ults 

cannot be exp l ained in terms of an enhanced accuracy of 

performance related to reinforcement magnitude. They do 

on the other hand, c l early suggest that the reinforcer on 

these schedules has inhibitory properti es which are 

enhanced when the magnitude of reinforcement is increased. 
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The inhibition hypothesis also accounts for the 

findings of those studies which have reported depressive 

after-effects of reinforcement magnitude on FI schedules 

(Stebbins et al., 1959; Stadden, 1970 a; Jensen and 

Fallon, 1973; Meltzer and Howerton, 1973). The 

inverse relation between response force and reinforcement 

magnitude reported by Di Lollo et al. (1965) and Notterman 

and Mintz (1965) may also oe due to inhibitory effects of 

the reinforcer rather than to a direct effect of the 

reinforcer on precision of performance. 

The present results are thus in agreement with the 

evidence presented in Chapter 3, which suggested that 

the reinforcer on DRL schedules has inhibitory after

effects . . These results also support the notion that 

the longer IRTs which occur after reinforcement on 

DRL, as compared with IRTs which follow non- reinforced 

responses, are due to the greater intensity of 

stimulation at reinforcement. 

It was indicated in Chapter 2 that the post

reinforcement pause on both FI and FR schedules was a 

function of similar temporal variables (cf. Neuringer 

and Schneide r, 1968; Killeen, 1969; Stadden, 1977.). It was 

argued tha t when the reinforcer signals a period of non-
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reinforcement, i.e., the inter-reinforcement interval, 

it develops temporal inhibitory properties which are 

proportional to the duration of that interval. The 

similarity of the proportional post-reinforcement pause/ 

concentration functions on FI, FR, and tand FR 1 FI, in 

the present study (Figure 51), lends support to this 

account and indicates that the inter-reinforcement 

interval was the factor common to all these schedules 

in determining the relation between the magnitude of 

the reinforcer and the duration of the post-reinforcement 

pause. 

The present study has been concerned with the 

after-effects of the reinforcer on schedules of 

reinforcement, but the results obtained are also in 

general agreement with the findings in runway studies 

that presentation of food, in the start box (Seward, 

Pereboom, Butler and Jones, 1957; McCain and Power, 

1966; Kemble and Clayton, 1967), or in the first 

goalbox of a double runway (Bower, 1962; McHose and 

Ludvigson, 1965; Daly, 1968; Karabenick, 1969), 

depresses the subsequent running speed an effect 

which i s enhanced by increases in the amount of food. 

Whether these depressive after-effects of reinforcement 

on runway performance are a function of temporal variables 
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similar to those which operate on schedules of 

reinforcement has yet to be established. 

Running rate 

On the FI schedule and to a lesser extent on 

tand FR 1 FI, the running rate increased when it 

was preceded by an increase in both the concentration 

of the reinforcer and the duration of the post

reinforcement pause. The question of which of the 

latter changes affected the running rate directly, 

is answered partly by the finding that when, during 

training on the FI and tand FR 1 FI schedules, the 

reinforcer concentration was held constant, the running 

rate was nevertheless an increasing function of the 

length of the preceding post-reinforcement pause. This 

suggests that the running rate is affected directly by 

the duration of the post-reinforcement pause, but that 

the effect of the concentration of the preceding 

reinforcer is indirect, mediated through the post

r e inf orcement paus e . 

If this is so, it would be expected that in those 

cases where the running rate is not positively related 

to the preceding post-reinforcement pause duration, a 

positive relationship with the preceding reinforcement 
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magnitude should be also absent. There is some evidence 

to confirm this. Figure 54 presents data from three 

pigeons,following 30-40 sessions exposure to an FI 

60-sec schedule; the data were taken from 3 consecutive 

sessions.* This shows, contrary to the functions 

obtained from rat subjects, that running rate did not 

increase as a function of the preceding post-reinforcement 

pause duration. There was some tendency in the rates of 

two of the birds, lA and 6A, to decline following the 

longer post-reinforcement pauses. Stadden (1970 a), who 

found longer pauses following increased reinforcement 

magnitude on an FI 60-sec schedule with pigeons, reported 

that running rate declined as a function of the magnitude 

of the preceding reinforcer. 

This evidence indicates that, on FI schedules, the 

relationship between running rate and the duration of 

the preceding post-reinforcement pause is very different 

in the case of rats and pigeons. It appears that for 

ei ther species the effects of reinforcement magnitude on 

running rate is determined primarily by the effect of 

changes in the r einforcer on the duration of the post

reinforcement pause. 

* I am grateful to Graham Davey for the data 
presented in Figure 54. 



Figure 54. Mean running rate (responses 

per minute) as a function of the duration 

of the preceding post-reinforcement 

pause (sec) for three pigeons, responding 

on an FI 60-sec schedule of reinforcement. 

The data were averaged over three 

consecutive sessions. 
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These results have considerable implications for 

explanations of performance on FI schedules. A number 

of studies have been concerned with determining the 

factors which control the post-reinforcement pause and 

the running rate on FI. Farmer and Schoenfeld (1964 b), 

for example, added an IRT requirement to responses on an 

FI schedule which had the effect of lowering the running 

rate but the duration of the post-reinforcement pause 

remained unaffected. Other investigators (Neuringer and 

Schneider, 1969; Killeen, : 1969; Shull, 1970 b; Shull 

et al. ,1972) have altered the response-reinforcement 

contingency on FI schedules in various ways with similar 

results. On the basis of such evidence it has been 

concluded that the post-reinforcement pause and the 

running rate are independently determined; the former is 

a function of the inter-reinforcement interval while the 

latter is determined by the rate of responding prevailing 

at the moment of reinforcement (Schneider, 1969; Shull, 

1970 b; Shull et al., 1972). 

Though they have s hown that when running rate is 

altered there is no effec t on the post-reinforcement pause, 

none of these studies has attempted to investigate the 

effect of changes in the post-reinforcement pause upon 
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response rate. The present findings show, at least 

for rats, a strong positive relationship on FI 

schedules between running rate and the duration of the 

preceding post-reinforcement pause; this clearly 

demonstrates that both are not independent. The 

subject's relative position in the inter-reinforcement 

interval would appear to determine not only whether the 

pause after reinforcement will be terminated by a 

response (Sherman, 1959; Dews, 1970), but also the 

rate of responding,once responding has commenced 

(Figure 53). 

The greater sensitivity of rats' performance to 

these temporal variables, as compared with that of 

pigeons, may be related to differences in performance 

on the DRL schedule, discussed in Chapter 3. For 

example , pigeons' performance on DRL, when the operant 

is a pecking response, is much less efficient than that 

of rats (Holz et al., 1963; Stadden, 1965; Richardson 

and Laughead, 1974 b). It has also been reported, 

however, (i) that whilst pigeons can readily discriminate 

time intervals, they are unable to withhold pecking 

until a time when reinforcement is available (Reynolds, 

1966), and (ii) that pigeons' performance on a DRL 

schedule becomes more like that of rats when the response 
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studied is stepping on a treadle (Hemmes, 1970). 

These findings suggest that the differences observed 

in the post-reinforcement pause/running rate functions 

of rats and pigeons may reflect phylogenetic "constraints" 

on behaviour at a peripheral-response level (cf. Hinde 

and Stevenson -Hinde, 1973). 

Overall rate 

If in the present case the overall rate were the 

only measure of behaviour, several aspects of the 

behavioural effects of reinforcement magnitude would 

have been overlooked. For examp le, on the FI schedule 

studied, reinforcement concentration had almost no 

effect on the overall rates of two out of three animals, 

whereas both the post-reinforcement pause and the 

running rate changed considerably. 

In many previous experiments the magnitude of 

reinforcement was manipulated during acquisition, before 

the establishment of s table performance (Guttman, 1953; 

Hutt, 1954; 

Myers, 1961; 

Collier and Siskel, 1959; 

Collier and Willis, 1961; 

Collier and 

Collier, 1962). 

In these studies increases were reported in the overall 

rates of responding as a function of reinforcement 

magnitude. The present results, obtained after exposure 



to the schedules for 40-50 sessions, extend but do not 

contradict the earlier findings, since the inhibitory 

after-effects of reinforcement develop as behaviour 

stabilises on a given schedule (cf. Ferster and Skinner, 

1957; Gott and Weiss, 1972). 

The present evidence suggests that where no effect 

or a decline in overall response rate has been observed 

as a function of reinforcement magnitude (Keesey and 

Kling, 1961; Hurwitz e t al., 1965; Walker, 1969) longer 

post-reinforcement pauses may have been responsible f or 

depressing the response rate. The rate of responding, 

once the animal begins to respond in an interval, i.e., 

the running rate, may show no effect of r einforcement 

magnitude or may even increase. But this may not be 

reflected in the overall rate measure. 

These f indings may have implications for the 

app lication of reinforcement principles to the modification 

of human behaviour. If an increase in a subject ~i response 

rate or vigour i s required,then increasing the magnitude of 

reinforcement may have the opposite effect to that which 

is des ired since response r a te may decline as a function of 
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reinforcement magnitude due to an enhanced inhibitory 

effect of the reinforcer. 

Though little research has been conducted on the 

parametric effects of reinforcement schedules with 

human subjects (Schroeder, 1972), there exist two 

studies on the effects of reinforcement magnitude with 

retardate subjects ,whi ch have provided data consistent 

with this suggestion. Ellis (1962) found that when the 

amount of reinforcement, cigarettes or candy, was 

varied on an FR schedule, overall response rate was 

inversely related to the magnitude of the reinforcer . 

Similar findings have been reported in a study by 

Schroeder (1972) who studied the work rate of retardate 

employees in a Sheltered Workshop. Each use of a workshop 

tool was recorded as a response and reinforced on FI, FR, 

VI, or VR schedules; 1-, 5-, and 10- cent tokens were 

used as reinforcers. It was found that increasing the 

value of the tokens resulted in a decline in response rate 

and, consequently, in the output of components manufactured 

in the workshop . 

The authors of both these studies found the inverse 

relationship between a human's r e spons e ra tes and the 

magnitude of reinf orcement difficult to exp l ain in terms 

of existing reinforcement principles . Although only 



overall rates of responding were recorded, it seems 

likely, as in the animal experiments of the present 

thesis, that the decline in response rate may have 

been due to longer pauses following the greater 

reinforcement magnitudes. The evidence presented in 

this chapter certainly does suggest that whenever the 

magnitude of reinforcement is manipulated it is necessary 

that account be taken as much of the inhibitory after

effects of the reinforcer as of its motivational effect 

as a consequence of behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the experiments reported in this 

thesis show that both reinforced and non- reinforced 

responses play an important part, as antecedent 

stimulus events, in the temporal patterning of responses . 

Their particular effects on subsequent responding may 

be described as follows: 

1. In two-component DRL schedules both events 

function as distinct discriminative stimuli, each 

controlling IRTs appropriate to the DRL contingency 

in operation . 

2 . In addition, there are unconditioned 

differences in the stimulation provided by reinforced 
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and non-reinforced responses. In DRL schedules, 

where the t 1 and t 2 components are of equal duration, 

IRTs are longer after reinforcement than after non

reinforced responses. Moreover, the post-reinforcement 

pause/concentration functions ob t ained on each of the 

schedules studied, indicate that there is an 

interaction between the intensity of the reinforcing 

stimulus and the inhibitory effect of the reinforcer. 

3. In DRL schedules non-reinforced responses, 

apart from having discriminative properties , also 

produce emotional or frustrative after - effects 

resulting in bursts of responding. 

These findings have implications for traditional 

expl anations of the "frustration effect" (Amsel , 

1958). If "reward" is occasionally omitted in the 

mid-goalbox of a double runway, rats will run faster 

in the second alley on those trials than on trials 

when reward is present in the mid-goalbox, (~., Amsel 

and Roussel, 1952; Wagner, 1959). Comparable effects 

have been demonstrated following non-reward in various 

operant analogues of the double-runway situation. 

These have usually involved the omission of reinforcement 

in the first response chain of a double-chain operant; 

higher response rates following non-reinforcement have 
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been reported with a variety of subjects,~- , monkeys 

(Davenport and Thompson, 1965; Davenport et al., 

1966), pigeons (Staddon and Innis, 1966; Hamm and 

Zimmerman, 1967), rats (Cole and Van Fleet, 1970; 

Platt and Senkowski, 1970; Hughes and Dachowski, 19 73) . 

This increased vigour of responding following nun

reward has been attributed to increased motivation 

following omission of an expected reward, i.e ., 

"frustrative non-reward" (Amsel, 1958; 1962). 

I f, however, reinforcement has inhibitory after

effec t s then,when the reinforcer is omitted, any 

increase in the vigour of responding may be due to 

the absence of inhibitory after-effects. Staddon 

(1970 h) has suggested that the "frustration effect" 

may be explained in these terms and has argued that 

the inhibition hypothesis makes explanations in terms 

of the energising effects of non-reward redundant. 

Much of the evidence in the present thesis supports 

the suggestion that the reinforcer has inhibitory 

effects in those situations where responding shows a 

positive goal gradient (Staddon, 1970 b). But there 

i s also evidence in support of Amsel ' s theory . The 

frequency of response bursts on the DRL schedul es was 

found, consistently, to be related to the omission of 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
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expected reinforcement. For example, when 

reinforcements were omitted from one component of the 

DRL schedules, response bursts at first increased 

and then, with chronic non-reinforcement, declined 

in frequency, a finding that is directly predicted 

by frustration theory. These results, which are 

comparable to those obtained in runway studies of 

the frustration effect where chronically non~rewarded 

con tro 1 groups have been used (c_f. Wagner, 19 59; Hughes 

and Dachowski, 1973), present difficulties for an 

explanation of the effects of reinforcement omission 

expressed solely in terms of the absence of inhibitory 

effects of the reinforcer. 

The present findings suggest that: , (i) to the 

extent that a reinforcer has inhibitory after-effects, 

omission of reinforcement will result in an increase 

in the rate of responding, and (ii) the omission of 

an expected reinforcer may have, in addition, emotional 

or frustrative effects which will actively increase 

responding after non-reinforcement. It may be objected 

that this formulation, which of course encompasses 

both the inhibition and frustration hypotheses is not 

parsimonious and as such is a departure from the 

"s implicitly postulate" (cf . Woodger, 19 52) . Nevertheless, 
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it may be better in this case to be guided by 

Beck's (1957) caveat: "· .. the course of biological 

science raises substantial doubts as to the 

equivalence of simplicity and validity (p.182)" . 

It seems important to analyse operant 

behaviour in terms of the antecedent stimuli which 

maintain temporal control of responses. The measures 

of inter~response time and duration of the post

reinforcement pause used in this study, rather than 

a measure of overall rate of responding, appear 

especially suitable for analyses of this kind. The 

inter-response time and post-reinforcement pause 

measures are similar to the measure of response 

latency traditionally used in psychology. Latency 

has been defined as '·'an interval of time (which) 

elapses between the beginning of the stimulus and the 

beginning of the response (Skinner, 1938, p.12)". 

In some respects the analysis presented in this 

thesis runs counter to traditional conceptions of the 

role of response latency in operant conditioning . It 

has frequently been maintained that, as operant 

behaviour occurs "spontaneously", i.e., not in 

response to environmental stimuli, rate of responding, 
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which serves as an approximation to response 

probability, should be the basic datum for a 

science of behaviour (Skinner, 1938; 1966). 

Skinner (1950) makes the point as follows: "In 

recognizing the emissive character of operant 

behaviour and the central position of probability 

of response as a datum, latency is seen to be 

irrelevant to our present task (Pp.198-199)". It 

would appear that because the notion of l a tency 

ties the response to an antecedant st imulus, it 

finds little place in Skinner's operant analysis. 

Little theoretical or empirical justification 

has been provided, however, for the assertion that 

response rate is the only proper dependent vari ab le 

in the study of behaviour. Skinner (1950) h as reported 

a study of the effects of deprivation level and 

extinction on the latency of a key-pecking response 

in pigeons. As latencies showed little systematic 

relationship to the level of deprivation and s howed 

considerable variation during extinction, it was 

concluded that latencies do not change in a simp le 

fashion or in a way which matches our preconception 

of the l earning process. Response rate, it was 
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claimed, is more sensitive to such variables as 

motivational changes and in general "appears to 

be the only datum which varies significantly and 

in the expected direction under conditions which 

are relevant to the 'learning process' (p . 19 8)". 

The experiment s reported here do not support 

Skinner's argument. For -example, though the duration 

of the post-reinforcement pause was found consistently 

to be related to the magnitude of the reinforcer, the 

rate of responding frequently did not show any 

systematic change. This indicates that the latency 

measure, i.e., post-reinforcement pause duration, was 

a more sensitive dependent variable than the rate of 

responding. Moreover, the sensitivity of the 

post-reinforcement pause to many of the different 

schedule parameters which were investigated justifies 

its use as a dependent variable. 

There is another objection made against the 

latency measure. In discrete-trial procedures where 

the latency measure has traditionally been used,the 

subject is often restricted from responding, by means, 

for example, of the start-box door in runway studies 

or by the use of a retractable lever in an operant 
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conditioning chamber. Skinner (1950) has pointed out 

that the restrictions imposed on behaviour and the 

complexities involved in these procedures make an 

assessment of the stimulus-response relationships 

very difficult. However, as the present study 

demonstrates, it i s possible to use the interval of 

time which elapses between a stimulus and a response 

as a dependent variable without imposing restrictions 

on the free operant. 

The inhibitory after-effects of the reinforcer 

observed in the present study, particularly in the 

si tuations where longer post - reinforcement pauses 

resulted in a decline in the rate of reinforcement, 

would appear to be inconsistent with a reward 

maximisation principle (cf. Logan, 1960). Logan and 

Ferraro (1970), for example, have written: 

As has been known all along, organisms 
generally behave in such a way as to 
maximise reward ... the organism is viewed 
as monitoring its own output a nd being 
guided toward optimal behaviour by the 
relative incentive value of the alternative 
behaviours (p .119) . 

It does seem to be the case that when more than 

one reinforcement magnitude is available to a s ubject, 

as for example on concurrent schedules, respons es are 
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distributed so as to obtain more of the larger 

reinforcements (see Chapter 7). Such a principle may 

also govern performance on conventional reinforcement 

schedules, in which only one reinforcer is avai l able 

at any one time, but the present evidence suggests 

that there are limiting conditions . Thus post 

reinforcement pauses occur in schedules where the 

reinforcer signals a period of non-reinforcement even 

though consequently the density of reinforcement i s 

reduced. Moreove r, the greater the magnitude of the 

reinforcer the greater is the deviation from the 

maximisation strategy; post-reinforcement pauses are 

longer, and the rate of reinforcement i s lower. 

The inhibitory effect of the reinforc ing stimulus 

would thus appear to be an important determinant of 

performance, a t least on the schedules of reinforcement 

studied in the pres ent thesis . Whether the reinforcing 

s timulus has similar temporal inhib itory effec ts on other 

schedules of rein forcemen t and in other exnerimental 

s itua tions ,~-, in runway studies , r emains to be 

investi ga ted. 
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APPENDrx 



Figure 55 . The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 106 on each schedule. The 

overa ll distributions contain all IRTs 

regardless of the components. Data 

are from the last two sessions on 

each schedule . 
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Figure 56. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 107 on each schedule. 

Data. are from the last two 

sessions on each schedule. 
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figure 57. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 103 on each schedule. 

Data are from the las-t two sessions 

on each schedule. 
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Figure 58. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 105 on each schedule. 

Data are from the last two sessions 

on each schedule. 
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Figure 59. The overall relat ive 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 113 on each schedule. 

The data are from the last two 

sessions on each schedule. 
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Figure 60, The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 143 on each schedule. 

The data are from the last two 

sessions on each schedule. 
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Figure 61. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 118 on each schedule. 

The data are from the las t two 

sessions on each schedule. 
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Figure 62. The overall relative 

frequency distributions for Animal 

120 on each schedule. The data 

are from the last two sessions on 

each schedule. 
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Figure 63. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 101 on each of the four 

experimental conditions: (i) DRL 

20-10, (ii) DRL 20-10 with a tone 

stimulus added to the t 2 component, 

(iii) DRL 20-10 with the tone on the 

t
1 

component, (iv) DRL 20-10 without 

the tone stimulus. Data are from the 

last two sessions on each condition. 
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Figure 64. The overall relative 

fr equency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 104 on each of the four 

experimental conditions: (i) DRL 

20-40, (ii) DRL 20-40 with a tone 

stimulus added to the t 1 component, 

(iii) DRL 20-40 with the tone on the 

t 2 component, (iv) DRL 20-40 without 

the tone stimulus. IRTs longer than 

54 sec are contained in the f inal !RT 

category. Data are from the l ast two 

sessions on each condition. 
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Figure 65. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs for 

Animal 101 from (i) the final two 

sessions on DRL 20-10 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). 
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Figure 66, The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 140 from (i) the final 

two sessions on DRL 20-10 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). 
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Figure 67. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs for 

Animal 109 from (i) the final two 

sessions on DRL 20-20 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). 
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Figure 68. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 144 from (i) the final 

two sessions on DRL 20-20 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). 
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Figure 69. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs for 

Animal 102 from (i) the final two 

sessions on DRL 20-30 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). 
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Figure 70 . The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs for 

Animal 104 from (i) the final two 

sessions on DRL 20-40 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). 
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Figure 71. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs 

for Animal 106 from (i) the final 

two sessions on DRL 20-60 (baseline), 

(ii) the first session in which 

reinforcement was omitted from the t 2 

component (first omission), (iii) the 

final two sessions on the omission 

condition (final omission). IRTs longer 

than 78 sec are contained in the final 

IRT category. 
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Figure 72. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs for 

Animal 112. The data are from the 

final two sessions on each of the five 

experimental conditions: (i) DRL 10-10, 

(ii) response-initiated DRL 10 (FR 1 DRL 10), 

(iii) response initiated DRL 10 with a 

stimulus (light) added to IRTs which 

followed reinforced responses (t+), (iv) 

response-initiated DRL 10 with the stimulus 

removed, (v) DRL 10-10. 
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Figure 73. The overall relative 

frequency distributions of IRTs for 

Animal 114. The data are from the 

final two sessions on each of the five 

experimental conditions: (i) DRL 20-20, 

(ii) response-initiated DRL 20 (FR 1 DRL 20), 

(iii) response-initiated DRL 20 with a 

stimulus (light) added to IRTs which 

followed non-reinforced responses (t-), 

(iv) response-initiated DRL 20 

with the stimulus removed, (v) DRL 20~20. 

IRTs longer than 78 sec are contained in the 

final IRT category . 
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Figure 74. The overall relative 

frequency distributions, with 

different reinforcer concentrations. 

The data are from the test sessions 

on each schedule for each subject. 
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